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Abstract 

Public space is an intrinsic element in our cities reflecting our everyday life. It contains various types of 

social, cultural, economic, and other relations. These relations continually change their ways of 

agglomeration in the space. In this regard, it has been pointed out that this manifoldness and changeability 

is one of the barriers making difficult for the public space studies to examine public space. This research 

seeks an empirical method to capture this multiple and ever-changing aspect of public space. It examined 

user activities in public spaces to address how public space performs multiple roles, how the behind-the-

scenes dynamic relations make them different public spaces, and what the role of materiality in the 

performances of public space is.  

To look at the multiple production process of human activities, the concept of affordances (Gibson, 1979) 

was applied to examine the relations between the human and physical environments and Actor-Network 

Theory (ANT) was applied to investigate the characteristics of public space through the user activity 

networks. Data on user behaviour were gathered by observations, short interviews, and questionnaires 

from Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place, both small public spaces in London.  

The ANT framework of material relations recognised that the stabilisation (Callon, 1992; Bijker, 1997) 

of user activity networks are achieved through a fluid process (Law, 2002) and that this fluidity is based on 

the multiple affordances in the space. Using the term multiplicity (Mol & Law, 2002), this research 

describes the ways in which the multiple activities interfere and overlap with each other along with the 

actants involved. This research found the two cases perform multiple roles, which was verified by multiple 

enactments of user activity networks. However, the two cases showed differences in generating user 

activity stabilisations and in holding the multiple activity networks together in the space. These network 

differences were identified as the main causes to generate different publicness, which are constantly 

changing. Based on these findings, this research argues that the cases under study transform their network 

relations in multiple ways to be stabilised as public spaces, and finally suggests a new empirical tool to 

examine the multiple and ever-changing aspect of public space. 

Keywords: Public space, User activity, Affordances, Actor-network theory, Materiality 
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1.  Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1. Background 

 

There is no doubt that public space is an intrinsic element in cities, reflecting our society and everyday 

life. Public spaces are where all types of social relations are agglomerated, commonly described as the 

mirror of complex societies (Carr, 1992; Madanipour, 2010), with multi-dimensions and multi-objectives 

(Carmona, de Magalhães, & Hammond, 2008; Neal, 2010). In terms of reflection of society and multiple 

dimensions, Lefebvre’s (1991) claim on ‘social space’ fits also to public spaces: the convergent points at 

which everything encounters and assembles simultaneously with a dialectic centrality. More to the point, 

the ‘dialectic centrality’ is the phrase this research focuses on; public space is an association but not static, 

it changes. It has been recognised by many researchers that public space is dynamic by the continually 

changing associations (Lehtovuori, 2010; Madanipour, 2010). A question of growing interest, recently, is 

how we can conceptualise this changing heterogeneity. This is significant not only because public space 

reflects our complex society but also because it affects our lives even at the individual level. 

However, studying public space is difficult, and this is because of their manifoldness and changeability. 

Rybczynski (1986, cited in Carmona et al 2008) describes the difficulty with the analogy of an onion: ‘If it 

is cut apart there are just onion-skins left and the original form has disappeared. If each layer is described 
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separately, we lose sight of the whole.’ The researches that attempt to establish numerical correlations 

between behaviour and the environment (Craig, Brownson, Cragg, & Andrea L. Dunn, 2002; Giles-Corti 

& Donovan, 2002; Handy, Boarnet, Ewing, & Killingsworth, 2002; Samarasekara, Fukahori, & Kubota, 

2011), and those that simulate human movement or behaviour (Helbing, Molnar, Farkas, & Bolay, 2001; 

Johansson, Helbing, & Shukla, 2008), have focused on specific interactions in public spaces. On the 

contrary, studies that have examined symbols and social codes in urban spaces (Rapoport, 1982; 

Salingaros, 1999), and those that have observed social context (Carmona & Wunderlich, 2013) focus more 

on the whole rather than the smaller dynamics of interactions within the space. To understand public space 

which has many faces and is continually changing, we need a method to capture the whole while holding 

the parts at the same time. 

Recently, there is a new approach that views public space as not a static physical container waiting to be 

used, but as the resultant performance, which is continually changing through the associations of various 

actors. This research is based on relational perspective (Kärrholm, 2007; Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014) 

which is one of those theoretical views understanding the whole through the relations of the parts. This 

perspective conceptualises public spaces as phenomena that can only be explained by their social, political 

and cultural context and by the relations between people and objects, both at a given moment in time and 

in the course of history (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014).  

A number of studies with the relational perspective also consider Actor-Network Theory (ANT) which 

conceptualises our world by the methodological process from material relations to concept, knowledge, 

theory, and others. This theory provides a relational view of space and furthermore, an empirical tool to 

investigate public space. ANT is ideally suited to bridge the gap between the part and the whole separation 

in the public space studies. In this research, from the individual relations between human and objects to 

overall performance as an urban element, public spaces are empirically examined and described through 

the lens of ANT.  

On top of the view in ANT, the main analysis, investigating the dynamic productions of user activity, 

was conducted under the concept of affordance (Gibson, 1979) which considers the animal-environment 

relation producing various actions. With both the overarching network perspective of ANT and the 
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individual relations of affordance, this research provides a methodological tool to see the multi-

dimensional and ever-changing aspects of public space, and enables this research to see the details of how 

a public space is agglomerated by diverse user activities, and how it performs in stable with its multiple 

demands. 

Multiple roles of public space through user activities 

As a result of the complex interactions, public spaces not only contain our everyday life, but sometimes 

become a place for revealing political opinions, a centre of various cultural or social activities, or an 

entertaining area for members of society. The way of using public space, interacting with other users and 

making events, is critically related to the cultural, economic, and political relations of the public space. 

Their roles in the city and the ways of functioning are different by their locations and circumstances, with 

the various social relationship between individuals, and its transformations. When and how public spaces 

emerge into this or that role is one of the questions in this research.  

To look inside and examine the multiple roles, this research considers user activities as the indicator for 

the performances of public spaces. It is generally accepted that human behaviour/activity is closely linked 

with spatial quality and characteristics (Alexander, 1979; Franck & Stevens, 2006; Gehl & Koch, 2001; A. 

B. Jacobs, 1993; J. Jacobs, 1961; Mehta, 2013; Whyte, 1980). Human activity is considered in many public 

space studies as results of communications between humans and the environment (Gottdiener & 

Lagopoulos, 1986; Jencks, 1980; Krampen, 1979; Rapoport, 1982; Salingaros, 1999; Zacharias, 2001; 

Zimring, Joseph, Nicoll, & Tsepas, 2005); and also there has been a huge volume of studies in the 

simulations of human movement in relation with the various aspects of the built environment (Alasdair 

Turner, 2002; Batty, 2003; Gaisbauer & Frank, 2008; Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Schelhorn, O'Sullivan, 

Haklay, & Goodwin, 1999).  

This research shares the view that sees the interactions between humans and environment that produce 

various activities. The multiple and continually changing roles of public space, which are the aspects 

addressed above, are investigated by examining the detailed production processes of user activities. There 

are researches focusing on this spatial aspect of holding multiple functions through the user activities. The 

aspect has been given various names, such as ‘liveable’ space (Gehl & Koch, 2001), ‘well-responsive’ 
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(Whyte, 1980), ‘a quality without a name’ (Alexander, 1979), and ‘loose space’ (Franck & Stevens, 2006). 

This research argues that the role of public space means various user activities that public space holds in 

response to the demands of the urban and social surroundings. Distinct from other urban and architectural 

spaces that have their particular roles, most public spaces have a much broader range of expected activities 

without a dominant role. The multiple roles of public space are significant because we ‘design the public 

spaces consciously’ (Carmona & Wunderlich, 2013, p. 18) and we need to manage existing public spaces 

attuned to the changing urban and social context.   

Material aspect of public space 

This research considers the dialectic role of materiality in holding various user activities in public space. 

The complex social relations are materialised in public spaces in various ways, and the materials, 

containing materialised social relations, affect the user activities. Local government policies to manage 

space, shop owners’ decoration of shop windows for their customers, land use around public space, and the 

diverse intentions of users are all examples of social relations affecting the materiality of public space. 

Materials in public space are not just physical objects, but they are social relations and actors interacting 

and affecting actively human actions. The research focuses on the multiple relations of the materials in the 

space acting in the production of diverse user activities.  

This research argues that a physical relation between humans and objects is a fundamental relation 

making public space working multiple roles. In describing human activities, to grasp the multiple and 

arbitrary relationship between human and physical objects, this research will apply the concept of 

‘affordance’. The affordances are what the environment offers, provides, or furnishes to animals (Gibson, 

1979). He explains this concept as a direct perception before thinking, which enacted prior to the socio-

cultural process of human perception. The research examines how the affordances work in generating 

multiple user activities. For example, a ‘normal’ desk is too big for children to do the same job as adults 

do, but its size is more appropriate for them to play with, such as jumping or hiding. They set up different 

affordances with the desk because of the different size relation between the two. This can be seen on the 

stairs and ledges used for sitting places or the fences used for leaning on objects in public spaces. This 

research uses the concept of affordances as the relations of intersection between the user intentions and a 

certain aspect of an object (Chemero, 2003). Even though actual action needs other socio-cultural aspects 
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to be performed, the analysis of the research examines whether the affordances between humans and the 

environment have a pivotal role in generating multiple human activities in public spaces. Both the physical 

relation of affordance and the materialised socio-cultural relation are all scrutinized to see how they 

generate user activities. 

Publicness 

After examining public spaces that are multiple and changing, this research also engages the discourse of 

publicness. By capturing public spaces as the moving entity, this research suggests the empirical-based 

approach showing the individually unique, but continually changing publicness. Throughout the decades, 

there have been many attempts to conceptualise this slippery entity which has many roles in our cities and 

societies. The efforts of defining public space appear also as that of conceptualising the term ‘public’ or 

‘publicness’ (Barnett, 2014; Carmona et al., 2008; Lehtovuori, 2010; Mitchell, 1995). The term public and 

publicness are commonly used as overlapping or synonyms in various research. This research shares the 

view of relational perspective on publicness (Kärrholm, 2007; Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014) that is far 

from the generalization addressed with hidden rules.  

This research treats the term publicness as the local and differently produced characters by the various 

relations which shows what public space is in practice. Each public space has its own publicness, and 

public space is produced by the complex interactions between the physical, social, economic, and political 

relations (Madanipour, 2010; Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014). This research applied a theoretical framework 

to reveal the publicness, the changing characteristics of public space. Based on the relational perspective 

on publicness, the new way of dealing and examining public space will be argued in the last phase of this 

research. 

Theoretical framework 

The overarching theoretical framework of this research is Actor-Network Theory (ANT) in order to 

conceptualise public spaces under the network relations. ANT is a branch of Science and Technology 

Studies (STS) which views all the things around us as sets of associations made by human and non-human 

influences. ANT suggests two key concepts: the process through which networks exist constantly with 

heterogeneous materials (stabilisation), and how networks continuously change their relations and 
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performances (multiplicity). With these concepts, the performances of public spaces are translated and 

described in terms of ANT, and compared the relational differences. ANT makes the behind-the-scenes 

relations in public space float up to the surface and shows how public space emerges and changes in the 

urban context. The research analysis reveals the complex but critical relationship between user and 

material and argues that materialised social relations affect users’ behaviour/activities. This provides a new 

way of conceptualising the issue of publicness theoretically, as well as new ways of examining public 

spaces in practice. 

The sets of associations, the networks, can exist only when they are continuously reconfiguring 

themselves (Latour, 2005) to make relations with others. Thus, we can have an ontology, what the network 

is, by understanding the epistemology of the network, how it is agglomerated and what it performs. With 

this perspective, the research examines factors involved in and the way they relate to each other in human 

activities. This creates the ontology and epistemology of human activity as heterogeneous intertwined 

networks that are continuously regenerated in different ways with different relations.  

Research methods 

This research is based on a qualitative research with a comparative approach to the two cases, Fortune 

Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place, in London. The cases are small urban public spaces which 

hold the local users’ everyday lives. The two public spaces are surrounded by the neighbourhood in a city 

centre region and the local town centre, but they are all connected with residential, commercial, and office 

blocks in everyday life. This research is based on the ‘comparative design’ (Bryman, 2012) to compare the 

different user activity productions and their relationships in the two cases in terms of affordance relations. 

However, each of the cases also has its own intrinsic meaning (cf. Stake, 1998) with the relational 

perspective. In terms of this research’s view which sees every public space as having its own character and 

context, the selected cases are the ‘extreme or unique cases’ (Yin, 2009), but at the same time, the cases 

also can be considered as the ‘representative or typical cases’ (Yin, 2009) as one of many variations. The 

cases can be both of the types because this research tries to argue the usefulness of method for the entity 

which is diverse as many numbers as there are public spaces. The findings from the cases contribute to the 

new way of recognising underlying relations that generate the multiple roles of public spaces which are 

continually changing.  
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The fieldwork obtained data by conducting unstructured observations, short unstructured interviews, 

questionnaires, and through documents. By analysing and interpreting data through the theoretical 

framework, affordances and ANT, the relations of user activities and the relations of factors are revealed 

and described. It has been investigated and analysed what process the user activity networks are stabilised, 

and in what type of relations the multiply enacted user activities are interrelated and flowing into each 

other. This process is under the concept of stabilisation and multiplicity from ANT. Regular occurrences 

with similar patterns of user activities mean the activity is one of the stabilised roles of public space. The 

multiple stable roles and the fluid ways of interrelating with each other show the changing performances of 

the cases. In recognising user activity production processes, the multiple affordances, which are one of the 

relations in the activity network, are found as a key relation producing the possibility of multiple actions. 

Through the analysis process, this research opens up the public spaces to see the inside which is the 

complex intermingling networks between users and objects. By the qualitative descriptions in terms of 

material relations, this research argues the practical way of conceptualising publicness, and suggests the 

network way of investigating and managing public spaces.    

 

 

1.2. Research questions 

 

Research questions 

The aim of this research is to understand multiple and ever-changing public spaces. The description of 

the dynamic performances of public spaces is made within the framework of network relations. This 

research, in the end, suggests the network-based framework as a new practical tool to investigate, analyse, 

and manage public spaces in our cities. This approach to public spaces contributes not only to the theory 

but also to the design practice which is the action making urban spaces. The main research question is: 

How do public spaces perform their multiple roles in the urban context?  

With the two small public spaces as cases, there are two theoretical concepts applied: Actor-network 

theory as an overarching view frame to see the human activities as network productions and to capture 
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their multiple and ever-changing aspect, and affordances to encapsulate the arbitrary physical relations 

between humans and objects. The entailed sub-questions are:  

1) How are user activities generated recurrently in Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market 

Place?  

- How are the various factors engaged and related to each other to produce a type of user activity 

regularly? 

- Is there more than one regularly occurring user activity type? 

2) How do physical aspects of pubic space affect user activities? 

- The role of affordances in producing user activities. 

- What is the role of materials of public spaces in the multiple production processes of user activity? 

3) Are the multiple roles related to each other? 

- Descriptions of the relational patterns between the multiply enacted user activities.  

4) What do the user activities indicate about public space? 

- Revealing the different characters of the two cases through the user activity networks. 

 

 

1.3. Thesis structure 

 

The structure of this thesis consists of two parts. The first part (Chapter 2 and 3) clarifies the terms and 

concepts used in the research supported by the previous studies and findings. This part provides the 

theoretical stance coherently maintained throughout the research process. The other part (Chapter 4, 5, 6, 

7, and 8) is about the process of data collection and analysis of them.      

Chapter 2 defines the concept of public space which provides the basis of this research’s perspective onto 

the cases. The relational perspective which sees public space, and publicness, as changing resultants of 

various relations are introduced as the perspective. This is also a reason bridging to use the network theory 

in the analysis parts. In addition, ANT applied as an overarching framework. The two key terms of ANT, 

stabilisation and multiplicity, are addressed to recognise the complex network of user activities and the 
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network characteristics. In particular, the problem of difference, how we can say something is different 

from the other, is discussed under the reality concept of ANT. Identifying different networks is the key in 

recognising multiple roles of public space. 

The review of the conceptualisation of public space is followed in Chapter 3 by a discussion on the 

spatial quality of holding a multiple action possibility. It is argued that the spatial ability to respond to 

diverse demands from the surroundings is one of the keys in discussing publicness/publicity. In addition, 

the significance of material aspects of space is addressed, based on which the human-object model of 

activity productions is introduced and discussed. As a main analytical framework, the concept of 

affordance is introduced to describe the connections of various objects which are arbitrary and multiple.  

In Chapter 4, three processes are addressed: the selection of cases and the details of them, the whole 

process of the fieldworks, and the analysis framework. For the two selected cases, Fortune Street Park and 

Kingston Ancient Market Place, the selection case process, from the pilot observations, is reported with the 

criteria and needs of the research cases. Data were collected through direct observations, short interviews, 

questionnaires, and related documents. The observations were made from an eight-month period in 2015. 

The note-taking for the details of user activities and the marking on the map of user locations and activity 

types were made from the observations. The short interviews, questionnaires, and examining related 

documents were conducted to support the observation, to reveal the hidden relations which are not seen by 

the observations. The third part of the chapter explains the framework of analysis process. The main 

structure of the analysis is to recognise various stabilised activity networks, to compare the different 

network relations in each activity type, and to reveal the relationships between the different types of 

activity network. This research argues that these processes recognising and describing the stability and 

multiplicity of activities are new ways of dealing with the characteristics of public space. 

The analysis phase of this research expands its argument from individual level interactions between user 

and objects to the whole activity network associations with diverse relations, and to the descriptions of the 

ways of relations between the different activity networks. Chapter 5 deals with the first individual 

interactions which are described in terms of affordances, the direct perception that can be multiply 
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connected into diverse other activities. This chapter argues that the material aspects of space have a key 

role in producing diverse user activities by allowing various postures.  

Even though the multiple affordances are the basis of multiple activities, there are other actors affecting 

the production process of activity. Chapter 6 expands the research scope on the user activity from just 

detecting affordance to other relations such as distance, object locations, time schedule, social/cultural 

habit, and weather. By doing so, the diverse user activities generated by changing network relations are 

described and compared within the same case and between the different cases. It is argued that if it is seen 

in terms of actor-network then the user activities are not static but continuously changing. The other 

argument of Chapter 6 addresses whether there are more than one stabilised user activity types, and if they 

have different patterns of actor relations. 

This research argues that the two cases have multiple user activities which occur with regularity in the 

spaces. This is followed by Chapter 7 which addresses the different interrelationships between the activity 

networks. There are also comparisons between the cases in the relations among the multiply enacted 

activity networks. This research argues that this is one key aspect indicating the characteristic of public 

space in performing diverse roles in its own urban circumstance. These arguments in the chapter supports 

the view that public spaces have their own ways of being stabilised as public spaces with multiple 

performances. It is also argued that the description of stabilisation through the multiple activity networks is 

a useful way to capture the ever-changing public spaces.  

The final chapter, Chapter 8, revisits the previous discussions. It bridges the theoretical concepts of ANT 

with the multiple roles of public space, which is dealt with as one of the key qualities of publicness. In 

addition, the materiality of space arises again as the critical relations not only with the multiple affordances 

but also as the containers of various social relations. With these discussions and arguments, this research 

suggests a new way of conceptualising the performance of public space and a new method for examining, 

managing, and designing public spaces in our cities.   
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2.  Public space and actor-network theory 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter addresses a question: how we can effectively boundaries the multiple aspects of public 

space? While answering the question, the relational perspective and Actor-Network Theory (ANT) will be 

examined, which provide the network-based view of public space that is seen as a product of complex 

relations between humans, society, and built environment. Under the ANT account, this chapter builds up 

the theoretical explanation from the individual level user activities and their relationship to the concept of 

public space. Within the framework, ANT also provides the view on the multiple user activities which are 

differently enacted relational effects constitute public space. This chapter consists of two parts. The first 

part overviews various approaches in public space studies and recognises a gap in them. The second part 

introduces the key terms and attributes of ANT used in this research.   

 

 

2.1. Conceptualising public space 

 

It is generally accepted that public space is an inevitable part of our cities. Made by unconscious 

collective interactions or by conscious design actions (Carmona & Wunderlich, 2013; Carr, 1992), public 

space has held reciprocal relationships with people by reflecting the cultural, economic, and political 
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aspects of the society, and at the same time influenced by people. As public spaces have multi-dimensions 

and multi-objectives (Carmona et al., 2008; Madanipour, 2010; Neal, 2010), It is natural that there are 

various approaches to capture the ontology and epistemology of public space. However, these efforts to 

describe an aspect commonly inherent in public spaces also demonstrate that it is difficult, or not possible, 

to nail down a concrete and clear definition of public space. Regardless of which perspective they hold, the 

diverse types and situations of public space slip away from it. This section examines this problem and 

draws a conceptual boundary of public space based on a relational perspective. 

 

2.1.1. Public space with different approaches 

As a key component of cities, public space has been examined and studied for a long time by a broad 

range of various disciplines. Of course, there are many definitions that capture the concept of public space 

which has been changing its function and meaning through time. The definitions are generally categorised 

by the different approaches from the various disciplines. There can be legal-economic, socio-spatial, and 

political perspectives (Neal, 2010), or in terms of design, socio-cultural, and political-economic 

perspectives (Carmona, 2010a). However, they cannot be clearly cut concepts that are mutually exclusive, 

but contains each other partially.  

Carr (1992) defines a broad concept of public space as open, publicly accessible places where people go 

for group or individual activities. He argues that although there are many types of public space they share 

common ingredients such as public amenities (walkways, benches, and water), and physical and visual 

elements that support activities (Carr, 1992). Carr’s definition focuses on the actual physical accessibility 

to public space regardless of other factors such as ownership or symbolic aspect. His view on public space 

holds common aspects through history but does not include recent differentiated complex categories of 

public space such as shopping malls that are owned privately but open to the public.  

Ercan (2010) suggests that public space can be described as a space concerning the people as a whole, 

open to all, accessible to or shared by all members of the community, provided by the public authorities for 

the use of people in general. He addresses three factors in defining public space: access, actor, and interest. 
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Access can be considered separately as physical access, social access, access to activities and discussions, 

and access to information. Public space, he argues, has to be controlled by public actors and used by the 

public, while we define the term public actor as agents or agencies that act on behalf of a community, city, 

commonwealth or state. The third factor is the public interest that public space serves. Public interest 

means the common wellbeing, general welfare or benefit that is controlled and received by all members of 

society. The basic virtue of this definition is that it tries to cover all the physical / non-physical aspects of 

public space and it sticks to the term ‘public’ in defining this complex entity. This definition implies a need 

to research various types of access, not only free physical passes, but also the settings for social access and 

the possibility of activities.  

Anthony and Neal (2010) also define public space as all areas that are open and accessible to all 

members of the public in a society, in principle though not necessarily in practice. They add more detailed 

explanations about each phrases. ‘All areas that are open and accessible’ means that any physical or virtual 

area where individuals and groups are free to come and go, and can interact with one another. The 

accessibility should be free from any conditions of membership in a particular group, income, education, 

age or sex.  

Carmona et al. (2008) supply broad and narrow range of definitions of public space. The differences 

between the two were the legal and managing right on the space (privately owned but publicly used space), 

the internal space (shopping centre), and the intensity of activity in the countryside space. They use the 

narrowly defined definition for the purpose of the book which deals with the space of publicly managed, 

external, and urban. This definition can cover relatively many types of public spaces currently being in our 

cities by focusing on the physical accessibility and openness. 

Public space (narrowly defined) relates to all those parts of the built and natural environment 

where the public has free access. It encompasses: all the streets, squares and other rights of way, 

whether predominantly in residential, commercial or community/ civic uses; the open spaces and 

parks; and the ‘public/private’ spaces where public access is unrestricted (at least during daylight 

hours). It includes the interfaces with key internal and external and private spaces to which the 

public normally has free access (Carmona et al., 2008, p. 5). 
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While socio-spatial approaches, which are stated above, focus on both accessibility to and interactions in 

public spaces, there is another concept of ‘public sphere’, by Habermas (1991) and Arendt (1998), that is 

generally thought of as an approach from a political basis. This concept is not the physical realm for public 

but an abstract field of public space filled with ideas, opinions and debates about issues of public interest. 

Thus, the public sphere is a kind of public space but specifically for political ideas and interactions. This 

research did not use this concept because the public space with material aspect is the main focus of the 

research.  

For the same reason, the approaches in terms of economy are also not included in this research. The 

economic perspective sees public space as public goods provided to the public. This approach understands 

access and being in public space in the same way as consuming goods and here is also the same pair 

concept considered in other arguments: public and private goods. Samuelson (1954) described public space 

as a type of public good which is a resource that individuals cannot be prevented from consuming and for 

which one individual’s consumption does not diminish its potential consumption by others. Webster 

(2007) suggests with the same economic approach to the term public space as a collectively consumed 

good as Samuelson’s, but he limits the idea with the concept of ‘congestion threshold’. He argued that 

people’s co-consumption is non-rivalrous until the consumption level is below a congestion threshold, but 

he also sees this consuming pattern tending to reach and surpass the threshold, and public space will 

become over used through unrestrained competition.  

The approaches above, with a specific theoretical framework, simplify the situations of public space and 

its use. They describe the various phenomena and incidents occurring in public spaces with their scholarly 

perspectives such as architecture, economy, and politics. It is sometimes useful but they are partial aspects 

of public space. In trying to nail down a concrete and clear definition of public space, regardless of which 

perspective they hold, the diverse types and situations of public space slip away from it. This problem of 

conceptualisation caused by the innate multiplicity of public space leads to the difficulty not only in 

studying it but also to the practical area where public space is designed and managed. Urban design, which 

is an action consciously making the new urban space and managing them continually, is a process needs to 

consider the comprehensive changes on the urban public spaces.  
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The fields of studying, designing, and managing public space need a theoretical view that can conceive 

public space both as partial complex relations and as a whole entity at the same time. This research shares 

a relational view that understands urban spaces through the way of intermingling relations, and used Actor-

Network Theory (ANT) as a basis for understanding public space. ANT was used as a basis for this 

research’s perspective and analysis processes. The theory conceptualises the detail interactions between the 

network actants and follows the networks agglomerating to the whole performances of public space.  

 

2.1.2. The concept of public space in this research 

Relational perspective on public space 

To conceptualise the complex and manifold relationships, this research applies a relative view when 

examines public spaces. This view can provide the theoretical connection from the individual (local) level 

interactions up to the spatial (collective group) level. Without any particular scholarly perspective, the 

individual user activities are seen as the results of various relations, and the relational view connects the 

parts with the whole public space. This research is interested in the individual level user activities, their 

patterned characteristics, and the relationship of those activities as indicators showing the characteristics of 

public space.  

The relative view on space can be understood more easily when it is compared to the absolute view of 

space. The absolute view, mainly argued by Isaac Newton, looks at space existing independently from 

human perception or existence. Space, with this view, exists like a container waiting for human activities. 

The modernist planners and architects were affected and designed urban and architectural space under this 

perspective. They focused on the physical structures and functions of the built environment (including 

public space), and ignored its ever-changing meaning and social conflicts (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014, p. 

5).  

The relative view on space sees that activities and objects define spatial fields of influence (Harvey, 

1969). Space is viewed as a result made by mutual relations between objects, human, and others, so space 

is constantly produced and reconfigured, and, like Murdoch (1998, p. 358) argues, can only be understood 
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as a system of relations. Public spaces are seen also as phenomena that can only be explained by their 

social, political and cultural context and by the relations between people and objects, both at a given 

moment in time and in the course of history (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014). Following the relative view on 

public space, this research sees that public space is not a static physical container waiting to be used by 

users, but result of relations between different elements, which are continually changing, through the 

associations of various factors including the human and the physical environment. Thus, public space is a 

product of complex intermingling of diverse associations.  

The two critical points of this relational perspective on public space are the recognition that public space 

is an entity generated by many actor relations, and, each public space has its own relational patterns so we 

can recognise the different spaces by examining the complex relations. 

Boundary of public space for the research cases 

Even though this research views public space as the produced entities, for the practical reason of the 

research, the boundary in the selecting cases is needed. This research emphasises the material aspect of 

public space as a key factor involved in user activities/behaviours. This research sees that all the factors are 

related to the materialising process in public space. Thus the concept of public space in this research has a 

distance from the concepts of the public sphere by Habermas (1991) and public goods by Samuelson 

(1954). Also, the public spaces used in the case studies were not conceptualised only by the physical types 

such as parks, streets, or squares because they are examined, in this research, both with physical and 

nonphysical dimensions.  

Public space in this research refers to space that is opened to the public. The phrase ‘open to the public’ 

can be seen as accessibility, and in this research specifically means physical accessibility among the other 

access types of social, information, and discussions (Ercan, 2010) in limiting the term public space. 

Secondly, there needs to be a clear boundary of the space because there must be a tangible research subject 

anyway. This is a practical boundary of the term rather than theoretical. Thirdly, the ownership of public or 

private (cf. Kohn, 2004, p. 12) was not included in the term because it was taken as one of the relations 

which can be materialised and recognised in the process of examining the user activities. In this relation, 
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this research shares the boundary of the term public space with Jones (2014, p. 6) as an empirically-

grounded understanding of a particular set of material spaces that are open to the public.  

 

 

2.2. Actor-network theory 

 

Actor-Network Theory was applied to provide the background debates both for the network-based view 

on public space and for recognising the relational differences in their performances. Under the material 

relations – conceptualised as an affordance – which is a main analytical framework, ANT was applied as 

an overarching perspective to interpret the material networks of human-object how they behave, and to 

recognise whether they are multiple. Through the research discussions, from the individual activities to the 

meaning of the agglomeration of the individuals, ANT provides the theoretical perspective to view and 

understand the changing multiple, public space. In addition, this ANT way of thinking also provides the 

empirical basis when the network relations of activities are empirically tracked through the detail of the 

material relations. 

ANT was initiated firstly by Bruno Latour, John Law, and Michel Callon, and has been developed with 

many other researchers over the last thirty years. The idea is based on the field of Science and Technology 

Studies (STS) especially focused on the diffusions of scientific knowledge and technology. However, with 

the radical views on the heterogeneous networked entities and their precarious relationships, the idea has 

been applied to many other areas such as education (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010), economy (Callon, 1998; 

MacKenzie, Muniesa, & Siu, 2007), architecture (Yaneva, 2009), and recently many on urban areas such 

as urban studies (Farías & Bender, 2010; Sonda, Coletta, & Gabbi, 2010; Teh, 2014), planning (Rydin, 

2012), public space (Kärrholm, 2012), and infrastructure (Teh, 2015).  

ANT sees all of the things around us as sets of associations made by human and nonhuman influences. 

The ontological view of ANT on existence is the patterned networks of heterogeneous materials which are 

continuously changing their relations and performances. The theory treats everything in the social and 
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natural worlds as a continually generated effect of the webs of relations within which they are located 

(Law, 2009); the existence is a relational effect in the networks. Thus, one of the key arguments in ANT is 

that ontology explains epistemology of things; we need to look into the complex relations of networks to 

understand what they are. 

The dynamic relations of existence have another attribute under the view of ANT: the performativity. 

This means that nothing has reality or form outside the relational effect which is continually forming itself. 

There is no uniquely solid, durable substance lying in the basement of the world (Harman, 2009) except 

relational effects, thus existence is not to be born as something but to be performed as it is continually by 

the relations. Knowledge, practices, and things are always in the state of making rather than ready-made. 

All of the existence has to keep making a group of networks to exist, so sometimes the relations of the 

networks can be changed during the reconfiguring, and sometimes they are collapsed and turn into nothing 

or other networks. Thus, all the actor-networks are basically precarious.  

The world of material relations 

The aspect that makes ANT distinct from other frameworks in social science and philosophy is that it 

interprets all the relations in terms of materials. ANT sees all the relational effects in terms of materialised 

actant. A scientific knowledge cannot just spread around the world but needs to be materialised as an 

article in a journal, one topic in conferences, newspapers, or by human mouth etc. By the different 

situations of the material relations, knowledge, artefact, idea, and many other things become something 

differently. Thus, methodologically ANT researchers follow ethnographic approaches examining and 

describing every detail of material relations, which Latour (2005) confessed as agonising work. He 

describes the process has not to be any prior concept or category but just searching and finding the 

relational actants involved in the network.  

This perspective understanding our world through the materials affecting each other upholds the way of 

perceiving public space and the empirical process of this research. To conceptualise ever-changing and 

heterogeneous public space, this research followed every detail of relations made by materials. 

Materialised intentions, meanings, visions, and other relations, which are involved in producing the user 

activities in spaces, are tracked through the material connections. Specifically, the combinations of user 
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intention and object were scrutinised as the key relations making public space performing multiple roles 

and holding the changeability. 

 

 

2.3. Stabilisation and translation 

 

Actor-Network Theory (ANT) explains our world with two terms: a stabilised network acting as a node 

and a relation between the nodes. Latour (1987) calls them as black-box and translation. Stabilisation, or 

black-box, is a concept of how things exist as something discrete within the endlessly connected network 

world, and translation is about how the mutually externalised entities can be related to each other. Harman 

(2009) compares them with the pivotal concepts in the history of philosophy, substance and relation, which 

are the concepts of ontology and epistemology in philosophy. By challenging them, ANT describes the 

world differently and has set up distinctive discourses about the things and incidents happening around us. 

This research uses the ANT perspective in investigations on the user activities in public spaces.   

The two concepts are not just theoretical background but also actively used in the interpretation of 

research’s analysis. To exist as something is to be stabilised networks that produce constant outputs in 

terms of ANT. Networks, which are continually reconfiguring themselves with the involving actants, 

become and are conceptualised as something by acting constantly as it. This research also views various 

types of human activities in this way and the constant occurrences of the same type of activities was 

considered as the stabilisation of the activity. The translation concept is significant when the related actants 

were examined in each of the activity networks. Physical objects used by activities in public spaces were 

described in terms of translation linked into the activity networks. 

 

2.3.1. Stabilisation 

Actor-network theory suggests everything around us such as society, machines, institutions, agents, and 

knowledge are all effects generated in heterogeneous networks. To exist constantly with the heterogeneous 
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mixtures, networks have to be stabilised. We witness all the time some materials last longer than others, 

and it means, in terms of ANT, the materials are generated constantly in the networks. Bijker (1997) says 

the stabilised network diminishes interpretive flexibility, and the consensus among the different relevant 

social groups about the dominant meaning of an artefact merges and the pluralism of artefacts decreases.  

Similar to stabilisation, there is specific term in ANT for the networks performing like a machine with a 

predictable output. The term is black-box. Once a network performs constant output, the network may 

come to look like a single point actor (Law, 1992). Other actants (human/nonhuman) use the black-boxed 

network like a machine without concerning about its complex inside. ANT uses this term to stop the 

endless expanding of a complex network. The concept of black-box converts an entire network into a 

single point of node in another network (Callon, 1990). Latour (1987) explains that a network becomes 

black-boxed when we need to know nothing but its input and output. Televisions, computers, the British 

Government (Law, 1992), seat belts (Latour, 1992), and nuclear weapons (McKenzie 1996) can be talked 

with the names rather than all the parts that make them up. Akrich (1992) uses the term black-box 

differently from stabilisation when she says “the situation is quite different when we are confronted with 

stabilised technologies that have been black boxed.” She argues that when a technology, or an artefact, is 

black-boxed then the connection between the technology and the user may be “found in user’s manuals or 

in contacts”. Other ANT discourses do not clearly divide stabilisation and black-box, but the term black-

box is used for more regular and fixed output of network such as machines and equations. 

The other term used for the stabilised networks is object. Law (2002) explains that objects are an effect 

of stable arrays or network of relations, which hold together so long as those relations also hold together 

and do not change their shape. An object can be not only a physical thing you can drop on your toe but also 

a disease like anaemia (Mol & Law, 1994) or alcoholic liver disease (Law & Singleton, 2005). Again, 

television, the British Government, anaemia, and atherosclerosis are object that can be called as those 

names (not as all the parts).  

The question in this research is the relationships between the concepts: stabilisation, black-box, and 

object. The concept of black-box is used to describe especially the scientific knowledge and technical 

artefact (Akrich, 1992; Latour, 1987). Especially, the black-box concept is used for the network with clear 
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output in the stationary relations. This research question is to see diverse activities in public spaces and to 

explore how actants in public spaces come to be patterned to generate user activities. This research 

examined user activities with various types and relations, thus black-box is not a suitable concept to 

describe and cover the diverse activity networks. The stabilisation concept, which is similar to the concept 

of object, is broader than black-box and suitable in describing ever-changing user activities. In this 

research, the networks with constant performances were viewed as stabilised, and the topological processes 

of network objects were applied to examine the differences and commons between the activity networks.  

 

2.3.2. Topologies in stabilisation 

One of the main concerns of ANT is how networks become to look like single point actors. To study this 

issue, the relations between the actants, the materials and strategies of network ordering, has been 

examined in many studies of ANT. Through the various case studies, there are four stabilisation processes 

suggested: region or physical shape, network, fluidity, and fire (Law, 2002; Law & Singleton, 2005). In the 

research on the disease anaemia, it was examined how the geographically different areas and the related 

material equipment affect the diagnosis of anaemia, or saying what is anaemia (Mol & Law, 1994). Actor-

networks can be stabilised both by material aspects (speed bump with its shape and material) and by 

network relations (working vessel with the various functional parts). However, region and network 

relations are like the two sides of one coin (Law, 2002) which work together in the stabilisation process. 

After describing anaemia in terms of region and network relations, Mol and Law describe the different 

network relations and definitions by the regions and networks. They argue anaemia is fluid. The fluid way 

of stabilisation means there are changes in regional (or shape) and network relations but common in their 

productions. De Laet and Mol (2000) describe water pumps widely diffused through many villages of 

Zimbabwe which are physically different village by village but commonly produce clean water. Thus there 

is the name of Zimbabwe Bush Pump commonly used even though their physical shapes and working 

relations are different. Fourthly, there is fire topology. Some networks stabilisations are obtained through 

the continual absence and presence. These flickering aspects of stabilisation are as an effect of 

discontinuity; as the presence and the absence of otherness; and as an effect of a star like pattern (Law & 
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Mol, 2001). They explain in comparison of fluid topology: while fluid constancy depends on gradual 

change, in a topology of fire constancy is produced in abrupt and discontinuous movements (Law & Mol, 

2001). These topological ways to be stabilised networks have been applied in this research to describe how 

user activities become stabilised and long lasting in the public space. It has been examined whether the 

physical shape, the relational aspects of the objects, the different relational effects but commonly 

producing the same activity, or the certain absence and presence of actants make the constancy of activity 

networks. 

Fluid networks 

This research is specifically interested in the concept of fluid topology because it is about the flowing 

relationship between the different actor-network. Law (2009) addresses fluidity as one possible way of 

relation the multiply enacted realities could have. However, at the same time he explains fluidity as one of 

the topologies in network stabilisation (Law, 2002; Law & Singleton, 2005). In short, fluidity is a 

network’s multiple ways of enactment in practice. 

The first argument of fluid object / space from the literatures of ANT is that it is reconfiguring the 

relations continually while it keeps maintaining its performances, the fluid continuity (Law, 2002). The 

fluidity in ANT holds two opposite directions at the same time: Its changes are in its physical and network 

shape and its continuity lies in the same performing. The Zimbabwe water pump changes its physical form 

to maintain producing clean water (De Laet & Mol, 2000). When a pump breaks, villagers replace its 

components with whatever happens to be at hand: bits of old tyres, convenient tree branches, whatever 

(Law & Singleton, 2005). The same disease anaemia is diagnosed from the different symptoms and 

complaints through the different geographical area (Mol & Law, 1994). In terms of producing clean water 

and diagnosing as the disease, the water pump and the anaemia are stable, but they are made up by the 

fluidity. Additionally, how the network changes its physical form is also important in fluidity. The fluidity 

of object means changes of object, but not the abrupt reshape but the gentle changes in shape (De Laet & 

Mol, 2000). The abrupt and the whole-scale changes at the same time make rupture, the loss of shape-

continuity, and the loss of identity (Law, 2002). This will make the failure of current network and also 

make a transformation into something different.  
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The second argument with the fluid object/space is that there is no clear boundary in the network. The 

processes for doctor to diagnose anaemia are different between Netherland and Africa, but even in the 

same region there is no clearly shared rule for diagnosing the disease. The proper examination for making 

diagnosis may extend from the colour of the skin to that of the eyelids, from the eyelids to the way the 

patient walks, and from there to the food the patient eats, or anything else that seems appropriate (Mol & 

Law, 1994). Because the fluid object/space keeps reconfiguring the existing elements or including new 

elements, there are often, perhaps usually, no clear boundaries. The point is that the objects generated 

inside the fluidity – the objects that generate them – are not well defined, and in a fluid space normality is 

a gradient rather than a cut-off point (Mol & Law, 1994). Like the water pump in Zimbabwe, the fluid 

object/space always has a possibility to re-negotiate with others/outside because of its adaptability. 

The third argument with the fluidity in ANT literatures is about decentralisation or the network without 

centralised control. The fluidity in network is an ability to survive even though some part of the network 

fails or disconnect. It is also called robustness (Mol & Law, 1994) with the example of the clinician who 

does not think the world collapses in the absence of a laboratory which can provide the numbers for 

anaemia. They can still diagnose the disease without the laboratory. Also, the absence or broken part does 

not make the water pump collapse. How can this be possible? This is because there is no single strongpoint 

to be defended in order to preserve continuity (Mol & Law, 1994). Latour (1988) explains the process of 

scientific progress of anthrax by Pasteur not by his greatness but by the relational effect. He rejects the 

centralised control or the concept of ‘network builder’ in explaining the process and shows how the result 

was generative. Even further, the fluid network does not have an ‘obligatory passage point’ by which all 

the elements have to be filed and to be translated. This means that every individual element may be 

superfluous (Mol & Law, 1994). The fluid entity can adapt and change shape, by reconfiguring its 

elements without any central power, against outside circumstances if it is to survive.  

Fluidity in user activity 

How does fluidity work in the user activity stabilisation process? We can arrange it by matching the 

arguments of fluidity from the ANT literatures such as the Zimbabwe water pump (De Laet & Mol, 2000), 

anaemia (Mol & Law, 1994), and alcoholic liver disease (Law & Singleton, 2005) to the human activities 
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in public space. This research conceptualises, under the relational perspective and ANT, the fluidity in the 

stabilisation of user activity network means the fluid aspect of public space.  

Firstly, what is continuity in user activity? It is like the overlapped area between the different actor-

networks. In the water pump case, it is the ability to hold the device’s functional objective 

(performativity): producing clean water. Then what is the overlapped area, or the functional purposes in 

user activities, it is user intention. The purpose a user wants to conduct at the moment in public space. 

Even though with different objects in a different location in space, if the intentions are satisfied then those 

differently enacted activities can be said to have one activity name such as eating, drinking, playing and so 

on. Also, if a certain type of activity continually occurs in the public space with a similar pattern of using 

objects and occupying locations, then we can say the activity network type is stabilised in the public space. 

In other words, the public space has a stable role for the activity. 

Secondly, what is changing in user activity? The changing shape in the water pump case means the 

compatibility of its parts. In other words, the parts of the device can be easily replaced and the 

replacements do not affect producing clean water. However, there is a difference between the pump and 

user activity because there are not changes generally in the physical settings of public space. In the user 

activities, the changing part is not the physical part but the network relations in the network. This can be 

called ‘mutable immobiles’ (Guggenheim, 2010), when he examines buildings in terms of quasi-

technologies which occupies fixed location and are singular but used differently. Public spaces, as physical 

devices in the urban built environment, are also immobile entities but mutable when used by various users. 

However, the fluid entity has to have ‘the gentle flow and undisturbed reshaping’ (Law & Singleton, 

2005). It means various functional alternatives in the space to respond to changes, and the changes in 

public space means people’s functional demands. Of course there are various kinds of outer changes in 

social, political, and economic situations, but those changes are eventually translated into the materiality of 

space and people’s demands. Thus, various kinds of implication on functional possibilities (or alternatives) 

are the fluidity in public space which is different from the water pump.    
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2.3.3. Translation: relations between networks  

If the world is made of a stabilised single point of actants, which are mutually external, then there has to 

be a way of relating each other actants. The concept of translation is an actor-network way of describing 

relations between actants. Translation means an action made by an actant to enrol other actants into the 

network. Latour (1987, p. 108) explains it is ‘to enrol others so that they participate in the construction of 

the fact; it is to control their behaviour in order to make their actions predictable’. Thus, translation is an 

action that attracts other actants while cutting other attractions on the target actants from the other 

networks, and makes the target actants perform what is expected in the network.  

There are many examples of translation presented in ANT studies. Diesel, who wanted to transform his 

two-dimensional idea into the form of a three-dimensional working prototype, translated the engine 

manufacturing company MAN (Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg), which was interested in improving 

the efficiency of the current engine at the time (Latour, 1987). In an example of a speed bump in a campus, 

the school wants to make cars run slower for safety reasons, so they translate a driver’s goal from ‘slow 

down so as not to endanger students’ into ‘slow down and protect my car’s suspension’ by installing a 

speed bump (Latour, 1994). The different interests of scallops, fishermen, and scientific colleagues are 

translated by three marine biologists into their scheme (Callon, 1986). The biologists translate the actants’ 

interest into their network by introducing them – fishermen and scientific colleagues – as the only solution 

to solve the decline in the population of scallops in St. Brieuc Bay.  

The key in the translation concept is that it is not a one-off action. Callon (1986) stresses that translation 

is a progress, never a completed accomplishment. To exist continually, this translation process has to keep 

occurring between actants in a network. Translation on, and between, the actants is continually made and 

sometimes intercepted by others. The networks are moving, changing, shrinking, expanding, and perishing 

continually by translating or being translated into others. This is the image of our world full of networks 

which are changing endlessly. The user activities in public space, and public space itself, also can be seen 

with this changing network image. The materials in public space are the actants translated into the user’s 

intention. In the space, users with their various intentions translate the objects to make them serve their 

intentions. There are also conflicts or interferences between the translations of different intentions. 
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There is another concept dealing with the relationships, ‘delegations.’ This is a transformation of a 

network performance which is read, used, or translated, as something (else) in the different network. A 

hinge is delegated to the work of reversibly solving the wall-hole dilemma (Latour, 1992) and a human 

delegates to many technologies the work of many humans. For Latour, there is another term ‘prescription’ 

in the reciprocal relationship of delegation between the human and nonhuman actants. Even though a 

human makes and delegates to a nonhuman, the nonhuman imposes back behaviour onto the human by 

delegating prescription (Latour, 1992).     

The concept of prescription was firstly suggested by Akrich (1992) in pairs from the concept of 

inscription. Designers, engineers, manufacturers, or inventors, predict the actors and the world with 

specific characteristics in which the technology/object/artefact is to be inserted. The designers inscribe this 

vision on the technology/object/artefact, and the users are asked to use the technology/object/artefact in the 

inscribed way of using (Akrich, 1992). The technology/object/artefact delegates prescription to the 

behaviour, or a specific way of interactions, on the users. Figure 2.1 shows prescriptions are materialised 

inscriptions, and ANT analysts describe various actants in the setting.  

 

 

Figure 2.1   concepts of inscriptions, prescriptions, and descriptions (by author) 

The delegated prescriptions take various forms such as notices, contracts, instruction booklets, brochures, 

advice etc. These are text or voice, but an object itself also can be a prescription. Many times in our 

everyday life, we recognise functions of an object by its physical aspects such as shape, material, and size. 

Akrich and Latour (1992) list prescriptions and affordances as the same concept when they define them as 

what a device allows or forbids from the actors – humans and nonhumans – what it anticipates. The 
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concept of prescription is a specific way of translation, the attracting and affecting other actants for the 

purpose of the network. In this relation, this research applied the concept of prescription in describing how 

user activities are influenced by the physical setting of public space. In this research, the term prescription 

was used to describe network relations of one or multiple actants exerting users to make them use the 

space, or part of the space, in an intended way. It examines which aspects and how the physical setting in 

public space interact with the users to affect their behaviours. The prescriptions in public space could be 

text (cautious/warning sign, information board), human (guards, officers, other users), and objects (shape, 

material, locations) (Latour, 1992). 

 

 

2.4. Reality and multiplicity 

 
After we view our concerns in terms of the stabilised networks and the actions at a distance between 

entities, there are some other questions which still remain unexplained. One of them is the question how 

we can recognise different networks. Recognising a network means we can use criteria or rules to 

discriminate one network from another. This is the problem of difference that Law and Singleton (2005) 

mentioned in their writing on object. This is significant, identifying different network, because we need to 

recognise whether there are different activity networks in public space. In the ANT area, the issues of 

difference and multiplicity are connected because recognising the different network relations 

(epistemology) means different existence (ontology). ANT theorists explain this issue with the ‘reality’ 

concept. Mol (2002) argues there are multiple realities enacted as a same disease (atherosclerosis) from the 

different actor-networks, and demonstrates multiple reality enactments under a single name of disease in 

practices. This section follows this reality concept to discuss multiplicity in user activities. 

 
2.4.1. Multiplicity in terms of ANT 

The meaning of reality in actor-network theory is something enacted into being in the networks. Reality 

is an enacted theory, concept, or name in practice through the network. Law (2009) examples the 

strawberry market with its physical layout of selling and buying floors in relation to the concept of market.  
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Buyers and sellers don’t talk with one another directly. They aren’t supposed to fix deals in 

private. The market is intended to be unified and transparent. In short, it is supposed to reproduce 

the conditions of perfect competition (Law, 2009, p. 151).   

Callon (1998) says that the term market should not be regarded as a state of nature because the concept of 

market will take different forms in different places. The markets which consist of space, physical facilities, 

objects, buyers, and sellers are the realities of “the term of market” with their different combinations and 

relations each market has. We share concepts with common words but their realities in practice are enacted 

in various ways. Thus, to understand markets we need to trace how the webs of heterogeneous material and 

social practices produce them (Law, 2009).   

As we discussed above, all the entities around us are the relational effects, performances, and realities 

enacted in the networks. The concept of public space, and also the name of Fortune Street Park or 

Kingston Ancient Market Place have their own realities which are not stationary but changing. If we put 

this reality concept into the concept of public space and user activity, then we can consider the user 

activities as actualised realities of public space networks. Individual activity is a performance that is 

produced by heterogeneous networks. Certain type of activities, such as eating, walking, or playing, are a 

reality of a certain public space. For example, this research sees one eating activity on a stall seat as one 

reality of Kingston Ancient Market Place because the activity has its own actor-network. If we see a 

different type of activity which is not eating in the same space, then we can say that there is another type of 

reality in the space. The same type of activity in the different public spaces could have different relational 

patterns, or the modes of orders (Mol & Law, 2002), by the different physical settings or by the different 

urban context. The description on the different but “same named” activities from each case is one of the 

key works this research aims for.  

The multiple realities in practice are the key in the multiplicity concept of ANT. The realities from a 

same named theory/concept/knowledge can have different actor-networks, and ANT sees the different 

actor-networks as different existence. Mol (2002) argues the same named disease atherosclerosis has 

different realities by the different hospital departments in which the disease is detected, and the 

atherosclerosis is multiple because the processes of detecting it are different. With this ANT concept of 
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differences and multiplicity, if a public space has more than one user activity type, and they have different 

network patterns in producing activities, then the public space is multiple. This research tried to see the 

inside of public spaces in practice to understand their multiple performances with its own relations and its 

own ways of holding the activities.  

Because the enacted reality is determined by the relations in the network which are relative and arbitrary, 

there can be more than one reality. A different place or time can make a different relation, and a different 

performance makes another reality. A disease of lower limb atherosclerosis can turn up as pain on walking 

in the surgery, as the narrowed blood vessels in the X-ray photo in radiography, as the form of Doppler 

readings which detect increases in blood speeds at narrowed sections of vessels in the ultra sound 

department, or as a white passed scraped out of blood vessels by the surgeon in the operating theatre (Mol, 

2002 cited in Law 2009).  

Different orders 

The first aspect of multiplicity in the actor-network is different modes of orders. Mol and Law (2002) 

explains multiplicity as multiple orders within the same concept, theory, or name. When investigators 

discover a variety of orders such as modes of ordering, logics, frames, styles, repertoires, or discourses 

multiplicity occurs.  

They may work – and relate – in different ways. Multiplicity is thus about coexistences at a single 

moment. To make sense of multiplicity, we need to think and write in topological ways, discovering 

methods for laying out a space, and for defining paths to walk through these.  (Mol & Law, 2002, 

pp. 7-8) 

ANT sees that these multiply enacted realities are independent and different bodies with their own rules 

and orders. Mol (2002), in her ethnographic research on atherosclerosis, rejects the view that the multiply 

enacted disease are different perspectives on a single disease. She argues each practice generates its own 

material reality. In the theory of a body may be single but in practice it is multiple because there are many 

body practices and therefore many bodies: for atherosclerosis there are four actor networks or realities 

rather than one (Law, 2009). To recognise multiple networks, we need to recognise the different relations 

and their effects between networks.  
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However, at the same time, we have to consider how we can say that they are multiple realities from a 

same concept or name. This can be identified by answering they are related partially rather than isolated. 

They are not islands unto themselves, closed cultures, self-contained paradigms, or bubbles (Mol & Law, 

2002). Instead, they interfere with one another and reveal what Strathern (2005) would call ‘partial 

connections’.  This is other aspect of multiplicity: the possibility of coexisting and interfering with one 

another at a single moment. This research identifies different modes of orders in user activities, as different 

actor-networks, under the same activity intention, as related part. Eating intention can have multiple 

network realities with different objects or by different users, but they are all still eating activities. 

Additionally, eating, conversing, playing, and walking activities are all different realities of a public space 

but they are related within the public space. 

 

2.4.2. Multiple user activity and ANT 

The concept of reality in ANT provides the base of not only multiplicity but also the relationship between 

the user activity and public space. The actual happening in the public spaces is user activities and they are 

the enacted realities of the concept public space. This is why user activities are key to understand public 

spaces. The different performances of public spaces thus can be recognised by investigating the relations in 

the user activity networks. This section addresses the meaning of user activity and public space in terms of 

ANT.  

Similar to what Callon (1998) says about the concept of market, the term public space should not be 

regarded as a state of nature because public space will take different forms in different places. Even though 

we break down the term public space into the terms such as street, park, or square, the same reality and 

theory relationships are repeated. If we say one name of a specific public space, for example Fortune Street 

Park in Barbican, London, it could be one reality of the term public space, but still we can open up Fortune 

Street Park and see how it performs as networks. The user activities with their heterogeneous networks of 

material need to be traced to see how the realities of Fortune Street Park enact in practice. The user 

activities are the consequences of complex relations of human, objects, land use, morphology, society, 

culture, etc. Every human behaviour/activity in a certain public space is the public space’s practical 
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enactment, and if there are different types of activities, then we witness multiple realities of the public 

space not only in number but also in types. 

User activities mean the roles, the enacted realities, of public space. This is why user activity in public 

space matters in this research. Just to recognise individual actor-network and to describe all of the 

individuals separately are not this research’s interest. The main purpose was to recognise common patterns 

in the user activity types and describe the relations producing those patterns. Examining individual 

activities and categorising them, and revealing unique characteristics of public space by the patterns of the 

multiple user activity types are the main structure of this research’s analysis.  

Thus, the term reality works in this research theoretically two fold. First, it enables an expansion of 

research’s discourse from the individual level user activity to the whole spatial level as an agglomeration 

of individual activities. Second, by examining user activities with their different actants and different ways 

of relations, the reality concept also enables this research to recognise whether there is more than one type 

of activity network, multiple roles. The examining process goes from recognising a stabilised activity 

network as a discrete entity; to the process of recognising that there is more than one stabilised network in 

public space; to the process of examining there are different modes of orders between the networks and 

between the public spaces; and to demonstrating what are multiple roles of public space in terms of user 

activity.  

Meaning of user activity stabilisation  

To identify a user activity stabilisation in public space is to recognise that the public space is playing a 

stable role for the activity. As discussed previously, to be stabilised is to last longer than others, 

‘durability’ (Law, 2009). If there is a type of activity recurrently generated in public space, then we can say 

that the activity, a reality of the public space, is stabilised. Reciprocally, we also can say that the public 

space is durable in functioning for the activity. People come to the public space and use it as a place for the 

activity. The activity stabilisation means that there is a constant awareness and actual uses by users on the 

public space such as a place for eating, shopping, or drinking beverages and so on. The network relations 

for the activities are constantly maintained and the users know that they can do the activities in the space.  
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This research argues that public space has one or more types of activity, and the simple sum of the 

activities are the reality of public space. A stabilised activity network; a functional role that a public space 

constantly performs is the base to view and understand public space. This is a term ‘territory’ by Kärrholm 

(2007) which is similar to an area that a stabilised activity network produces. He argues the complex 

mixture of the territories of activities and events as an ever-changing image of public space. This research 

also sees that continual emerging, flowing into others, and disappearing of user activities are the diverse 

ingredients consisting public space.  

 
Figure 2.2   Recognising publicness through the user activities in empirical research 

In the empirical research process, the individual activities are categorised by the user intention and 

network relations, and with the types of activity, the ways how the different types are related to each other 

(Fig. 2.2). This is the research’s empirical process to recognise the performances of public space which are 

heterogeneous and continually changing.  

Multiple human activity 

If there are more than one stabilised activity in public space, then the public space performs multiple 

roles which this research is mainly interested in. In this research, recognising stabilisation is the starting 

point of examining multiplicity of public space. Based on the reality concept of ANT, this research argues 

that public space, or the name of a public space such as Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market 
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Place is just a concept or name but the user activities are the enacted realities of them. This research sees 

that a public space we are actually experiencing in our everyday life is a complex intermingling of those 

multiple realities, and the research cases, Fortune Street Park or Kingston Ancient Market Place, were 

scrutinised and understood in the same way in the empirical phase.  

Under the reality concept of ANT, this research assumed that each case of this research has its own ways 

of producing multiple realities, and its own way of agglomeration between the multiple realities under the 

name of Fortune Street Park or Kingston Ancient Market Place. Thus the two cases’ actor-network ways to 

be public spaces are different. They are the actual experiences of public space we have in our everyday 

life, and the actor-network way of ontology of public space.  

The key relation that makes an activity network different from others is an intention of action, what the 

user wants to do in the public space. They are what we generally see as different types of activity such as 

reading, eating, conversing, drinking, playing, sleeping, and so on. However, even within the same user 

intention, there are also variations in using object, location, posture, and so on. There are also various other 

relations that affect intentions of users such as land use, schedule, or others. These are all the actants 

translated, differently, in the user activity networks and one of this research’s empirical works is to clearly 

describe the underlined actants and relations. As a result, if the descriptions find the user activities showing 

different activity intentions, or types of activity, with different network relations, then we can verify that 

there are multiple realities in the space. It means there are multiple roles performed by the public space 

along with the same physical setting.  

 

 

2.5. Conclusion 

 

This chapter defined this research’s boundary of the term public space. Under the relational perspective, 

which sees everything as a result made by complex relations of various actors, public space is not a fixed 

and stationary container but an entity continually changed by the way of user activity generations. It is also 
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claimed the significance of individual level user activity in public space. Public spaces are generated by the 

complex intermingling human activities which occurred in them. Therefore, the investigations on each 

individual level activities can tell about the public space; the more we follow the user activities and their 

production processes the more we can see the performance of the public space in practice.   

This research addresses a conceptualising issue of public space which is changing heterogeneity. Based 

on the relational perspective, this research uses Actor-Network Theory (ANT) as an overarching research 

framework to study public space. ANT can recognise the underlying relations of public space 

performances, and can reveal the differences in holding the multiple roles constantly. The research is about 

public space but conceptualised through user activities. Which relations make user activity in the case 

public space, and what are the common and different performances of the cases are examined in this 

research.  

The theoretical advantage of ANT that helps this research is from its fundamental way of understanding 

the world. The method ANT understands is an empiricism which follows the relations and reveals actors 

affecting them one by one. The important aspect of ANT here is that it examines ontology through 

epistemological work; it understands what they are through the relations of the subject. With this outlook 

on the world, the research framework from ANT answered the research questions by capturing the whole 

performance of public space while holding the complex relations of user activities.  

 The other advantage of ANT is that it views existence as constant outputs of the continual reconfiguring 

inside the network. The view cognising existence as the continual network performances is connected to 

the network precariousness of everything in the world. They stay, turn into others, or collapse by changing 

the inside network relations. This moving image of networks is also used in this research in describing user 

activities in public space which are also changing, transforming, and flowing with each other continually. 

With this theoretical framework, the case public spaces are described, through the user activities, as the 

stable entities in urban context, but acquiring the stable roles through the continually changing 

performances. 

Further from the theoretical view of dynamic networks, the public spaces in this research will be 

empirically cognised in terms of multiple entities. This chapter discusses the changing performances of a 
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network as multiple realities. The reality in ANT means a performance of actor-network in practice, and 

the reality of a network can enact differently in different place and time. In this research, the various user 

activities are viewed as multiple realities of public space, and argued as evidence of multiple roles of 

public space.  

In the following chapter, the multiple user activities in public space, produced by the material relations 

between user and objects, will be discussed more in detail. Especially it will be viewed in terms of 

affordance concept which sees animal action in terms of the relation between intention and a certain aspect 

of the environment. This frame of analysis tracks the user-object relations within the actor-networks, and 

the user activity will be addressed as a result produced in a heterogeneous material network.  
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3.  Human activity and affordance  

 

 

 

 

 

In the previous chapter, Actor-Network Theory was introduced to provide network-based approach 

covering the concept of public space. This chapter develops an analytical framework for the user activity 

production in terms of the affordance concept. A dynamic relationship between human and object will be 

discussed with this concept, and the multiple affordances are considered as a spatial ability to hold multiple 

user intentions in a single physical setting. This approach reveals an importance of material aspects of 

public space which can be differently connected to diverse user intentions. After the review on the spatial 

quality of multiple roles with other scholarly traditions, this chapter discusses the material relations in 

generating various user activities as a part of the user activity network. 

 

3.1. Spatial quality of multiple activities 

 

Significance of diverse user activities 

This research is interested in the multiple roles of public space which is related with the publicness of 

public space. The multiple roles of public space are seen through the user activities in the empirical 

process of this research. The meaning of human activity is thought as the result of interactions between the 

human and built environment of space (Gottdiener & Lagopoulos, 1986; Rapoport, 1982; Salingaros, 
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1999; Zacharias, 2001), and many researches empirically investigate the performances of space through 

the human activity in the space (Carmona & Wunderlich, 2013; Gehl & Koch, 2001; Mehta, 2009; Whyte, 

1980).  

In terms of the relational perspective upon which this research sits, the public space, and the publicness 

also, is a produced term by the complex relations of various social, physical, economic, and political 

relations. The underlying concept in empirical examination on user activity is that the various physical and 

nonphysical relations are agglomerated to produce diverse user activities. If we need to study multiple 

roles of public space, then we need to study user activities. The empirical process of this research takes the 

user activity as an indicator to see a public space’s multiple performances, whether there are multiple user 

activities and how they are produced. 

Public space is seen as a collective sum of user intentions, physical environment, and materialised social 

and other relations. With the view of relational perspective, user activity is also a product which can be 

multiple within a single public space. The public space we see and experience in our everyday life is the 

complex sum of the user activities which multiply occur. The image of the ever-changing public space is 

based on just the sum of continually produced and changed individual user activities. If we categorise them 

by types, then public space is the sum of the multiple types of user activity.  

Other researches on diverse activity  

There are many and various points of view on the public space quality that enables a space to hold rich 

and complex events and activities. The quality is a spatial ability to hold diverse user activities, with non-

hierarchical complex relations between materials of space, users, and other social relations. The common 

point across the following discourses is that human activity and spatial factors have a reciprocal 

relationship affecting each other continually. Additionally, the following scholars argue that the more the 

factors are connected and re-connected as different relations and affect each other continually, the more 

public spaces become inclusive to the user activities. 

The early seminal suggestion on this urban space quality was made by J. Jacobs (1961) in her book The 

Death and Life of Great American Cities in which she criticised the functionalist planning approach at the 

time that was far from the multiple and changing attribute of the city. She depicted complex, 
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multifunctional, and flexible urban situations which have occurred in flexible city life. She sees streets and 

their sidewalks are city’s most vital organs, and streets are the target to be made with diversity. The city 

diversity is a vitalising street, and this vitalised street means the occurrence of many and various human 

activities and events.  

A few years later, another article that brought a significant impact on the urban studies area was written 

by Alexander (1966). In his article A City is not a Tree, Alexander argued that the properties of ‘natural 

cities’ cannot be described by a linear, hierarchical ‘tree structure’, but should be treated as ‘a semi-lattice 

structure’(Alexander, 1966). He uses the example of complex interconnections between a traffic light, a 

news rack in front of a drug store, the newspapers in it, the people waiting to cross the street and the 

behaviour of buying a newspaper which affects human behaviour.    

When the light is red, people who are waiting to cross the street stand idly by the light; and since 

they have nothing to do, they look at the papers displayed on the news rack which they can see from 

where they stand. Some of them just read the headlines, others actually buy a paper while they wait. 

….. From the designer’s point of view, the physically unchanging part of this system is of special 

interest. The news rack, the traffic light, and the sidewalk between them, related as they are, form 

the fixed part of the system … (Alexander, 1966, p. 3).  

Alexander argues that urban situations are interconnected with much complexity to be understood with a 

hierarchical tree system. This view on cities is similar to that of Jacob’s but he explained it in more 

structural ways through comparing the structures of tree and semi-lattice. The semi-lattice structure can 

produce much more sub-regions or sub-graphs than a tree structure (Fig. 3.1), meaning various events and 

activities. 

 
Figure 3.1  Semi-lattice structure (Alexander, 1966) 
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He also describes the “quality without a name” which is vital for the alive city spaces. To achieve this 

quality, he suggested a space has to be given character by the episodes and events which happen there 

(Alexander, 1979). Even though he depicted the space quality in a somewhat poetic way, it is obvious that 

the characteristics of urban public spaces are given by the people who use the spaces; their behaviours and 

activities are the indicators of the space’s characteristics. 

Gehl and Koch (2001) also argue the importance of human activities and events in urban spaces; human 

activities are the greatest object of attention and interest, because people and their activities are the most 

powerful attractions that make people stay and enjoy the space. They divide user activity in three 

categories – necessary, optional, and social activities – and argue that particularly optional activities are 

important in connection with physical planning because most of the recreational activities that are pleasant 

to pursue outdoors are found precisely in this category of activities (Gehl & Koch, 2001). Therefore, the 

initial concern when inviting people to stay longer in public areas is how to attract optional activities. Once 

optional activities are occurring and maintained, the social activities subsequently occur and there will be a 

self-organising process, by which people attract people.   

In terms of multiple activities and the space quality encouraging and nurturing them, there is another 

study under the name of ‘loose space’. Franck and Stevens (2006) describe that sometimes or someplaces 

become ‘loose’, and these loose spaces give cities life and vitality in which people relax, observe, buy or 

sell, protest, mourn and celebrate. They also mentioned this concept along with the current debate on 

public space such as privatization, commodification and sanitization. They argue that those problems make 

urban space homogenised, and place the user in the role of passive consumer rather than active creator or 

participant (Franck & Stevens, 2006). In the book, they consider, like Alexander and Jacobs, the activities 

which occur in space are the consequences of situations, and they are the key indicators showing the space 

loose.  

Similarly, but with more focus on the communication between built environment and user, Rapoport 

(1982) uses loose-fit and tight-fit design. He uses as an example the Saarinen’s CBS building design and 

its management policy in explaining the overdesigned built environment. The company and its designers 

wished to preserve uniformity, to safeguard the building as a “harmonious environment”, and they wanted 
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to prevent the building from becoming a “wall to wall slum”. However, the users of the space resisted the 

policy and tried to bring in their own objects, to put up pictures and calendars, to have family photographs 

on desks, etc. This, he says, is a conflict between a single designer’s meaning and the various meanings of 

users (Rapoport, 1982). He mentioned that the user’s attempts to communicate particular meanings 

through personalisation has to be guaranteed by a “loose fit” design rather than a “tight fit”.  

The commonly mentioned factor in above examples is people’s activities. The events and activities in a 

space explain about the characteristic of the space itself. People are affected by the environment, but at the 

same time, always want to interact with their own ways. tight-fit designed space remains too little spare for 

communication between physical setting and people. If people and space have narrow range of 

interactions, then it is applied in the user activities in the space. Rapoport (1982) argues that a proper 

management level with a “framework” for a basic setting and a proper level of looseness to make a spare 

room for users to communicate freely with the setting are the fundamental structure of public space. Thus, 

public space, this research considers, is always supposed to have a certain level of free and complex 

interactions in its physical setting. This un-managed interaction part is the source of the multiple user 

activities.  

 

 

3.2. Multiple possibility of activity 

 

This research studies the multiple roles of public space by examining various user activities. The 

multiplicity of user activities and their interrelations are the basic evidence of the ‘accessible, inclusive, 

and vital/viable’ (Carmona et al., 2008) public space quality. Examining the relations of user activity 

networks is also significant to the public-private issue which is concerned whether there are limited access 

and a narrow range of social group (Madanipour, 2010, p. 8). The responsiveness and possibility of actions 

to the various user demands is also discussed in this section. A spatial ability to hold multiple activities 

with a stationary physical setting is examined in terms of multiple physical interactions with various 
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intentions, and the absence of any dominating user activity. This section argues these two states are the key 

to produce multiple activities without changing the physical setting of space. Even though the public space 

can be accessed physically by different user groups, the space also needs to be satisfied with the demands 

from them. After overviewing the other arguments related with this spatial responsiveness, this section 

addresses two key aspects: space as a field of functional possibilities and space without a dominant 

function. 

Gehl and Koch (2001) describe the multiple functional possibility as a key aspect of successful public 

space, and also Carmona et al. (2008) cite this as a purpose of public space. The key qualities of public space 

- safety, attraction, accessibility, amenity and so on – contribute to make people be together, stay, and let 

them produce events (Carmona et al., 2008). Also, it is said that one of the main qualities of public space is 

a ‘social space’ in which people gather and interact with each other (Lloyd & Auld, 2003). The space with 

this quality accommodate unexpected demands from the users. 

Sometimes public space and its flexible aspect holding various activities and events are described as 

ambiguity (Jones, 2014; Rapoport, 1982). Notionally, the word ambiguous means both ‘open to more than 

one interpretation’ and ‘not having one obvious meaning’ in a dictionary1. This is exactly the same stance 

that this thesis has on the term multiple action possibility and space without dominant function in a public 

space. As discussed earlier, the built environment relates with human behaviour, and it is through the 

physical relations between human and objects. If there are more than one type of human behaviour 

occurring with the single object or group of objects, then it means it (or they) can have more than one 

action possibility to humans with different activity intentions, rather than interacting with a single 

intention. The following are about the two aspects of public space, multiple action possibility and not 

having a dominant function, in public space. This argues that the multiple user activities in public space are 

closely related with material aspects allowing multiplicity. 

 

                                                        
1 From the web site of Oxford Dictionary. (www.oxforddictionaries.com) 
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3.2.1. Space as a field of activity possibility 

Both environment and behaviour (E-B) research and relational perspective consider user activities in 

space as the consequences of mutual interactions between the environment and its user. Behaviour can be 

seen as a result of interaction between people and the environment, and, in other words, the cues of 

environment send the non-verbal message to the user for the behaviour. Rapoport (1982) argues that the 

social situation influences people’s activities, but it is the physical environment that provides the cues. 

People read the cues and interact with them. This interaction is also named as ‘semiotic potential’ (Van 

Leeuwen, 2005), and is also very similar to the concept ‘meaning potential’ (Holliday, 1993). These two 

demonstrate the view that humans interact with space like communication, reading the meaning from the 

built environment. 

Thus, if there are various types of activities in space, then it means that there are physical cues implying 

various action possibilities. To make public space with various activities is also to make it a field of 

multiple implications of various activities. Users, while they stay in the space, keep sensing and 

negotiating whether the function they need is possible in it. Therefore, an activity in a public space can be 

seen as a result of the interaction between the environment and the user. The physical environment is, as 

Rapoport (1982) says, the manifestations of many social, cultural, and other relations, and users are also 

the part of the relations too. Public space is a field of multiple action possibilities to its users. 

We can see multi-interactions between an object and various users in our everyday life. For example, a 

desk is in the room. People recognise the desk as a generally accepted function: sitting in front of it and 

doing something on the surface of it. However, a small child who does not have a prior concept of the 

function of a desk will use ‘the object’ in different and, various ways than adults do. Children use the desk 

as a cave or a base when they are underneath it, and use it as a stage when they are singing or dancing on 

top of it, or they feel very excited by driving the desk like horses or cars when they sit on the surface (Fig. 

3.2). For people who possess a very clear image of its function, a desk interacts with them in a uniform 

way, while those who have no prior functional concept can use it in various ways. 
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Figure 3.2  Children use objects in different ways from adults (images.google.co.uk) 

Additionally, there is a matter of size. A ‘normal’ desk is too big for children to do the same job as adults 

do, but its size makes it possible for them to play with, such as ‘dancing, jumping, or hiding’. 

Consequently, a desk has different physical relations with children; they relate each other with different 

size relationship from that of adult. Children cannot share the same functional meaning with adults, they 

detect different functional relation from desks because of the size. 

Not only between adults and children, the action possibility in an object can be read differently by 

culture, society, age, and so on. In a different social context, an object functions differently. Eco took 

examples of a native man in Africa using a desk clock as a piece of jewellery around his neck, and a toilet 

bowl used as a device for cleaning grapes in the country in France (Eco, 1972). The reason why the man 

could use the clock in a totally different way from its original purpose was because he did not have any 

transcendental experience for the clock, but the physical aspects such as form and colour of the desk clock 

fitted the needs of the native man. Also, the form and structure of the toilet bowl fitted well with the needs 

of people who wanted to clean grapes. They interacted with the objects in their own way. These examples 

are caused basically by the absence of a social context to instruct them how to use it, but they use it with 

the material relations. 

There can be the interaction differences if individuals have different body size and action abilities. In an 

ecological and psychological aspect, Cesari, Formenti, and Olivato (2003) address the individual 

differences in responding to the same physical staircase, which are caused by an actual ability for the 

physical actions by ages. Physical objects in urban space can be interpreted differently not only by society 

and culture but also by personal body size, needs, experiences, and circumstances. This is a basic 

mechanism in public space to hold multiple user activities within its physical setting.  
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We can find many physical objects or facilities with multiple action possibility around us. Facilities in a 

children’s playground are one of the common examples (Fig. 3.3). These physical structures designed for 

children’s play have to meet as many demands of children’s desire as possible for fun. They basically 

provide a few basic activities such as climbing, sliding, jumping and so on, but children are not satisfied 

with these and they play more than that such as hide-and-seek, chasing, hanging upside down, etc. In terms 

of preparing as many activities as possible, playground facilities are the best example of multiple action 

possibility.  

 

 
Figure 3.3  Multiple action possibilities of playground facilities (images.google.co.uk)	

This point of view on the possibility of activity focuses on the physical object and its multiple interactions with 

people. However, this can be considered in different way. If an object, or objects in a space, has a possibility to 

interact with diverse user activities, then this can be said the object, or the space with objects, does not have a 

dominant activity that it has only to interact with. The following section discusses the possibility of activity 

without a single dominant action possibility in space.  

 

3.2.2. Space without a dominant function 

If a space is controlled to hold a single or a few selected function, the possibility for other diverse 

functions are decreased. Madanipour (2010) pointed out that if public space is produced and managed by 
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narrow interests, they are bound to become exclusive places. By defining a narrow way of using the space, 

only the included user group is welcome and the public space conducts only the selected role. We 

experience many controlled and exclusive public spaces such as shopping malls or open spaces in front of 

private buildings. Carmona (2010b) addresses the term over-managed for this situation in urban public 

spaces. He examples privatised and consumption space with narrow boundary space. The over-managed, 

exclusive urban spaces cannot have a flexible relationship with the cities they are located in because of 

their rigidity of performance.  

There are many scholars pointing out the inclusiveness and the possibility of holding unexpected 

happenings as one of the key qualities of public space; the aspect of ‘spontaneity’, which is opposite to 

‘homogeneity’, which is transience and chronological disconnection (Arefi, 1999), ‘open-minded’ in 

opposite with ‘single-minded’ space (Walzer, 1986), a space with many ‘optional’ and ‘social’ activities 

(Gehl & Koch, 2001), ‘a quality without a name’ in public space (Alexander, 1979), and public space 

responding properly to the various needs from the surrounding (Whyte, 1980). Public spaces are supposed 

to contain more than one possibility of activity just as they are supposed to have accessibility. This implies 

that public spaces should not be conquered by one or a few strong functions, which would insist on an 

exclusive monotonous activity for its users. 

An example of multiple possibility and not having dominant function in our spaces is the folly. This 

architectural object does not have a typical function or shape, but acts as a catalyst in urban space to give 

rise to various activities and make the space richer. The most famous examples are follies in the Parc de la 

Villette (Fig. 3.4). They are designed to form a network in the grid pattern but, at the same time, to support 

individually various activities. There have also been recent attempts to make old urban spaces be filled 

with various activities by locating follies. Gwangju in Korea invited many architects to design follies in the 

city space (Fig. 3.5). Follies are free from function; the shapes vary and interaction ranges are broad. 

People who are tired will sit under the frame, or, if structurally possible, walk up to the higher level to 

view the cityscape, or there can be a small concert under the frame of folly. It can be a wall, spot, place 

and building. These are possible because follies do not impose any specific function and activity. 
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Figure 3.4  Follies in Parc de la Villette (images.google.co.uk)	

 
Figure 3.5   Folly designs in Gwangju, Korea. (www.gb.or.kr)	

This research considers that the two aspects in the multiple possibility of activity is closely related with 

object in space, and its interaction with people. As Rapoport (1982) argues, it is material object which cues 

to people about the possibility of activities. The characteristics of material objects – shape, size, material, 

and locations – can narrow or widen the possibility of interactions between objects and humans. This is the 

reason why this research is interested in the connections between the two parts related with the multiple 

types of user activities in public space. 

 

 

3.3. Materiality in user activity  

 

This research considers the multiple roles of public space which are influenced by the material aspect in 

public space. Many studies explain that human action is a combination between user and a certain type of 

material aspect of the space. This research also examines materiality which affects the production of 

human action, and the multiple productions of different types of actions. The multiple user activities are 
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viewed in terms of the material ability of public space which can respond to the various demands from the 

users. In this section, affordance is introduced, a term that can conceptualise the arbitrary and multiple 

action possibility from a single object. The main argument is the boundary of meaning and the extent to 

which the affordance concept will be applied in this research.  

Material aspect in human activity 

This research sees that, to make an activity, the two parts need to be combined, a physical object and a 

user with an intention. Various other factors such as weather and social-cultural conventions are also 

needed in human activity but they are the relations affecting the object and user. Prescription, a concept by 

Akrich (1992), that was explained in detail in Chapter 2, uses this pair in the production of human 

behaviour/activity. The prescribed information in the object interacts with humans to make him/her use the 

object in the pre-inscribed way. Behaviour is seen as a consequence of the interaction between the 

prescription of the object and user. The followings are other conceptualisations which also use this pair 

relation in generating of human activity.    

Stoffregen (2003) argues that behaviour happens at the conjunction of affordances and intentions. He 

explains that among the different affordances a specific one meets with a specific intention which is also 

with the various other intentions. A given behaviour occurs when an affordance and an intention co-occur 

at the same point in the space-time continuum. Other ecological approaches also see the behaviour/activity 

as a result of the intersecting between animal, or animal intention, and environment (Chemero, 2003; 

Turvey, 1992; Warren, 1984). 

In the product design area, Norman (2004) uses ‘perceived affordance’ and ‘real affordance’ in 

interactions between humans and physical objects. He divides the affordances concept to explain designing 

an artefact, in terms of a designer, with a concern about ‘whether the user perceives that some action is 

possible’. Designers should, he argues, set up the right perceived affordance, indicating about the function, 

not only real affordance, the real function. This is about an action designed through perceptual relations 

between an artefact and a user. This is another example of the pair concept of human activity, but also has 

common with the prescription concept in terms of managing of intended activity.      
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Latour (1994) argues the actions made by combinations of human and nonhuman actants. In his writing 

on mediations, the two agents, a human and a gun, mediated into a third entity as a gun-human hybrid. As 

individuals, a human and a gun have their own programme of actions, but by combining, the hybrid 

becomes to have an additional programme of action which did not exist before. “You are different with a 

gun in hand; the gun is another object because it has entered into a relationship with you.” This is about the 

interactions between the objects and a human to produce a behaviour/activity to achieve a goal. 

However, this does not mean that the user activity was seen in terms of the dichotomy of human and 

object only, and all the relations are also divided into human side and object side. Rather than that, among 

the complex actant relations, the relation between users and objects in public space are one of the main 

concerns in this research. This research considers that users and objects are influenced by other relations 

when the two parts are connected and produce an activity. The users, or the user intentions in public space 

are the consequences of relationships. The residents and office workers from the close distance, or tourists 

coming from a distant other city are the results of land use relationships; similar lunch time in almost all 

the offices and workplaces makes congestions in public space; and good physical equipment such as grass 

and a good view can also attract more people to come; the visit of users in public space is the consequence 

of the complex relational effect.  

 

Figure 3.6   Human activity produced by the combination of user and object (by author) 

Objects in space, also, are perceived as a relational effect made by many actants such as shape, material, 

location of object, weather, temperature, and user intention. For example, a bench can be used for sitting 

and people watching, and also can be read as an object for sleeping by lying down it, but because of a 

nearby noisy street, users do not sit or sleep on the other bench even though its shape is exactly the same as 

User 

intention 

Object 
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the first one. Various or same shaped objects work differently by their relations with other objects. They 

have complex relations, like the network consequences of user intention, which reveal themselves 

differently to different users. 

Then what is the connecting relation between the user and the object in public space, or what makes a 

specific user intention translate a specific object in space into his/her activity network? Of course, we 

cannot predict which individual selects what object in space for every individual, but we can discuss what 

is the attribute combining the two parts in the space.  

If there is a single way of connection, like machines or devices with the instructions how to use them, 

then the space works only within a dominant function such as shopping malls or theatres by policing staffs. 

This homogeneous type in using space can be described in terms of inscriptions-prescriptions as Akrich 

(1992) argues; the view on the relations between designer/engineers, artefacts, and users. She explains that 

designers/engineers inscribe the vision on the users with specific tastes, competences, motives, aspirations, 

political prejudices, and the rest, with assumptions on the morality, technology, science, and economy that 

will evolve in particular ways; and the designed object projects this vision (prescription) onto the users. 

Thus, this is basically the one-way delivery of the designer’s vision rather than mutual interactions. 

However, urban public spaces have more diverse relationships with users rather than working only as a 

pre-conceptualised one. Also, Akrich (1992) considers the possibility of the unintended interaction 

between the designer’s product and the users. The situation in which no actors will come forward to play a 

role or users may define quite different roles of their own, which she thinks as chimera. We need to see the 

user activities in public space in terms of the ‘chimeric’ attribute which is not only single relations but 

continual changes between single and multiple relations. To describe this ever-changing mutual 

interconnection between the users and the objects, this research used the ecological-psychology concept of 

affordances, which is the physical relations between the environment and animals making arbitrary and 

extempore connections.  
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3.3.1. Affordance: the material relation with user 

The concept of affordances was studied and debated in the perceptual psychology area mainly, but 

variously applied to other academic areas such as urban studies (Clark & Uzzell, 2002; Kyttä, 2002) and 

product design (Hartson, 2003; Norman, 2002). This research uses this concept to explain multiple 

productions of user activities in a single set of physical environment. In doing this, this research constrains 

the concept only within physical relations between humans and objects rather than the broadened 

affordance concept including social or cultural aspects.  

 The concept of affordance 

The concept of affordances was firstly coined by James J. Gibson in his book, the Ecological Approach 

to Visual Perception (1979), which is a direct perception about the functional possibilities animals have 

within their environment. Gibson developed his approach to the perception which has to fulfil adaptive 

functions, and special attention is given to those aspects of an environment which constitute necessary or 

favourable conditions for the species’ survival and welfare (Landwehr, 1988). It is a kind of interaction 

between environments and humans or animals. Gibson focused his ideas on the question of what 

information is available (Greeno, 1994). Gibson explained the concept of affordances as follows:  

The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, 

either for good or ill.  …  An affordance is neither an objective property nor a subjective 

property; or it is both if you like. An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-objective 

and helps us to understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of 

behaviour. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An affordance points both ways, to the 

environment and to the observer (Gibson, 1979). 

Even though there have been many debates about ontology of affordances whether it is innate only in 

environment (Reed, 1996) or the character which is completed by the environment and animals properties 

(Turvey, 1992), or the name of relations made by the environment and animals (Chemero, 2003; 

Stoffregen, 2003), it is commonly accepted that the idea of action possibility is solely based on the 

physical relations between the environment and organisms. The background theory of this relation is a 

direct perception whose process occurs before the personal experiences and cultural conventions activate. 
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Thus, Gibson explains people perceive any affordance without thinking. This research uses the affordance 

perception process for its arbitrariness aspect supporting individual’s diverse activities with a single 

environmental setting.  

The theory of direct perception 

There are two theoretical views on human perception in the psychology area: The extent to which 

perception relies directly on the information present in the stimulus. One is the direct perception theory 

which argues perception is independent from the human’s previous experiences and cultural background, 

and the other claims that perception is not a direct process but calculated by the perceiver’s personal 

knowledge and experiences (Mcleod, 2007). Gibson’s concept of affordances is one of the representatives 

rooted from the theory of direct perception and he also explained in detail the theory in his book.  

Gibson (1979) explained direct perception is like seeing Niagara Falls which is distinguished from seeing 

a picture of it. The key difference between the two is whether the seeing is mediated or not: mediated by 

retinal pictures, neural pictures, or mental pictures. The direct perception is the activity of getting 

information from the ambient array of light not the supposed activity of gaining information from the 

inputs of the optic nerves (Gibson, 1979).  

Therefore, all the affordances by Gibson are fundamentally tied up within physical relations. An animal 

perceives a possibility of an action with the environment without thinking. Definitely, there are countless 

numbers of affordances people can perceive in public space through direct perception but the problem is 

whether the perceived affordance is performed actually. This research, following the direct perception 

theory, considers that the actual performance of action needs the additional social relations and personal 

experience.  

Ontology of affordances 

After Gibson, there have been many attempts applying to other disciplines with affordances concept 

which are mostly based on indirect perception theory. The ontological question on affordances is ‘where 

affordances are between the environment and the perceiver’, and this is one of the on-going debates in the 

ecological psychology area. The first view argues affordances are the property only in the environment 

prior to animals. Reed (1996) argued that affordances are resources in the environment, properties of 
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objects that might be exploitable by some animal, and he linked this understanding of affordances to 

evolution by natural selection (Chemero, 2003). The second view is that an affordance is a particular kind 

of disposition, one whose complement is a dispositional property of an organism (Turvey, 1992). 

Affordances, in Turvey’s preferred language, must be complemented by properties of animals. So, an 

object can be edible only if there are animals that can eat and digest it. Given this, contrary to Reed’s 

fundamental hypothesis, affordances per se cannot exert selection pressure on animals. Properties of the 

environment are not affordances in the absence of complementary properties of animals (Chemero, 2003). 

The third view on ontology argues that affordances are not properties, and they are in neither environment 

nor animals, but relations between particular aspects of the environment and animals. This means the 

environment affords behaviour to the organism (Chemero, 2003). Also Stoffregen (2003) argued that 

affordances are properties of the animal–environment system, that is, that they are emergent properties that 

are not in either the environment or the animal. 

This research is not trying to contribute to these debates but just to use the aspect of affordance that is 

admitted from the three different points of views. These three views have agreed that affordances are 

animal-relative properties of the environment. In particular, affordances are properties of the environment 

that have some significance to some animal’s behavior (Chemero, 2003). The framework of user activity in 

this research is supported by the key elements of affordances but does not need to answer the question 

where the affordances lie in and what kind of information is coming to animals, which are still being 

debated. Thus, most of all, what this research uses is the proposition that affordances, to be realized, need 

both organisms and environment.  

Subdivided affordance concept  

There are subdivided – and broadened into social and cultural level – affordance concepts that were 

argued and suggested by many scholars. It needs to explain about these concepts to make it clear the 

conceptual boundary of the physical affordance this research uses. The subdivisions of affordance are 

derived from Norman’s (2002) interest in how designer can make their artefact indicate its real function. 

He explains affordance as the term ‘refers to the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily 

those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used’ (Norman, 2002). It 

means people may perceive an affordance from an object which possibly does not afford the activity but 
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even so, by Norman, it is still affordance. He makes an example with a button in a keyboard of a computer 

and its function to explain the perceived affordances.  

I can click anytime I want, it is wrong to argue whether a graphical object on the screen “affords 

clicking.” The real question is about the perceived affordance: Does the user perceive that clicking 

on that location is a meaningful, useful action to perform? (Norman, 2004, p. 1) 

In this respect, the affordances concept Norman introduces is basically different from Gibson’s. He 

tightly couples affordances with past knowledge and experience. The frame of reference for Gibson is the 

action capabilities of the actor, whereas for Norman, it is the mental and perceptual capabilities of the actor 

(McGrenere & Ho, 2000).  

Hartson Physical affordance Cognitive affordance Sensory affordance 

Gibson Affordance Perceptual information about an 
affordance Implied 

Norman Real affordance Perceived affordance Implied 

McGrenere and Ho Affordance Perceptual information about an 
affordance 

Indirectly included in 
perceptibility of an affordance 

Gaver Affordance, also perceptible 
affordance 

Perceptual information about an 
affordance, also apparent affordance 

Indirectly included in 
perceptibility of an affordance 

Table 3.1  Comparison of affordance terminology between Hartson’s and others (Hartson, 2003, p. 317) 

There are many other researchers, like Gaver (1991), Hartson (2003), or McGrenere & Ho (2000), who 

subdivide affordance categories. Loveland (1991) categorises affordances into three different sets: 

affordances for physical transactions, preferred affordances culturally selected, and social and 

communicative affordances from human. Social affordances are about facial and symbolic interactions 

between people or objects which is similar to the semiotic communication model. These divided 

affordances are the same as Norman’s concept in terms of the theory of perception on which they are 

based. Culturally preferred affordances and social communicative affordances are perceived only when 

there are individual’s cultural and social experiences, thus they are basically different from the concept of 

Gibson’s which is perceived without them.  
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3.3.2. Application of affordances 

Individual level interactions 

As an environment which is supposed to respond to diverse activity demands through the user intentions, 

public space has to be able to imply more than one action possibility. Typically, public spaces do not 

change their physical setting easily; the various activity possibilities have to be generated in the same 

physical setting simultaneously and randomly in time and location.  

One of the earliest and significant research areas considering this environment and activity relations is 

semiotics. There have been many discourses in the semiotic (and architectural semiotic) area on the 

relationship between signification and behaviour in the built environment. Signs function as a stimuli 

evoking a specific behaviour that would normally be evoked by an object which, in this case, is absent and 

which is represented by a sign (Krampen, 1979). This sign-behaviour relation was introduced to the 

architectural semiotics almost firstly by Koenig. He suggested that the real architectural communication 

process is not the architectural object but a human need, and the architectural object denotes human needs 

which it is intended to satisfy (Krampen, 1979). These approaches are quite similar to the concept of 

affordances which is about object (or surface) implying possible actions to animals. Within the 

communication model, those two approaches are the same. 

The nonverbal aspect is another approach to the environment human relation. Nonverbal behaviour or 

communication is often contrasted to linguistic communication. Nonverbal communication uses subtle 

ways in which people indicate or signal feeling states and moods (Rapoport, 1982). It is mainly about 

facial expression, body positions and postures, touch, gaze, voice, sounds, gesture, proxemics spatial 

arrangements, and so on. He argues that the way of communication the built environment with people has 

the same way as the nonverbal approach, and the built environment is mainly visual, but is basically a 

multisensory, multichannel perception. Even though Rapoport (1982) tries to differentiate, in his book, the 

nonverbal approach from the semiotic approach, the characteristics and basic communication mechanism 

are basically the same. Semiotics contains the nonverbal expression as one way of communication in its 

category.   
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The fundamental similarity between the two approaches is that they are based on the cultural and social 

context not on the individual differences. They explain that signification, which entails actual behaviour, 

can only occur in the social and cultural context. What this research is interested in is the interaction 

between the environment and the individual, not social groups. The people’s activities in a public space 

mean there are the interactions within a single social boundary. Affordances are the relations perceived by 

individuals not the socially formed interactions. They are varied by individuals, by location and by time 

even within a day. Therefore, the affordances concept is needed for this research to detect the process of 

personal interactions with the material environment.  

Implying multiple activities 

As mentioned above, there are differences between affordances and other social-cultural based 

approaches. With the same reason, affordances explain the multiple possibilities of activities different by 

individuals. Perceiving affordances is not a clear-cut notion and there are uncountable affordance 

perceptions in the environment. People can detect the different affordances from the different aspects of 

material in an object, such as size, shape, and material (Fig. 3.7). This is an arbitrary aspect of affordances. 

Arbitrariness and ambiguity are the common characteristics which are repeated in the affordances studies.  

Affordance theory explains that these different perceptions by individuals come from the perceiver’s 

physical property related with object’s physical property. The different physical conditions cause different 

affordances, in other words, affordances, a very personal perception property, are selective. The examples 

are readily seen in our daily lives: A coffee mug might serve as a pencil holder or ashtray; a hammer can 

function as a paperweight or doorjamb; in a pinch, dental floss can function as thread with which to sew on 

a button, hold eyeglasses together, or cut wedding cake (Ye, Cardwell, & Mark, 2009). Based on these, 

this research uses the concept of affordances in the user activity production, as the relations between 

objects and humans, and in explaining individual differences of activities in public space.  

However, in studying individual level activities, this research does not consider the individuals’ mind 

process that is affected by personal experiences and characters. It is out of this research’s interest which 

sees only materiality of space. This research holds the view that all the relations are recognised through the 

materials in space, and the area of the user mind are inside of the human. This research sees human as 
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black-box and only needs their behaviours/activities which are the results of the inside process. Thus, it 

does not need to see the mental processes of users when they are doing any behaviour/activity.  

 
Figure 3.7  Multiple affordances from a single object to various user intentions (by author) 

 

3.3.3. Prescription and affordance 

In this research, the two terms, prescription (see 2.3.3.) and affordance, have different meanings and 

scope. Even though Akrich and Latour (1992) parallel the two terms as the same, they can be the same 

only when we use the term affordance with a broader meaning. The term of affordance has been 

broadening its spectrum in the theory of perception. The concept of affordance, which is suggested by 

Gibson (1979), and which is now called ‘physical affordance’ (Hartson, 2003; Loveland, 1991), is a direct 

perception animals can detect from the environment whether a certain activity can be afforded or not. This 

animal and environment relation is based on the physical aspect detected without social or cultural 

relations. After Gibson, there have been many studies with multiple categories of affordances expanding 
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into the social and cultural area: perceived / real affordances (Norman, 2002), physical / culturally 

preferred / communicative affordances (Loveland, 1991). 

The point is that those conceptual expansions have been made from the direct perception to the indirect 

perception area. Gibson used the concept as a direct perception that animals detect ‘without thinking’. 

Thus, the process of detecting affordances from the environment was considered as relations between the 

sizes of animals’ body parts and the shape, material, and sizes of physical objects. Whether animals, 

including humans, actually perform the activities that they possibly detected is the next problem in this 

definition. The expanded affordances concept contains a social and cultural level, which is in the indirect 

perception area.  

Prescription was used differently from affordance in two ways. First, prescription means a network 

relation arranged to interact with users in an intended way to produce an intended activity. This research 

considers a certain material setting as a prescription in space when there are managing relations which 

arrange single or many objects to make them interact with users for an intended way. If the physical setting 

is manipulated continually to hold a few selected user activities, then the setting is a prescription in this 

research. It can be compared with the example of a hotel door key expected to be returned to the hotel desk 

with the staff’s vocal information, an additional sign, and a cumbersome object to the keys too big to be 

carried by the guest (Latour, 1992). The second difference of prescription from affordances is that it 

includes all the physical and nonphysical types of possible communication ways between users and 

objects. In the Latour’s hotel key example, the additional relations for a certain target action, there are text, 

object, and human actants. In public space, prescriptions can consist of a sign, a guard’s verbal 

information, an object’s shape or colour, and so on. The interaction ways of prescription are not 

constrained within physical relation, thus prescription is not the same as affordance that is only on the 

physical relation. 
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3.4. Conclusion 

This research seeks for the tool to investigate the multi-layered and ever-changing public space, and this 

chapter discussed the spatial aspects that generate multiple user activities. The ability to hold more than 

one role in response to the various demands, in other words, the ‘inclusive processes’ by Madanipour 

(2010, p. 11), is mentioned as a fundamental quality of public space by many scholars. This inclusiveness 

of public space is significant because it is connected with the public space issues such as privatisation, 

commodification, and gentrification. These are problematised by their exclusive and narrow range of 

holding activities which eventually threaten the multidimensional public space.  

As a theoretical support for the multiple productions of user activities, this chapter overviewed other 

discussions on the spatial aspect producing and holding diverse activities/behaviour. On top of the other 

scholars’ arguments, this chapter suggested two qualities generating multiple user activities. One is the 

multiple possibilities of actions and the other is the absence of dominant function. These two qualities were 

discussed in terms of material relations between the objects in space and the users with different needs. 

The material aspects that the physical design of objects and the locations of them in the space are 

manifested variously in response to the human needs. The human needs were also viewed as relational 

effects changed by time, land use, other users, weather, and so on.  

With this theoretical view, the physical object of space was considered as a key factor in holding various 

user activities. As an analytical tool to examine the multiple productions of user activity from the single set 

of physical environment, the concept of affordance was introduced. This enables the research to investigate 

the individual level activity differences and recognises multiple and arbitrary connections between human 

and object. In addition, the term prescription was compared with affordance, which was used, in this 

research, to recognise the intended way of interaction with users. 

In the next chapter, more detail about the empirical research processes and analysis framework will be 

presented. The research design is set up based on the material relation in the user activity, and the purpose 

of fieldwork is to gather appropriate data under the human-object combination framework. To redraw the 

detail of complex relations underlining user activities, the research takes an ethnographic approach in the 

fieldwork which continually observes and contacts with users and others until it is thought to be saturated. 
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4.  Research method  

 

 

 

 

 

This research uses a qualitative method of analysis for a multiple case study, in which two small public 

spaces, Fortune Street Park in the Barbican and Kingston Ancient Market Place in Kingston, both in 

London, were selected. These public spaces were selected as they provide a high possibility to find 

different actor-network relations performing as public spaces. An affordance concept of material relation 

was used as the main analysis framework and Actor-Network Theory (ANT) was applied to understand the 

multiple and ever-changing performances of public space.  

This research considers user activity is an indicator to see how a public space performs. In this sense, this 

research shares a similar interest to environment-behaviour (E-B) research, in terms of the relationship 

between the built environment and human behaviour. However, it is different from many empirical E-B 

researches that try to establish numerical relationships between the two parts, by trying to discover fixed 

correlations between behaviour and the environment, for example showing that ‘a combination of A and B 

causes C’. The empirical phase of this research is based on a non-numerical approach, to identify the 

complex but rich interactions between the environment and humans. This is about a descriptive way of 

looking into the production process of human activity in public spaces. Especially, it is a ‘context-

dependent research (Jones, 2014)’ focusing on detailed descriptions of user activities that are multiply 

generated from the urban context. This research tries to suggest a collective sense on the underlying 

relations in public space, that generate multiple user activities constantly. 
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This research was designed to provide a method that enables public spaces to be investigated as they 

change over time with complex relations. At the same time, this research conducted multiple case study to 

understand and compare the different performances of public spaces. To cover all the relations in user 

activity networks of the cases, an ethnographic approach, which contains various ways of data collecting, 

was applied. Data were gathered by unstructured and non-participant observations, unstructured short 

interviews, questionnaires and from documents. This research was able to grasp the collective context and 

to analyse the mundane but important network relations which occur in the everyday life of public spaces.  

In the analysis processes, by focusing on the human-object combinations which assign diversity attribute 

in space, this research reveals how the network-based approach to multiple user activities and their inter-

relationships explain the characteristics of the public space. The two concepts, stabilisation and 

multiplicity, used from ANT to explore and describe the network behaviour of user activity, and to provide 

the theoretical connection from explanations of individual networks to performances of public space. In 

addition to the analysis of data using the two terms, the empirical phase compares two cases in the ways of 

producing user activities and holding them constantly. In this process, the different types of relations were 

addressed to describe how the case public spaces work multiply in their context. By detailed descriptions 

on the two small public spaces, the analysis process argues the different, and unique, ways of being public 

space with this research’s theoretical scope to see the complex intermingling of underling relations.   

 

 

4.1. Data collection  

 

Data was collected in four different ways: observations, short interviews, questionnaires, and documents. 

These four types of data were used to obtain an ethnographic understanding of Fortune Street Park and 

Kingston Ancient Market Place.  

- Direct observations, to have a contextual understanding on the cases, were made over an eight-month 

period, from May to December in 2015. The overall observations were made by 1 or 2 random visits 
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a month, and one-week observations (7 consecutive days), from around 10:30 to 18:00, to collect 

data about the daily routine of the two cases. 

- Short unstructured interviews were conducted from the users, the shop owners, the management 

people, and others, to find the supplement information about the various relations in user activities.  

- Questionnaires were completed by users of the spaces, as another way to supplement the 

observations.  

- Documents were used to provide basic information about the cases, such as their history, the 

management organisations and the relationships between the institutions involved. Other types of 

documents including the formal planning action documents and drawings, the advertisement web 

sites for the spaces, and the web sites of the local councils, were examined to see the relations on the 

cases. 

In data collection, there were a few constraints which affected the fieldwork. When making observations, 

privacy issues had to be considered, especially with children, thus video recording and photography was 

used only under restricted conditions. Also, the carrying out of in-depth interviews with users was not 

chosen as a way of collecting data, firstly because this research was seeking instant responses and 

interactions between users and objects and, secondly, because such interviews generally take a longer time 

than most users would be able to spare while they stay in the space. Thus, the main ways to collect data 

was observations, and there were note-taking and marking on the maps were made during observations. 

The note-taking and marking symbols were based on what was happening at the moment of the 

observations. Even though the key objective of the observations was to grasp all the contextual relations in 

the public spaces, the observations were intended as a first coding process of the live events happening at 

the time.  

All the data collection processes were conducted under permission of the UCL Research Ethics 

Committee. The attributes of data and their use in this research were reported and they agreed to permit of 

the process (project ID: 5956/001, see Appendix A). The research’s primary purpose of collecting data is 

to gather the information in the user activities and contextual relationships which are the types of 

behaviour, events, locations, occurrence time, and land use, accessibility, and other urban relations. These 

types of data were gathered without any disclosure of sensitive personal/social information, involving a 
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vulnerable social group, and without any involvements of human/animal uses.2 The possible ethical issue 

was the photograph uses of people in the cases. Observations consisted of note-taking, marking users’ 

activities and locations on the map, and taking photographs for analysis. During the observations, most of 

the photographs were taken from a distance in which people cannot be recognised or taken from the back 

especially in case of children. When the close look for some activities was needed, the explanation of how 

the photograph would be secured and be retouched in the text. In using the photographs in the thesis text, if 

it was needed, they were retouched by blurring the face.  

In addition, during the short interviews, the information sheet was shown to the interviewees before the 

process began. The interviewer explained there would be no personal information included in the process, 

and let them know their right about the comments they made with the consent form. After the data 

collected, they were not used for any other purpose but this research, and also the research did not conduct 

any process offending the ethnic issues mentioned above.    

 

4.1.1. Observations 

This research needs to immerse into the everyday life of public spaces to reconstruct them in terms of 

actor-network relations in generating diverse user activities. Observation is one of the best ways to grasp 

the whole perspective of what is going on in a space. This way of collecting data has been a central method 

in qualitative enquiry and a formative method in ethnography, which is one of the founding domains of 

sociological study (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, & Ormston, 2013). It was necessary to collate the routine and 

mundane details of everyday user behaviour/activity happening within the space, which could not be 

gathered effectively through a verbal method, such as an interview. The data from the observations enabled 

the research to recognise how people engage with the physical features of the public spaces, and to record 

the recurrent activity types and locations. 

Data from the observations were collected on days from May to December in 2015. The weather 

conditions such as cloud cover and wind were included in the observations. Observations were carried out 

                                                        
2 UCL research ethics committee guidelines. (ethics.grad.ucl.ac.uk) 
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between 10:30 and 18:00, spread out over both weekdays and weekends. The observations were 

unstructured, covering all kinds of behaviours/activities occurring in naturalistic settings, without any 

artificial equipment (Bryman, 2012), and non-participant observation in which the observer was ‘the 

complete observer’ role rather than the observer-as-participant, the participant-as-observer, or the complete 

participant roles (Angrosino, 2007). During the observations, two data collection processes were 

undertaken. One was the marking of the user activity types, locations, and postures on the map which were 

made every 30 minutes during the day of observations. The other was a note-taking in order to obtain a 

clearer and detailed picture of what was happening in each of the spaces. The observer stayed in the area 

and tried to write down (and draw) all the relevant information related to the user activities.  

Observation days 

The observations were conducted in two ways: one-week (7 days in a row) observations and random one-

day observations. The one-week observations were made for 7 consecutive days from Monday to Sunday 

to see the routine user behaviour patterns. This was conducted in July at Fortune Street Park and in August 

at Kingston Ancient Market Place. However, during the one-week observations at Fortune Street Park, an 

unexpected tube strike, on 9 July 2015, prevented the researcher from attending the site, thus that day had 

to be excluded from the one-week observation. However, the exclusion of one day in the week-long 

observations did not significantly affect the collection of data in respect of routine user activities as it was 

supplemented by the other one-day observations. 

Case	
Type	of	

observation	 Schedule	(in	2015)	

Fortune	
Street	Park	

One-week	
(6	days)	

6th	July	(Mon)	–	12th	July	(Sun):	excluding	9th	July	
(Note-taking	and	map	marking)	

One-day	

- Random	observations	(1-2	times	in	a	month):	10	days	in	2015	
(22/5,	23/6,	4/8,	28/8,	23/9,	26/10,	27/10,	14/11,	27/11	and	21/12)	

- Fun	Fair:	27th	June	
(Note-taking)	

One-week	
(7	days)	

11th	Aug	(Tue)	–	17th	Aug	(Mon):	including	Pop-up	Night	Market	
(Note-taking	and	map	marking)	
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Kingston	
Ancient	
Market	

One-day	

- Random	observations	(1-2	times	in	a	month):	11	days	in	2015	and	
2016	
(30/5,	18/6,	24/6,	5/7,	16/7,	10/9,	1/10,	17/10,	9/11,	28/11	and	
2/1/2016)	

- Christmas	Market:	2	days	(23rd,	27th	of	December)	
(Note-taking)	

Table 4.1  Scheduled and random observations 

The individual day observations were conducted to make continual participations in the space in order to 

cover as many activities and events as possible. Thus, the days were selected randomly, but were once or 

twice a month over the data collection period. In addition, some of the days were selected to cover the 

different behaviour patterns which occurred when there was a specific event or a change in the related land 

use. The Fun Fair day on 27 June 2015 in Fortune Street Park was selected, as it revealed a different way 

in which the site was used from the other days. The other two days were selected to see the different ways 

of using the Kingston Ancient Market Place when it had a different physical layout during the event of 

Christmas Market.   

Activity types 

In the observations, the user activity types were monitored as their main intention for using the space or 

the purpose of their visit. The main intention of users was recognised by the behaviour/activity the users 

were conducting at the moment they were observed. In order for the observer to mark the 

behaviour/activity on the map or notes, pre-set activity types were necessary. The types of posture and 

activity were pre-set up through a pilot study. There were two phases of pilot study observations. First was 

about the 7 different public spaces (one or two days for each public space) in London for the case 

selection, and the other took place over 6 days in Fortune Street Park, both in 2014. From the observations, 

this research could prepare various types of user activities which can be recognised during the direct 

observations. The activity types from the pilot study were applied to both of the cases, but small changes 

were made during the main fieldwork to make the activity types relevant more to the cases’ context.  

In selecting the types of user activities, two different aspects were separately recognised: posture and 

behaviour/activity. Posture is the fundamental physical interactions that a human makes with objects in 

space. Behaviour/activity is the end purpose or intention on top of postures that the user wants to achieve 

in the space. For example, an activity of drinking coffee can be made in a sitting posture, but also in a 
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standing or walking posture. During the observations, the postures and activities were marked on the map, 

which was conducted in every 30 minutes during the observation day.  

Postures Walking / Standing (leaning on something) / Sitting / Lying down/ 
Running 

Behaviours 
and activities 

Conversing / Eating / Drinking (beverage) / Working (typically on 
a laptop) / Reading / Ambling (including Window-shopping) / 
Sleeping / Bicycling / Smoking / Talking on a mobile phone / 
Playing a musical instrument / Playing / Vending / 
Taking pets for a walk / Observing other people and activities / 
Shopping or buying something 

Table 4.2   Selected postures and behaviours/activities 

When observing the user activities, they had to be more recognisable in the observations. Therefore, this 

research used specific categories of activity, such as eating, drinking, watching-over, and conversing, that 

can be recognised easily by visual observation, rather than the broader expressions such as relaxing, 

refreshing or socialising. This research questioned of which physical activity was connected with which 

objects in which situations, rather than being an abstract identification of user activity.     

Even though the category of activities was intended to be recognisable discretely by visual observation, 

some activities were still difficult to recognise directly. For example, the activity of ‘watching-over 

children’ was confused sometimes with other activities in the sitting or standing postures. In many cases, 

the correct activity could be recognised by reference to the items with the carers, such as a scooter, a 

school bag, or a pram. Also, the observer continually wandered around the space and noted that children 

regularly made contact with their carers while they were playing. Recognising user activities during the 

observations required a situational sense. Thus, small objects and situations, which helping to identify the 

user’s intention/activity are one of the key actants in the analytical process in this research.  

Many users do more than one type of activity and change them seamlessly during his or her stay in the 

space. However, the observations were not concerned with the sequences of individual activity changes but 

with how activities interacted with the physical objects in the space. Thus, the time lapsed sections of user 

activities were collected, regardless of one user’s behaviour was recorded many times or that multiple 

activities by one user were recorded. 
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4.1.2. Short unstructured interviews 

During the observations and questionnaires, the researcher conducted short unstructured interviews with 

users, shop owners, and people from the managing agents, Kingstonfirst and Friends of Fortune Street 

Park. From the interviews, information about how the physical objects and facilities are managed and the 

intentions of those physical layouts in the spaces were learned. User interviews were made during the 

regular visits to them. During the continual visits to the cases, the researcher frequently had chances to 

contact with many users and shop owners. In addition to the questionnaires, the short interviews with users 

made it possible to have a wider and deeper understanding of the cases and of the events and activities 

occurring in them. As the questionnaires had pre-selected questions, the interviews, even though they were 

short (5-10 minutes), were useful in finding out the hidden relations behind the activities and events.   

There were also other short interviews with shop owners in Kingston Ancient Market Place and Fortune 

Street Park. From the interviews, it was learned how the shop owners prepared the settings of their 

establishments (seats / tables / display products) and their relationships with the managing actants, 

Kingstonfirst, Friends of Fortune Park, and their borough councils was explained. Those detailed 

relationships between the actants were used in describing how the various activities were continually 

occurred and held multiply in the public spaces.   

List of interviewees: 

• Fortune Street Park  

- The shop owners of Giddy-Up  

- The members of the Friends of Fortune Park (3 including chairlady) 

- School teachers with children (2 teachers from different schools) 

- Users (5 carers with children / 2 users eating / 1 senior person resident of near block)  

• Kingston Ancient Market Place 

- Shop owners (3 owners of permanent food stalls / 1 owner of pop-up stall) 

- The managing persons of Kingstonfirst (2 members)  

- Users (3 users eating / 2 carers with children) 
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All the interviews were conducted without prior meeting appointment. The interviews took place when 

the interviewees were conducting some activities or working in the space. Thus, all the interview 

comments made by the interviewees were rewritten by the researcher after each interview.   

 

4.1.3. Questionnaires 

Questionnaires were conducted to support recognising the patterns of activities and to reveal the 

background tactics with which users negotiate with the space to carry out their activities. The questionnaire 

was designed to identify the relations which cannot be learned through observations, such as whether the 

user works or lives near the space, the user’s general purpose for coming, the reason for choosing the 

location in the space and locations which the use either prefers or avoids. The questions whether working 

or living around and the time to get to the space were asked in order to provide basic information about the 

users. The questions about the locations were key to reveal the affecting actants in selecting specific area 

or object which can tell the detailed differences in fulfilling the user’s intention. Especially the preferred 

and avoid locations showed users’ social and cultural concepts on the space which can be compared with 

the locations of various activities that observations revealed.   

The questionnaire was designed not to take long time for users. This was because most of the 

respondents, who were the users of the cases, had not sufficient time to respond to a long and detailed 

questions; they were in the space for lunchtime, shopping, or watching-over children. Thus the number of 

questions were limited to 11 and it was intended that the questionnaire should be completed within 10 

minutes. Questions 1 to 6 were of the multiple-choice type, and 7 to 11 were the subjective and short-

answer questions requiring marking on the map (see Appendix D). The number of respondents was 45 for 

each case. The respondents of the questionnaires could be anyone who was in the space, except shop 

owners, cleaners, or persons from the managing organisations. Even though it was not evenly divided by 

number, the users doing various activities – eating, conversing, watching, walking and others – were asked 

to answer the questionnaires. The questionnaires were conducted separately from the observations, on days 

were randomly selected between May and December in 2015. The observations and questionnaires could 
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not be conducted on same day, because the observer needed to pay attention to all the happenings in the 

space and, therefore, could not be distracted by looking after the completion of the questionnaires.  

 

4.1.4. Documents 

Documentary data was used to provide the backgrounds of the two sites. The initial information was 

obtained from the councils’ web sites relating to Fortune Street Park3 and Kingston Ancient Market 

Place4. The web sites provided basic information about the spaces, such as size, facilities and the recent 

history of refurbishments. However, further information, such as planning applications relating to the 

spaces and the advertisement of events was also obtained from the web sites. Kingston Ancient Market 

Place was selected as one of London’s public space funding projects5 and was refurbished with financial 

support from the Greater London Authority (GLA) in 2013-2014. From the council’s web site and its 

downloadable materials, the revised vision of Kingston Council for the future of Kingston Ancient Market 

Place could be seen. Also, the detailed planning and management proposals for the two sites could be 

ascertained from the planning action documents available on the Councils’ web sites. In addition, local 

news articles related to the spaces were searched and provided further detailed information. 

 

4.2. Data analysis 

 

The underlying objective of the analysis was to find patterns in the user behaviours of the public spaces. 

Pattern means one that is shared by members of the group, their actual behaviour, and/or one that is 

believed to be desirable, legitimate, or proper by the group, their ideal behaviour (Angrosino, 2007). 

Patterns are considered in this research as network tendencies that are comparable between the cases, that 

are unique in an activity network. The research interpreted these patterns to address significant findings 

                                                        
3 www.islington.gov.uk/services/parks-environment/parks/your_parks/greenspace_az/greenspace_f/Pages/fortune_street.aspx 
4 www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200170/kingston_town_neighbourhood/855/kingston_ancient_market_place 
5 A regeneration project on Kingston centre (www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/regeneration/regeneration-project-kingston-town-centre) 
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and explanations about the user activity networks which are continually changing and are affected by 

material aspects in public spaces. 

 

4.2.1. Analytical technique  

This research is situated as multiple case studies comparing the characteristics of public spaces. By 

describing the network contexts surrounding user activities, this research attempted to reveal the hidden 

dimensions of public space generating multiple types of user activities. The perspective held in this process 

of analysis was grounded theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2014; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) which treats each case 

study as a potential exemplar of some general law or principle that applies across space and time 

(Burawoy, 1991). It was aimed to contribute to the new way of conceptualising public space on top of the 

examination on the public space in the case studies.  

However, generalisation and suggesting a new universal theory was not the goal of this research. This 

research shares the view of Flyvbjerg (2001) who suggested that concrete, context-dependent knowledge 

in the study of human affairs is more valuable than the vain search for predictive theories and universals. 

The findings from the analysis were used to interrogate a predominantly non-ethnographic and/or macro-

theoretical body of literature on urban public space (Jones, 2014), by describing and showing the local and 

indigenous relations, which help to shape the distinct performances of public spaces in their own complex 

urban contexts.  

The analysis consisted of detailed descriptions of the context and the user behaviour/activity in terms of 

the actor-network. The descriptions on the actants and their relations in the user activity networks were the 

base upon which all the analytical processes were made. The concept of network attributes, applied from 

ANT, was used to recognise behaviour of networks and to make comparisons between them. The user 

activities of each public space and their production processes, within the relations of the various actants, 

will be addressed. The activity types were categorised by the user intentions, such as eating, relaxing, 

reading etc. The bodily postures, such as sitting, standing, walking and running, cannot be considered as 
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intentions, because the postures are just the mediating tools to achieve the user’s intended action. In other 

words, no one goes to the park just to sit, but they sit while eating or relaxing.  

When describing each activity in terms of network, the basic format follows the human-nonhuman hybrid 

enacted to the production of activity, e.g. eating intention-bench or eating intention-grass. They can be 

seen as different networks with different relations. After recognising the activity networks, the common 

and different relations were compared with each other. The relations between actants in the activity 

networks inform the reasons of users for choosing the different locations and objects used. 

 

4.2.2. Framework of analysis 

In the analysis, two theoretical concepts from the ANT discourse, stabilisation and multiplicity, were 

used. These terms, introduced and used by many ANT researchers, are about the state of network 

performances (stabilisation) and about recognising different actor-networks (multiplicity). Since this 

research sees, in terms of relational perspective on public space (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014), that the 

user activities are the actualised performances of public spaces, the attributes of the user activity networks, 

as individuals and in-groups, were examined to see the characteristics of the public spaces. 

The first phase of this research analysis was to recognise the stabilisation of the activity network, which 

has been conceptualised as the regular occurrence of the activities. The regularity means recurrence of 

time, physical location, interaction with objects in the space and similar patterns involving actants in the 

network. Recurrent and similar happenings of a type of activity were considered as predictable 

performances of the public space (Cressman, 2009; Latour, 1987; Law, 1992). Data from the map marking 

and note-taking made during the observations were used to see the time, location and objects connected 

with each type of activity. The short interviews and questionnaires were used to recognise the non-physical 

relations such as land use and time schedules, affecting the stabilisation process. A comparison of 

stabilisation processes was also conducted between the different types of activity in the same public space.  

The main concern in recognising stabilised user activities is how the patterned network stabilisations are 

acquired among the chaotic behaviour of the actants. Four topological relations were applied to describe 
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the process of stabilisation: region or physical shape, network, fluidity and fire (Law, 2002; Law & 

Singleton, 2005). This was the significant phase in the research’s analysis, because the different 

topological ways of stabilisation indicate not only that they are different networks, but also recognise the 

different processes of user activity stabilisation. The four topological relations are not mutually exclusive, 

but are commonly shared in the same network. They are used on the same subject by the different points of 

view. This research focused in particular on the ‘fluid’ topology in the stabilisation process in the analysis, 

because it could explain the network behaviour that responds to the various user demands. 

The stabilisation discourse in the analysis has two purposes; one is the detailed description of the regular 

roles of the public spaces and the second is to verify the multiple enactments of user activities under the 

network view. The moment of recognising more than one stabilised user activity networks in a public 

space is the moment that the research recognises the multiple roles of the public space (Fig. 4.1). Mol 

(2002) argues that the difference has to be understood ontologically, because the accounts of realities and 

the realities that they describe are produced together. The analytical process used two criteria which Mol 

and Law (2002) address: the different modes of ordering that coexist and the places of interference. The 

detailed description on the user activities makes the different modes of orders float up to the surface.  

 

Figure 4.1  Analysis framework and process 
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After verifying the multiple activity networks, the next step was to follow the data in detail to find out 

how the multiple activity networks relate to each other (Law, 2009). This is also relevant to the question of 

how a single physical setting can have multiple roles. How the multiple activities were related, whether 

there were shared objects or users and whether there were differences in the relationships between the 

cases were questioned and investigated. The data from photographs, observation notes and short interviews 

were used to see whether the different activities affected each other through objects, humans or 

organisations.  

During these stabilisation and multiplicity analyses, there is a commonly recognised aspect of space, 

which had a key role in the generation of stabilised activities and their multiplicity. This is the materiality 

of space; in detail, the physical relations between users and objects. This research applied the term 

“affordance” to conceptualise the physical relations that can emerge differently by the network relations, 

which enables material to be multiple. The affordance concept was used to recognise how multiple 

stabilisation processes are possible in a single space and how multiple networks are overlapped, interfered, 

or collaborating with others. By using this concept, the detailed multiple connections between the material 

aspects of space and the various user intentions implies multiple generations of user activities within a 

stationary physical setting.  

At the end of the analytical process, this research tried to draw the emerging relationships from the 

individual user activities to the public space as a collective sum of the activity networks. This is another 

use of the multiplicity concept. It uses the detail of the individual activity networks in the earlier phase to 

recast Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place in terms of their continual performances. By 

showing the two public spaces as network agglomerations, which are performing and reconfiguring 

themselves continually, the analysis verifies the effectiveness of the ANT approach to public spaces. 

To recognise and compare the performances of the selected public spaces, this research used concepts 

from ANT as a backdrop of the analysis process. The applied terms are stabilisation and multiplicity, but, 

as main analysis theme, there is a concept of affordance, which supports the other two themes (Fig. 4.2). 

The themes were used to see the particular state (stabilisation) of the network, to recognise the specific 
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ways of achieving stabilisation and to reveal the relationships between the multiple networks 

(multiplicity). All of these analytical processes were made by following the material relations from data.    

 

Figure 4.2  Themes in the analysis process 

 

 

4.3. Research cases 

 

This research discussed user activities occurring in space are the combinations of manifested user 

intentions and objects. This theoretical concept of the user activity production was the starting point of the 

case selection process. The key interest was in the underlying dynamics producing the multiple user 
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activities, so the research cases need to be a set of representative events to be examined in depth, rather 

than a large number of samples. The representative cases for this research were public spaces which 

contain various types of activities and this research selected two public spaces within mixed-use areas, on 

the assumption that the public spaces in the context have multiple demands from the surrounding areas and 

will have been accommodating multiple activities as a response to such demands.   

The criteria of case selection 

First of all, only public spaces within London were considered for selection because the scope of this 

research was limited to comparing the diverse activities in a single society rather than making comparisons 

between different countries or societies. The focus of the research is on the diverse material-human 

connections in activities, thus cultural/social aspects which also cause diverse user activities were 

constrained as far as possible.  

In addition, London is important as a case study region, because it is one of the most diverse cities with 

multiple ethnic, social, political and cultural ingredients, and, additionally, it has many public open spaces 

scattered around the city, as inevitable urban elements in people’s everyday life. Most of the parks, plazas, 

gardens and market squares in London have historical backgrounds that have grown with their 

neighboured urban parts over a long time. People living in London, like those who live in almost all other 

parts of the UK, use outdoor public spaces often in their daily routine. London is, accordingly, one of the 

best subjects for a case study of public spaces with diverse interactions and various urban dimensions. 

Based on the above conditions, there were three criteria in selecting the cases. Firstly, more than one type 

of activity needs to take place at each of the selected sites, because of this research’s objective, 

investigating multiple roles of public space. Public spaces with multiple roles are required and this was 

checked, in advance, during the short observations at the seven pre-selected public spaces in London; two 

symbolic public spaces, Trafalgar Square and Jubilee Gardens; four urban parks in the city centre, 

Leathermarket Garden, Soho Square Garden, Golden Square and Fortune Street Park; and a suburban 

market square, Kingston Ancient Market Place (Fig. 4.3). The seven public spaces are publicly owned and 

free access space (Carmona et al., 2008, p. 5), without any barriers to any specific group of users. This was 

a requirement for the purpose of the empirical process which sees multiple user activities in a single space.  
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The pilot observations were made for one or two days for each of the public spaces, before the research 

cases were selected. Through this process, a brief comparison of the types of user activities and the 

different ways of using the spaces was made. The observations showed that all seven cases had more than 

one type of activity/behaviour, but the selection was made having regard to the recognisability of the 

activity/behaviour patterns and their diversity. 

 

Figure 4.3  Public spaces by their physical settings and urban relationships 

The second criterion of the case selection process was the differences between the cases both in urban 

context and physical setting. The research purpose is to use the actor-network approach to understand how 

public spaces perform their multiple roles in the changing urban context. Increasing the possibility of 

finding different network relations is important to select of the case study sites. By revealing and 

comparing the actor-network relations, it will be a main research process to show how the cases are 

performing and how they are different, rather than just saying that they are different. The underlying 

criteria for selecting cases was based on the discussion of human activity production in Chapter 3. This 

research follows the affordances and ANT point of views on the production of human actions, which is 

seen as a conjunction of human intention and object/artefact. For the user activity occurring in a public 

space, this research also accepts that there are complex network relations affecting the user intentions and 

the physical aspects of object (Fig. 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4  Various network relations in user activity 

The variations in the physical setting of space and urban context are infinite, but this research has divided 

them into a few broad categories in practical reason for the empirical process. The physical setting was 

categorised in terms of natural features (tree, grass, water, etc.) and artificial features (paving, benches, 

etc.). The urban context was categorised as central-suburb, the relating area ranges such as neighbourhood-

local-urban and by a functional category, such as park, plaza, market square, street, etc. In addition, there 

was a condition precedent for considering a public space as a possible research case.  

Thirdly, the research cases needed to have local or lower level relationships. To capture the overall 

context of the public spaces and to look inside the user activities interacting with the objects in the space, 

the selected spaces needed to have a relatively smaller level of urban relations, rather than those which 

exist at city/regional level. This is related with the reasonable period of research time. Public spaces which 

have city or regional relationships, such as Trafalgar Square or the South Bank, were assumed to have 

extremely wide ranges of user activity relations, which would, therefore, require too much time to 

undertake the necessary fieldwork. For example, in Trafalgar Square, which has a social symbolic image in 

the UK, city or sometimes national level events/protests are held and many tourists from all over the world 

visit, so the study of the activity network would need to be expanded into that scale. Of course to examine 

Trafalgar Square is possible, but it will need quite long time and works. For practical reasons, Jubilee 

Gardens and Trafalgar Square were, therefore, excluded in the case selection process of this research after 

the short observations.  
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Through the case selecting process, the selected sites were Fortune Street Park in the Barbican and 

Kingston Ancient Market Place in Kingston upon Thames (Fig. 4.5). They are local public spaces with 

multiple user activities, but are contrasted with the different urban contexts and physical settings. The 

research tried to find out how the public spaces in the case study behave multiply and what are the behind-

the-scene dynamics making those multiple performances, and finally how the material settings are 

involved with those productions. 

 
Figure 4.5  Kingston Ancient Market (left), Fortune Street Park (right), Google maps. 

 

4.3.1. Fortune Street Park 

Fortune Street Park is a small community garden open to the public in Fortune Street, the Barbican, 

London. It was originally built in the early 1960s and was named after the Fortune Theatre which stood on 

the site until 1649. A refurbishment of the park was undertaken in 2002, including landscaping work and 

the provision of seating facilities and play equipment. The basic information6 is as follows, 

- Type of site: public garden (open to the public) 

- Size: 0.36 ha 

- Ownership: London Borough of Islington 

- Site management: Green spaces / Friends of Fortune Park 

- Opening times: 8 am - dusk 

                                                        
6  London Gardens Online, www.londongardensonline.org.uk/gardens-online-record.asp?ID=ISL031 
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The surrounding blocks comprise mostly residential apartments and offices, with some small retail shops 

along Whitecross Street (Fig. 4.6). There is no other publicly open park or garden within 300m of Fortune 

Street Park. Fortune Street Park is located next to an elementary/junior school, which has direct access 

through a gate. Residents with schoolchildren often meet their neighbours at this school gate on their drop-

off and pick-up school runs. 

 
Figure 4.6  Land use of ground floor7 and roads near Fortune Street Park 

Physical setting 

Fortune Street Park comprises many natural features, such as grass, trees and bushes, together with other 

artificial features, such as paved pathways, a playground and wooden benches. Approximately half of the 

park is a grassed area surrounded by a circular path and benches. The other half, to the eastern side, 

consists of a fenced playground, with children’s play equipment, eight wooden benches and three table 

seats outside. Inside the playground there are three benches, one table bench and a gazebo which has three 

benches under its roof. A particular facility of this small neighbourhood park is a coffee vendor, Giddy-up, 

which provides moveable seats and tables (see Fig. 4.7). The park is bordered by fences along its 

                                                        
7  Modified from a figure in the 2011-12 Cities programme report of MSc Design and Social Science in LSE 
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boundaries with Golden Lane, Fortune Street and Whitecross Street and has the entrances from all three 

streets. There is also a direct connection with Prior Weston Primary School, through which most of the 

carers take and pick up their children.   

 

Figure 4.7  Physical setting in Fortune Street Park 
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4.3.2. Kingston Ancient Market Place 

Kingston Ancient Market Place, which traces its origins back to 12th Century, is one of the oldest market 

squares in London. The square has been used for the trading of goods for about 800 years and has also 

been used for both celebrations and the punishment of criminals. Throughout this long period of time, with 

some small variations, Kingston Ancient Market Place has acted as a local trading place for food and daily 

necessities and as a centre of the local economy. Recently the economy of this region has grown and the 

town centre of Kingston covers a larger area than before. The Market Place is now just a part of the whole 

Kingston town centre, categorised as metropolitan town centre8 in London, which includes two big 

department stores (Bentall Centre and John Lewis), other big and small retail shops, many restaurants on 

the banks of the River Thames and a car-free pedestrian mall (Fig. 4.8).   

Kingston Ancient Market Place retains its own characteristics but also it is part of the powerful town 

centre of Kingston upon Thames. The regions around the town centre are mainly residential areas 

including Kingston, New Malden, and Surbiton, amongst others. Users come to the town centre from all 

these areas. Within the powerful commercial supremacy of Kingston town centre, the square tries to 

maintain its historical purpose, as a local trading market, connected with users’ everyday lives. Around the 

symbolic feature of the square, the Market House, small stalls are located selling foodstuffs, vegetables 

and other local produce. In addition, many pop-up stalls are set up to sell food or other products in the 

square. The basic information is as follows, 

- Type of site: market square (open to the public) 

- Size: about 0.4 ha 

- Ownership: Royal Borough of Kingston 

- Site management: Kingstonfirst and Royal Borough of Kingston 

- Opening times: 24 hours 

                                                        
8 It is categorised as one of the 12 Metropolitan Centres in London, by Supplementary London Plan 2013, Greater London Authority 
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Figure 4.8  Land use of Ground/1st floor and 2nd floor+ near Kingston Ancient Market Place (author) 

A refurbishment project was undertaken by the Kingston Borough Council and the Greater London 

Authority during the years of 2013-2014. The key changes brought in the square were as follows,9  

- Kingstonfirst to manage on behalf of the Kingston Council 

- Provision of high quality hot and cold food, building on its existing strengths 

- The emphasis of management to be on local traders and local producers, providing the essentials for 

a daily shopping basket and something tasty for lunch or a treat for the weekend 

- 29 permanent stalls (an increase from the previous 25), and space to accommodate up to 24 pop-up 

market stalls to hold a wider range of traders 

- The western side of the market place to be marked for cycle racks, to make the square more user 

friendly for cyclists 

                                                        
9  www.kingston.gov.com/info/200170/kingston_town_neighbourhood/855/kingston_ancient_market_place/6 
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With this new physical refurbishment in the square, many one-off, weekly or seasonal events are held, 

not only in the square, but also in other parts of the Kingston town centre. The variety of these 

performances, events and busking musicians also makes the area more colourful and active. 

Physical setting 

Most of the physical objects and facilities in Kingston Ancient Market Place are artificial features, thus 

there are no grassed areas or bushes as found in Fortune Street Park. The whole ground surface was newly 

resurfaced with tiles during the 2014 refurbishment. There are 10 wooden benches scattered around the 

square and two stone benches. The stone benches do not have backs or arms and are sited near the bicycle 

racks and rubbish bins. There is a symbolic building in the middle of the square, Market House (Fig. 4.9), 

which contains shops, tea rooms and public toilets.  

Among the important physical features of the square are permanent wooden stalls which can 

accommodate up to 29 shops. The business types include the sale of food, vegetables, beverages and baked 

goods. In addition to shops in the permanent stalls, pop-up stalls may be located in the central part of the 

square. Most of them are also food shops, but some sell other local goods. The number of pop-up stalls 

varies from 3-4 shops, from Monday to Thursday, to 15-17 shops, from Friday to Sunday. 
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Figure 4.9  Physical setting in Kingston Ancient Market Place 
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4.4. Conclusion 

 

This research uses a qualitative method of analysis for a multiple case study. Two small public spaces 

were selected to look inside the multiple user activities and to compare the network differences between 

the cases. This research tries to suggest a collective sense of the underlying relations in public space that 

constantly generate multiple user activities. This is about a descriptive way of looking into the production 

process of human activity in public spaces, which are multiply generated from the urban context. To cover 

all the relations in the user-activity networks of the cases, an ethnographic approach, which contains 

various ways of collecting data, was applied. The data enabled a grasp the collective context and to analyse 

the mundane but important network relations that occur in the everyday life of public spaces. During the 

field work, the collective sense about the various events and activities with their neighbourhood/local 

issues, the schedules of surrounding shops, offices, and institutes, and others. These relations were 

considered with the physical settings of cases.  

Data was gathered by unstructured and non-participant observations, unstructured short interviews, 

questionnaires, and document analysis. The observations were conducted through about 8 months 

including one-week observations and the individual one-day observations one or two times in a month. 

Taking note about user activities are the main way to collect information, and user behaviour types and 

locations are also marked on the map in the observations. These are the basic data to look what types of 

activities occur and how people interact with physical environment of the spaces. The short interviews 

with users, shop owners, and managing people are also key data to supplement the background relations 

underlined the observed activities and events. Additionally, questionnaires for the basic information about 

users and their behaviours/activities were conducted for each case, and the documents from the councils 

and related websites were used for the history, the management relations, and other basic information. 

With the data, the network-based analysis based on affordance concept and ANT was applied. There are 

two main phases in this paper to examine public space. The first phase is to recognise the stabilisation of 
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the user activity network, which is conceptualised as the regular occurrence of the activities. The regularity 

means whether a type of user activity shows recurrence of time, physical location, interaction with objects 

in the space, and similar patterns involving actants in the network. After recognising the multiple activity 

networks or multiple roles of public space, the second phase is to examine the relations between them. The 

way of holding the multiple networks in a public space’s physical environment is considered a critical 

aspect in examining the performance of the public space. The detailed description of the stabilisation of 

user activity networks in the first phase shows different modes or orders in the network, and the second 

phase considers how the multiply enacted realities affect each other and identifies the overlapped area of 

the multiple networks. 

The research took two small public spaces as cases, Fortune Street Park in the Barbican and Kingston 

Ancient Market Place in Kingston, both in London. The key criteria of selecting cases is a high possibility 

of finding different relations. To achieve the research purpose, the possibility of activity network 

difference is important in selecting process. Fortune Street Park is a small community garden open to the 

public. It comprises many natural features, such as grass, trees and bushes, together with other artificial 

features, such as paved pathways, a playground, and wooden benches. Kingston Ancient Market Place is a 

market square in the Kingston town centre which is a local economy centre, with paved ground and market 

stalls. Having revealed and compared the network relations of user activity productions, the main process 

was to show how the cases are performing in terms of actor-networks and to demonstrate how they are 

different. 
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5.  Multiple object 

 

 

 

 

 

In describing user activities in terms of actor-network relations, the focus of this research is also on the 

material aspects, as one of relations in user activity network. This network relation is more carefully 

examined among other relations because this research considers that it makes multiple activities possible in 

unchanged physical settings. This research’s interest is based on the production process of human action as 

a result of combinations of human intention and objects, as discussed in Chapter 3. Stoffregen (2003) 

argues that a given behaviour will occur when two elements, ‘affordance and intention’, co-occur at the 

same point in the space-time continuum. Norman (2002) explains an action as a result of interaction 

between the product and user. Akrich (1992) addresses the concept of prescription, which informs the user 

to act or to use an artefact in the pre-inscribed way. The gun-human hybrid is argued by Latour (1994), 

which is neither human nor gun acting in a third way of action.  

This research also regards user activity as a consequence of the relation between object(s) in space and 

the user. More precisely, the connection is made between user intention, that is agglomerated by the 

various urban contexts, and the object with an affordance the intention requires. This connection between 

the two actants is one of many relations in user activity network, but it is considered critical in this 

research because the concept of affordances provides an explanation on the multiple interactions of space 

with various user intentions. Actor-Network Theory (ANT) uses the term ‘translation’ to indicate a process 

by which an actant is attracted in a network as something that the network needs. An actant, or a group of 
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actants, attract the other actant into their network and make the attracted actant perform as they want, while 

preventing the actant from being attracted into other networks. The object of space used in an activity 

network can be viewed as a translated actant for the required affordance. 

 

Figure 5.1  Affordance as a key relation in the activity production 

This changeable connection between object and intention is informed in the observations through 

different activity types sharing a same object, a same type of activities use different objects with different 

affordances, or others. The observations of this research have found that there are objects that are 

translated into more than one activity network over time, or at the same time. These multiple connections 

of materials enable public space to hold multiple activities with its physical setting. In Fortune Street Park, 

the physical setting did not change but held multiple activities with the multiple affordances. Kingston 

Ancient Market Place also has the multiple connections of affordances, but there were continual changes in 

physical layout to afford specific activities and events. The research cases afford more than one user 

activity type constantly, but the ways in which the affordances are used are different. This chapter will 

describe multiple affordances relating with the objects in the public spaces and show how affordances from 

a single object are connected into the different activities.  

 

 

 

 

User	
intention	

Object	
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5.1. Fortune Street Park 

 

Fieldwork for observations, short interviews, and questionnaires revealed that many objects and facilities 

in Fortune Street Park are translated into diverse user activities. A single object is translated into multiple 

activities with different affordances or a single affordance. The park has benches with different shapes, 

grassed area, fences, trees and playground facilities which are translated into various user activities.  

 

Figure 5.2  Multiple translations of object affordances in Fortune Street Park 

 

  Bench and seat 

Fortune Street Park has 33 benches; 26 are linear shaped with backs and arms, and 7 are round benches 

without backs or arms. Among the round shaped benches, four are placed with round tables and the other 
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three encircle the tree trunks (Fig. 5.3). The coffee vendor, Giddy-up, has 8 small stools and 2 linear 

shaped seats for its customers.  

 

  

  

Figure 5.3  Seats in Fortune Street Park, bench (red) / round bench (blue) / coffee shop seats (yellow) 

All of the benches, regardless of their shape, are used with sitting affordance in interacting with various 

activity intentions in the park, such as eating, people watching, conversing, watching-over children, 

reading (books/newspapers/mobile phones), and making phone calls (Fig. 5.4). These various activities 

occurred at the same time, or over time, related with the different land use around Fortune Street Park such 

as offices, residential areas, shops, and schools.  
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Figure 5.4  Various activities using the sit-on-able affordance from the benches 

Some users find different affordances from the benches when they use them for their activity intentions: 

standing-by, lying-down, sitting differently. Figure 5.5 shows various affordances in using benches. 

Occasionally, users sit on the back of bench because the seat part is wet and some other users eat while 

standing beside the bench. In the picture 2 in Figure 5.5, the man is using the bench arm as something to 

hold up his beverage can. Picture 3 shows a group using the bench by sitting on the bench back and 

standing-by. The users with these different (not sitting) affordances from the benches were observed 

mainly when it was wet weather or low temperatures. Another group, in picture 4, on a dry day, also used 

the bench and ground with different affordances. On this occasion, one of the users put his food on the seat 
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of the bench, like a table, while he was sitting on the ground. They were conversing while eating and they 

formed a circle for their activities to talk to each other more conveniently rather than sitting side by side.  

The affordance of the benches translated into activities is mainly sitting, but lying-down and stand-by are 

also used (picture 5 in Figure 5.5). The observations witnessed a few occasions of users conversing while 

lying on the bench, or a group of users conversing while sitting and standing around the bench. 

Additionally, children interact with benches through different affordances, such as sitting on the bench arm 

(picture 6 in Figure 5.5). This is possibly because children have different body sizes, which is key in 

detecting affordances from the environment (Gibson, 1979; Stoffregen, 2003).  

  

  

  

Figure 5.5  Various affordances of benches 

Through the same or different affordances such as sitting, lying-down, and standing-by, the benches are 

used for different activities at the same time. The left scene of Figure 5.6 shows that eating and phone 
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reading activities share the bench. The right picture shows that the two users are eating and conversing, 

while the other user is phone calling and watching-over her child at the same time. The activities are not 

occurring exclusively but can be performed at the same time by sharing an object.  

  

Figure 5.6  Benches hold different activities through the same or different affordances 

 Grass ground 

The grassed areas of Fortune Street Park are connected with various user intentions through the multiple 

affordances that the grass grounds contain. There are eating activity with sit-on-able and stand-on-able 

affordances, sleeping activity with lying-down-able affordance, walking around (with dog) activity with 

walk-on-able affordance, conversing with sit-on-able and lying-down-able affordance, playing activity 

with running/walking-on-able affordance, and so on (Fig. 5.7). The diverse activity intentions come to the 

park at the same time or at different times, and the grassed areas respond to the intentions with more than 

one affordance.  
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Figure 5.7  Various affordances in the grassed areas 

Use of grass ground showed dramatic differences with different weather and seasons. Rain is the main 

disrupting actant for the activities occurring in the grassed areas. Most of the reason why people use the 

grassed ground is to enjoy the sunlight and to be refreshed10; thus, whether the grass is wet or not and 

whether it is sunny are criticial for users to pick the sit-on-able and lying-down-able affordances. In 

November and December, it was observed that the grassed ground was almost empty, while the benches 

were full of the users who were eating at lunchtime.  

In using the grassed area, the activities with sitting, standing, running, and others differently interact with 

the grass ground to pick up a proper affordance. Figure 5.8 shows that eating activities do not occur on the 

earthed parts in the grassed area. This means that the sit-on-able affordance is related with the material of 

grass. Users sit on the area not just because it is empty ground but because it is ‘grassed’. This is 

comparable with the playing activity on the grassed area. Children run, walk and kick the ball on the grass 

and these are the translated affordances by children into their playing activity network. When children 

play, the material of grass does not matter, they need open space. This can be seen from the scene where 

they included the paved pathway for their ball game in addition to the grassed ground.  

  

                                                        
10  From the short interviews and questionnaires with users. 
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Figure 5.8  The activities with sitting and lying-down do not occur on the earthed area (above) 
            while playing occurs regardless of the ground surface material (below) 

 

 Fences 

In Fortune Street Park, there is a fence separating the playground area from the other space, which is 

waist-height for adults. Other fences are installed to protect bushes and trees, mostly at knee-height. The 

fences do not work only to separate the spaces, but also work for the various types of activities. Figure 5.9 

shows that users lean on the fence while they are reading their phones, eating food, and conversing.  

   

Figure 5.9  Fences does not work only for separating spaces. People stand-by or leaning-on for other activities  

Many users were observed leaning on or just standing by the fence while they were watching over their 

children, who were playing in the playground (Fig. 5.10). This use of the fences occurs during the 

afterschool time, when there are many carer-child groups spending a few hours in the park. The carers 

need to keep watching their children, so they need to be close to them. With the use of benches, there are 

also many carers standing-by or leaning-on the fence while they are tracking their children and having 

conversations each other.  
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Figure 5.10  Conversations while carers are watching over their children 

Children find different affordances from the fence. They hang over them, jump over them, or hang on the 

gates in the fences for fun (Fig. 5.11). They interact with the fences in the same way they do with the 

playground facilities. As addressed in Chapter 3, affordances mean the perception of direct physical 

relations between animal and environment in this research. In relation to this, children show a variety of 

affordances that humans can detect from the surrounding physical environment. The playing activity of 

children does not have a clear action goal is compared with other eating, drinking, and conversing 

activities. Thus, there can be many types of affordances in the relations between children and environment. 

  

Figure 5.11  Children use the fence (and bench) with other affordances on top of standing or leaning 

 Ground and facilities in the playground 

A playground is not a physical object but an area or a territory. However, it is a specifically separated space 

designed for children, with physical facilities such as swings, slides, benches and other items. The benches 
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in the playground have already been discussed in the previous section, and this section discusses the facilities 

and the ground surface inside the playground. The facilities in the playground, which are designed for 

children playing, have physically affluent affordances, with their shape, size, movement and materials. 

Children interact with them for climbing, hanging, sliding, jumping, and so on. There is too broad range of 

physical interactions to list them all individually, so this research has categorised those interactions of 

children with the environment as ‘playing’. It is an appropriate category in that the children’s intention is 

playing, not just hanging or jumping.  

  

Figure 5.12  Children are playing with the facilities in the playground 

When it is not the peak time for playing, between 15:30 and 18:00 on weekdays, some adults use the 

facilities or ground in the playground for their intentions. Many of these cases are related with the eating 

activity, but there are different affordances translated into the networks. Some users sit on the ground to eat, 

while others sit on a facility (picture 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 5.13). Picture 4 shows a carer following her child 

while she is eating.  

  

  
Figure 5.13  Sit-on and standing-on affordances from ground and facility 
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Paved pathway 

There is paved pathway connecting the three entrances of the park, which people use it to pass through it 

every day. However, it is also used in different ways with different affordances. Children sometimes sit on 

it as a group and play and, because it is paved, it is used for riding scooters or bicycles. If there are many 

walking users on the pathway, the affordances for sitting or riding cannot be translated into those playing 

activities. All the other activities of walking through were observed during the afterschool time or on a 

Sunday, when there are not many walking activities. The third picture in Figure 5.14, especially, shows that 

the users are connected with the pathway not only through the sit-on-able affordance but also through the 

write-down-able affordance, which is possible with the appropriate material (chalk). With these two 

affordances, and the time being that of less walking activity (Sunday afternoon), it was possible to produce 

the playing intention. 

   

  

Figure 5.14  Users walk, sit, ride and play a ball game on the paved pathway 
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Other objects 

This research has found that trees in the park also are translated into more than one activity network. Eating 

food, phone calling, and listening to music while standing-by or leaning-on the trees were noted during the 

observations (Fig. 5.15). Children pick different affordance from trees, which are climb-up-able (Fig. 5.16). 

Of course, not all the trees are used for playing; the shape of the branches and the heights of a few trees 

afford climbing for children. This is another example of direct interaction between the object and children, 

such as those of the playground facilities and fences, which is self-contentment with the behaviour (climbing).   

  

Figure 5.15  Leaning-on the tree while eating 

  

Figure 5.16  Children play with trees by climbing up 

Figure 5.17 shows the sitting affordance of a small ledge on the wall. Bulging from the wall, without any 

particular design intention, the ledge is continually used for sitting. The height and depth of the ledge is a 

good fit for the sitting posture of adults, so it was continually used as one of the sitting objects, like benches 

and seats. The location of the ledge is in front of the playground; thus, it makes a prescription for ‘watching-

over-while-sitting’. Size, location and the users’ intentions intersect in this ledge and produce another 

enactment of user activities.   
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Figure 5.17  People use the small ledge as a seat 
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5.2. Kingston Ancient Market Place 

 

The objects in Kingston Ancient Market Place are also used in various user activities, but many of them 

are translated with only a single affordance, such as stall seats and benches and sit-on-able. The interactions 

with objects show a narrow range when they are compared to those in Fortune Street Park.  

 

Figure 5.18  Multiple translations of object affordances in Kingston Ancient Market Place 

 

 Stall seats 

Seats and tables provided by the food shops in the stalls and buildings are used narrowly, for their own 

purpose of eating food or drinking beverages. This is same as with the seats of Giddy-up in Fortune Street 

Park. The users recognise the nonphysical (social) relation, which is about the right to use the seats. Even 

though the sitting affordance is the same as with other benches or ledges, the seats are connected with one 
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more relation to be translated into the eating activity, to be a customer by buying something from the shops. 

Thus, all the activities seen during the observations are within the eating food and drinking beverages 

activities.  

  

  

  

Figure 5.19  There are many types of seats and tables provided by stall shops and café 

In addition to the narrow range of activity, there is also exclusive use among the shops. Each shop has its 

own distinguishable shape, colour and size of seats and tables, so that their customers do not sit on other 

shops’ seats. This intention is clearer if the shape and colour of one shop’s seats is unique and different from 

others. In Figure 5.19, the seats in pictures 1,2, and 3 are more distinguishable due to their shape and colour, 

and with the tent, which makes the territory of the shop more obvious. However, the seats and tables in the 

pictures 4,5, and 6 show rather less discrimination from others, especially in terms of their location. They 

are located at a distance and spread out from their shops, or are not physically bounded by barriers, so they 

do not make the clearer sense that they belong to the shops. As a result of this, there are some users who can 

be observed using those seats with the foods from other shops.  
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 Benches 

Kingston Ancient Market Place has 5 pairs of wooden benches (10 benches in total) with arms and backs, 

and 2 stone benches without arms and backs. The wooden benches are placed in pairs, sitting back-to-back. 

The stone benches allow different affordances from the other benches (Fig. 5.20) because they do not have 

backs and arms. The activities that the benches support are people watching, eating/drinking, reading 

(books/newspapers/mobile phones), phone calling and conversing. People use the benches to sit and rest, 

while watching other people, and to sit and eat, especially during the lunchtime period. The benches are also 

used to sit and drink beverages that can be bought from the three other cafés and stalls. The detailed poses 

of sitting can be slightly different according to the shape of the benches (picture 2 and 4 in Figure 5.20), but 

the activities connected with them are similar to those of Fortune Street Park. The activities of eating, 

drinking beverages, conversing and people watching are frequently mixed amongst the users are sitting on 

the benches. The other affordance of lying-down, which was found in Fortune Street Park, was not seen 

during the observations at Kingston Ancient Market Place.  

 

  

  
Figure 5.20  Benches afford more types of activities than the shop seats 
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 Artificial turf 

The observations revealed that the artificial turf is used for eating food, watching-over children playing, 

performance watching and conversing. The location of the turf is generally in front of the Market House, but 

it is moved to other areas in relation to the layout of the pop-up stalls, which is also changed daily, or to be 

used for performances. The observed affordances from the artificial turf are sitting and lying-down. On many 

occasions, it is sited with deck chairs to provide free use for sitting with various activities. One of the 

common uses is the combination of eating food and watching-over children. The carers with children sit 

freely with their things (picture 1 in Figure 5.21) and let their children playing around them, while some 

others take care of their babies (picture 2 in Figure 5.21). Many of the carers are eating food on the turf at 

the same time (picture 3 in Figure 5.21). The material of the turf is soft and children use this when they are 

playing (picture 4 in Figure 5.21).  

  

  

Figure 5.21  People use the turf in almost the same way as real grassed ground 

In one observation day, a pop-up tent selling tea was set up on the turf in front of the Market House. 

There are users enjoying tea and baked goods on the seats provided by the stalls, but they used the artificial 

turf only as an area of their activities. In terms of affordance, the turf has sit-on-able affordance, but it was 

not included into the tea drinking activity network. The prescription of the tea stall only includes their seats 

and tables. A few hours later, at lunchtime, other users, who had not bought anything from the tea stall, 

started to sit on the turf to eat food that they had bought from the other shops, or to take care of children 
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(Fig. 5.22). As a result of the sit-on-able affordance the turf has, and the users’ previous experiences, the 

stall shop was not a barrier to stop the translations of the turf into the other activities.  

  

Figure 5.22  A tea stall is allocated (by Kingstonfirst) on the turf, which allows another affordance 

 Ledges  

There are two ledges in Kingston Ancient Market Place; one is on the show window of the clothing shop 

NEXT and the other is under the statue, which is in the middle of the square. Both have suitable depth and 

height to sit on, so they are used with sit-on-able affordance, in almost the same way as benches. Users sit 

on them and eat food, drink beverages, watch other people, smoke, read/make calls on their phones and 

converse with other users. The depth of the ledges is not enough to lie down or to sit in other ways like the 

stone bench, so all the postures of the users are same (Fig. 5.23).  

  

  

Figure 5.23  People sit on and carry out various activities on the NEXT shop ledge 

The ledge under the statue is made up of three steps, with a greater depth than those outside NEXT’s. Users 

use the ledge for eating food or drinking beverages, while conversing, reading, or just watching people (Fig. 
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5.24). However, on a few observation days, it was blocked by the barriers of COSTA enclosing the statue. 

Users did not use the ledge when the café’s territory was set exclusively marked by the barriers. In terms of 

the concept of prescription by Akrich (1992), the activities performed while sitting on the ledges cannot be 

said to be the intended activities followed by the prescription made by designer of the ledges. However, the 

proper size, height, material and depth afford sitting, and they are one of the physical objects translated into 

the diverse activity networks.  

  

  

Figure 5.24  More postures are possible with the ledge under the statue 

Deck chair 

Deck chairs are used as one of the sitting objects in the square. The observations found that the deck chairs 

interact with users only in terms of sitting affordance. However, the difference between them and other forms 

of seating is that they can be moved by users for individual reasons. During the day, until the Kingstonfirst 

people put them back in the Market House, users move the deck chairs as necessary. Thus, deck chairs move 

around the centre space bit by bit during the day, scattered around or gathered in groups. Figure 5.25 shows 

that the first location of the deck chairs, aligned in front of the Market House (1) and they were moved 

gradually without order, but individually (2). Some users moved deck chairs beside the stall tables to use for 

drinking coffee and others moved a few chairs near to a bench when they eat food with their families. The 

chairs were aligned again, with the exception of one chair, close to the fountain by the children’s carers (3, 

4). Later, around 15:00 to 15:30, the chairs stayed and used by other users (5, 6). Users translate the deck 
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chairs into their different activities – eating, drinking, watching-over children, and people watching – by 

moving them for their needs. Thus, the sit-on-able affordance of the deck chairs could be multiply connected 

by differentiating their locations. 

  

  

  

Figure 5.25  Movement of deck chairs on 24th June, 11:30-15:30 

 

Wall/show window 

Observations have found that users interact and use the wall also for diverse activities. They step out of the 

movement stream of other people when they stop and carry out a stationary activity. People stay by the wall 

to perform a stationary activity even when there is no heavy traffic of pedestrian movement in the space. 

They stop for a while to do people watching, phone calling, conversing, eating (Fig. 5.26). The affordances 

observed in the Kingston Ancient Market Place are stand-by and lean-on.  
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Figure 5.26  Watching, phone calling, eating and conversing while standing by the walls 

There are other types of interactions through the different affordances from the wall and sometimes users 

perform the stationary activities with the different affordances, rather than standing. The young group in the 

left picture of Figure 5.27 use the corner wall with the sitting and standing-by affordances to hold a 

conversation. The right picture shows a child playing by walking on the window ledge with her carer. This 

is another example of a different affordance found by a child through having a different body size from 

adults. This playing activity with the wall was not observed regularly, but this is one example from the 

continuum of physical interactions between the diverse users and the objects in the space. Someone who 

wanted to do a performance to the public also used the wall (Fig. 5.28). They would stand or sit with their 

backs against the wall, or the bollards.  

  
Figure 5.27  Different affordances from the wall 
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Figure 5.28  Music performers use the wall 

 Bollards 

The use of bollards is shown to be similar to that of the wall. People stand by or lean on the bollards to 

stop and stay for a while in the space. There are 13 bollards around the central part of the square, and the 

leaning-on is the most frequently observed affordance from them. Users were watching people, phone calling, 

watching their phones while they were leaning on the bollards or having a conversation around a bollard 

(Fig. 5.29).  

    

Figure 5.29  Leaning-on, standing-by and sitting-by for performance 

 

 Empty ground surfaces/fountain 

The ground surface of the square also showed diverse affordances related with the user activities. Figure 

5.30 shows that standing-on and sitting-on affordances are common in the square. When there are fewer 

pedestrians and the movement flows are not so high density, people stop in the middle of the space and 

converse, carry out watching-on children or phone calling. There were also many users sitting on the ground 

for their activities. In Figure 5.31, the carers sit on the ground while their children play around the fountain. 
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When carers are watching on their children playing, some are standing or sitting beside the fountain and 

others are sitting on the turf or stall seats.  

 

  
Figure 5.30  Activities with standing in the space 

  

Figure 5.31  Some carers sit on the ground while they are watching on children 

The other affordance the ground surface of the square has is riding. In the square, children were frequently 

observed riding scooters or bicycles. The riding by children occurs around the fountain because it is generally 

an empty space where they can do short rides while their carers are watching on them. The space contains 

many people who are walking, standing, sitting, and running, so the children cannot play at riding for a long 

period. There are also cycling activities in the square. There is a cycle route on the square designed by 

Kingston Council. The route is paved in a different colour and is visually indicated by brighter coloured tiles 

and bicycle symbols mounted through the path (Fig. 5.32). The affordance for riding bicycles can be detected 

in all of the surfaces of the square, but there is a management relation – different tile colour and the bicycle 

symbols – from the planning action preventing riding in other parts of the square. 
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Figure 5.32  The bicycle route indicated in a different tile colour 

 

 

5.3. Conclusion 

 

This research addresses a human activity model as a result of the combination of intention and affordance. 

Multiple affordances are the central feature of multiple action possibilities and multiple user activities. This 

chapter has revealed that diverse user activities are based on multiple affordances in the cases of both Fortune 

Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place, which showed that objects are translated into more than one 

type of activity and that the affordances are the key relations in generating multiple user activities. This 

research shows that it is critical in producing activity whether a given user intention can translate object or 

area which has a required affordance. 

However, it is not sufficient to explain the whole user activity generation and stabilisation process. Multiple 

affordances in space are important in producing multiple activities but, to identify and reveal the complex 

effect of multiple activities, we need also to see other relations in the activity network. To examine the whole 

process of the production of user activity, we need to follow all the actant translations including the 

affordances of objects. The next chapter will reveal the network processes of multiple activities and 

addresses how those multiple activity networks are regularly produced with similar patterns, which is called 

network stabilisation.  
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6.  Activity stabilisations 

 

 

 

 

 

The descriptions on the activity stabilisations in the cases aim to show how the regular demands on the 

park are agglomerated. This is about how the various actants affecting people to come regularly with a 

specific activity intention. All the relations in the user activity networks are described in this chapter: the 

regular time schedules that are varied by institutes, offices, or transportations in the city, and by the 

different seasons and daylight times; the unique characteristics of the street networks related by 

accessibility; and the different preferences of people staying or living around the public space (Fig. 6.1). 

The activity production model discussed in Chapter 3 was only about the relations between humans and 

objects (affordances), but this chapter deals with all the actants, including objects in space, translated in the 

networks, that will be described as the process of network stabilisation.  

In describing the activity network stabilisations, this chapter used a concept of ‘prescriptions’ (Akrich, 

1992) to encapsulate specific relations in the network, in addition to the concept of ‘affordances’ (Gibson, 

1979). Affordances was used to recognise multiple translations into more than one activity network from a 

single object, or a set of objects. Among the various ranges of affordances, this research’s analysis only 

applied the physical relations between humans and objects such as sit-on-able, stand-by-able, lying-down-

able, and so on. Prescription is used as same as the concept of ‘programme of action’ (Brey, 2005) in this 

research, as presented in Chapter 2. Prescription is inscribed information by designers/engineers to achieve 

a goal through an artefact or physical setting. For example, a hotel door that should be kept closed may be 
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analysed from the ‘keep-the-door-shut’ programme of actions (Brey, 2005), and a hotel room key with a 

cumbersome weight has a “leave-the-key-at-the-front-desk” programme of actions when customers leave  

the hotel (Latour, 1992). In the descriptions of user activity stabilisations, the differences between the 

affordance oriented and prescribed activity networks are recognised and compared. 

 
Figure 6.1  Actants affecting the stabilisation of human-object relation 

If a network produces constant outputs from the same inputs, the outcomes become predictable, then the 

ANT sees the network as stabilised (Callon, 1986; Cressman, 2009). Once a network becomes stabilised, 

two things happen. Firstly, the complex inner relations in the stabilised network work as a whole. It acts 

like a single device like complex inner pieces of a clock or many bureaus working in a government. 

Secondly, we recognise a stabilised network by the predictable behaviour or outcomes. The key aspect of 

stabilisation is the constant output to the same input. The two points are working together in practice; when 

we can predict the output about the input relation, we can use this stabilised network as a single actant 

without being concerned about the complicate inside relations. This is the same as when we do not worry 

about the inside parts of a mobile phone when we use it, until it becomes out of order.  

This research used this predictability aspect of stabilisation when it examines user activities of the cases, 

in terms of the actor-network. From the analysis, it is clear that there are activities with the patterned 

locations, interacting objects, postures, and occurrence times. There were similar patterns found in the 

same activity intentions that were categorised into types, such as eating, playing, and conversing, as 

presented in previous chapter. This chapter will present the detailed processes of stabilisation in both cases, 
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and will then proceed to compare them. Additionally, not all the observed activities in the cases are 

described as stabilised networks. Those activities such as reading, smoking, listening to music, and 

sleeping were not dealt with as stabilised activities. This is because they did not show regular patterns in 

locations or their relations with objects in the park. It means that we cannot describe general network 

relations, and this research could not find the regular occurrences and patterned relations with the activities 

during the periods of the field works. 

 

 

6.1. Activity networks in Fortune Street Park 

 

Observations have found that eating food, drinking beverages, watching-over children, playing, walking-

through, and nursery activity occurred regularly with recurrent locations and interacting objects. These 

user activities are considered stabilised by the repeated social and urban relations that involve continually 

in the productions of user demands/intentions. 
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Figure 6.2  Stabilised activities, eating/playing/watching-over/walking (left: 10 July, right: 24 February) 

 

6.1.1. Eating food  

Fortune Street Park performs constantly and regularly as a place for eating, but the constant production of 

eating activities are achieved through various objects in the park. The regular occurrence of eating activity 

firstly depends on the urban relations: offices’ working schedule by time (11:30-14:30) and the day of the 

week (from Monday to Friday). The majority of eating activities are crowded at lunchtime on weekdays, 

which follows the regular schedule. There are no other regular eating activities occurring at other times; 

there are just random eating activities occasionally occurring. The stabilisation of eating activity is affected 

by the regular schedule of offices and the stable, but multiple, responses of objects in Fortune Street Park.  

Once they get into the park, the users are all the same actants with eating intentions, whatever the user 

has urban relations behind, who are interacting with objects in space in the same or similar ways. The users 

try to use objects or spatial situations to do their objective activities. In Fortune Street Park, there are more 

than one physical object that is translated into the eating activity: benches, fences, trees, grass, and ground. 
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Users with eating intention choose their objects among the multiple options in the park. This research sees 

that the choices are the relational effect influenced by other actants and changes of the actants.  

Actants related with user intentions 

The continual occurrence of eating activities in Fortune Street Park is related to the regular schedule of 

the office area. Most of the users for eating activity are workers from nearby offices at lunchtime during 

weekdays. They bring the food from the Whitecross Street Market generally, but Waitrose and Pret A 

Manger are also used. The market is open from 10:30 to 14:30 during the weekdays. The official opening 

time is 10:00-17:00 on the Islington web site (www.islington.gov.uk), but observation shows that stalls 

open around 10:30. The market stalls start to clean up and close between 14:30-15:00.  

Whitecross Street Market synchronises its sales to the office workers’ lunchtime. This synchronisation is 

related to the network of eating activity in Fortune Street Park because the market is close to the park. The 

various foods include Italian, Indian, Irish; they attract many customers during the short period of 

lunchtime, and the customers of the market get into the park to eat. Kärrholm (2009) describes these retail 

shop behaviours as ‘synchronisation’, the attempts to meet the customer movement patterns and times. 

Offices work from Monday to Friday except bank holidays and the Whitecross Market also opens around 

10:30-15:00 from Monday to Friday except bank holiday, following the schedule of offices (Fig. 6.3). The 

days and times of the Whitecross Market shows that the main target of the businesses are office workers 

around the area. It is stabilised as a food market for lunch by the regular relations with the workers of the 

office buildings; and the two actants, the market and offices, behave like one node of actant, affecting on 

the regular occurrences of eating activity in Fortune Street Park. There is very little number of eating 

activities in the park in holidays when offices and Whitecross Market are closed.  

In addition to Whitecross Market, there are other sources of food, such as Pret A Manger and Waitrose. 

These were observed in the park with their marked bags held by the users. Some users eat the food they 

have bought from Waitrose or Pret A Manger, thus the shops are also in the eating activity network of 

Fortune Street Park. However, they do not count their businesses just for lunchtime and for the office 

workers. They are also open for the holidays and weekends when the nearby offices and Whitecross Street 
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Market are closed. This means that their businesses have other relations, unlike Whitecross Street Market. 

However, they are involved in the stable productions of eating activity in Fortune Street Park. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3  Whitecross Street Market. (top) weekdays, (mid) Saturday, (bottom) Sunday 

Distance is also a key actant in stabilisation of eating activity in Fortune Street Park. The actants, offices, 

food sellers, and Fortune Street Park, are located within walking distance. Short interviews with users 

eating in the park revealed that they thought the park is within their walking distance. The sense of 

‘walking distance’ can be different between users, but it is important that they feel close to the places that 

they need to go back to.  
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Figure 6.4  User-object combinations of eating activity 

Recurrent user-object interactions  

The user intention of eating-in-Fortune-Street-Park has multiple options in generating it in the park. 

Observations revealed there are various objects that can be translated into the eating activity network. 

People eat on the benches, seats, or grass ground; by the fence or trees; on the playground facility; or while 

they walk through the paved pathway (Fig. 6.4). There are also the actants disrupting the generation of 

eating activity that cause network changes in Fortune Street Park. The diagram shows the possible network 

processes for eating are more than one, thus networks detour their generation processes against the 

disrupting actants.  

The eating activity occupies almost all possible locations in the park, but there is a time difference in 

occupying the areas. The users start to use the round table seats in the east side of the park, and the eating 

activities spread onto the grass and benches to the west. Figure 6.5 indicates the locations of eating 

activities at 12:00 and 12:30. Eating activities start to happen around the benches with tables beside the 
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playground, grass ground, and the benches around the grass. When the grass and benches are full, after 

about 12:30, the benches inside the playground and the seats of the coffee vendor are occupied.  

    

   

Figure 6.5  Eating activities at 12:00 and 12:30,  
on 6th of July, 18~19°C, cloudy (left) and 10th of July, 20~22°C, sunny (right) 

Above all others, sitting was observed as the common type of posture for eating in Fortune Street Park. 

The benches, round table seats, and coffee vendor seats are the all-time objects used for eating activity, 

regardless of season. The grass also has a sit-on-able affordance covering the largest area of the park (Fig. 

6.6), but it is affected by weather and season. When the temperature permits and it is a dry day, many users 

eat their lunch on the grass ground. On a rainy day, or when it is cold, the grass area is empty while some 

of the benches are still used. After eating on the grass, some users leave the park and others stay to 

converse or sleep (lying-down). The grass is translated differently within the eating activity. On top of the 

sit-on-able material, questionnaires revealed that the grass also relates to other eating activity network as a 

watch-on-able natural feature with other trees and pigeons.  
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Figure 6.6  Sitting on the grass, 13:30, 6th July 2015 (above), 13:30, 10th July 2015 (bottom) 

The other type of posture for eating was standing. This posture, adopted while eating, was observed when 

almost all the sit-on-able objects were occupied. Users eat their food besides the playground fence and 

trees (Fig. 6.7), but sometimes users were eating while standing beside a bench on which his/her 

colleagues were sitting.    

  

 

Figure 6.7  People eat while standing when there is no seats 
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Crowdedness: eating inside the playground 

Among the time differences in using the objects in the park, it was most distinct that the benches inside 

the playground are occupied later than objects in other locations. In most of the observations, users get into 

the playground for eating after other parts of the park are full with other users. There is a difference in 

selecting positions between inside and outside of the playground. The reason behind this different 

processes was revealed by the questionnaire. Many respondents, who work near the park11, marked the 

playground as the area they generally avoided; the reason was that they thought the playground area is not 

for adults.  The playground is fenced and shows a few banners stating ‘no-smoking’ and ‘dog free area’ 

(Fig. 6.8). These are managing relations and restricts a few activities for the safety of children. The fence 

and the banners are elements indicating the playground is an area for children’s safety. These actants are 

also part of the reason why make adults perceive the playground as a space that is not for them.  

However, observations found that perceptions of adult users about the playground were not strong 

enough to prevent them from eating inside the fence. The benches inside the playground are occupied by 

eating activities during peak lunchtime (Fig. 6.9). This is because the crowdedness, or other users, affects 

the eating activity network, and makes another detour for the users getting into the playground. The barrier 

actants of the playground – the fence and banners indicating the space is for children – do not make 

disrupting relation to prevent eating activity network from occurring inside. The network relations for the 

playground as a place for children easily disconnected by crowdedness relation in Fortune Street Park. 

Especially on sunny days, the side areas of the playground were used for eating and conversing while 

sitting on the ground, and even on the Fun Fair day, some users drank wine inside the playground (Fig. 

6.10). On this day, the whole park was used for various events and special activities which are different 

from other normal days, such as a jazz band playing inside the playground. Thus, the relations for barriers 

(fence and sign) of the playground became weaker.  

 

                                                        
11 It was recognised by the question “Do you work or live close to the park?” that had three alternatives in the questionnaires, 

work/live/neither.  
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Figure 6.8  Managing relations limit a few activities in the playground 

  

  
Figure 6.9  Eating activities in the playground 
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Figure 6.10  A group is drinking wine in the playground on the Fun Fair day, 27 June 2015 

Prescription of Giddy-up: social relation on top of affordance 

It was observed that the stools of the coffee vendor, Giddy-up, have a limited use for eating activity. The 

stools are basically same with other benches in terms of the sit-on-able affordance, but there needs more 

relation to eat on the stools, obtaining right to use them. To be a customer of Giddy-up is a social relation 

which is not needed for using the benches and grass. It was frequently observed that the stools are 

unoccupied at lunchtime when there is high demand for objects to sit on (Fig. 6.11). The stools belong to 

the vendor for business purposes, and users recognise this relation in various ways: the stool’s shape, its 

location (locational relation to Giddy-up bar), and social experiences.  

  

Figure 6.11  Different rule in using the stools of Giddy-up 

This is a relation preventing users from occupying the seats freely. The users generally buy something 

from the vendor, and take the stool and table. They obtain the right to sit on the stools as they are 

customers of the vendor. This shows that there is another relation in generating the ‘sitting on the stool’ 
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action. This is a prescription for the ‘eating/drinking-on-the-Giddy-up-stool’. Thus it is not user intention 

but social relation that constrains the use of the seats. This is another evidence that there need other 

relations on top of detecting possible affordance to generate an activity. 

 
Figure 6.12  People use the moveable benches freely but not the stools 

The interesting use was observed with the other type of seats prepared by Giddy-up. There are two types 

of seats from the vendor, stools and moveable benches that are without arms and a back. The moveable 

benches are located besides the playground fence, so users do not recognise that the benches belong to the 

vendor. Many users sit on the moveable benches freely like other benches, without buying anything from 

Giddy-up (Fig. 6.12). The owner of Giddy-up does not indicate that the benches are for the business use, 

even though users eat on the moveable bench without buying anything. The differences in shape and 

location make the different relations with activity networks.  

This indicates about the way of using objects, or space, in wider or narrower ranges. If an object, or a set 

of objects, does not show a restrictive use in their material aspects and locations, then people use the object 

with affordance-based interaction. The additional relation for the restrictive use, such as an owner’s verbal 

instruction or a sign for the specific use, can narrow down the range of interactions between user and 

object. In terms of network relations, the physical and social relations can vary the public or private use of 

space. 

Weather: raining, temperature, sunshine 

Weather contains actants that can affect eating activity in Fortune Street Park. From observations, it was 

recognised that rain and temperature are significant actants that affect eating activity. Even though all the 
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other relations are set, rain can disconnect the relations necessary to produce eating activity in the park. On 

July 8th there were a few short spells of rain during lunchtime, although they were not heavy. These short 

bursts of rain disrupted almost all the activities including eating. At around 12:45, rain forced users out of 

the park and stopped within 15 minutes (Fig. 6.13). Then, at around 13:30, users were observed sitting and 

eating on the benches (35 persons) and grass (2 persons). Afterwards, there was another short burst of rain 

at around 14:20 again, and users in the park had to leave. However, some users under the tree or under the 

pavilion did not need to move. The disconnections caused by the rain lasted for a time even after the rain 

stopped because of the wet benches and ground. The rain prevented users from eating in the park by 

erasing the sit-on-able affordance of the objects (Fig. 6.14). It also interrupted users who were already 

sitting (and eating) by making them wet.  

  

Figure 6.13  Empty benches by rain in lunchtime while the pavilion and big trees are still used (12:50, 8 July, 2015) 

  
Figure 6.14  Raining disrupts to detect the sit-on-able affordance from the wet objects 

The lower temperature is another actant exerting a disconnecting relation on the production of eating 

activity. Even in winter, sit-and-eat activities occur on the grass ground in the mild sunny weather. For 

example, on February 24th 2014 (13°C), while no sit-and-eat activity occurs in wet and low temperatures. 

The time of a relatively lower temperature, from November to March, is also a time of frequent rain. This 
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combination of the two anti-sitting actants prevents users from sitting in the park. Under these 

circumstances, with cold and wet weather, the park has only ‘necessary activity’ (Gehl & Koch, 2001), 

walking through and commuting to school. In the pilot observation, on February 14th 2014, it was raining 

for all day, and there were only users walking through and carers pick up their children from Prior Weston 

Primary School (Fig. 6.15).  

  
Figure 6.15  There is only walking-through activity on a rainy day 

Figure 6.16 shows that temperature matters more than whether it is sunny or cloudy. Users still sit on the 

grass and benches under the shadow in warm temperatures (16-17°C). Observations could not find any 

significant relation between the occurrence of eating activity and sunlight. Observations could see that 

there is a general tendency of users to prefer sitting in the sunny parts, especially on the grass ground. 

However, the shadowed part cannot erase the eating activity. It has been observed that users located 

themselves under the shadow (Fig. 6.16) on the condition that it is dry and not cold. Sunlight and its 

variations by time and season do not disrupt or erase, like rain, the whole eating network.  

 

 
Figure 6.16  Sunlight influences sitting locations (top - 12:50, bottom - 13:17, 27 Oct 2015) 
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As discussed above, rain, lower temperatures, and the degree of crowdedness are related as a disrupting 

actant, or an anti-program/anti-prescription (Latour 1992). They make the activity network detour to other 

options, or fail the network. The density and locations of other users cause spreading of eating users to the 

entire park. In addition, most of the standing-and-eating were observed at the peak lunchtime, when almost 

all the sit-on-able objects were occupied by other users. This happens beside the playground fence, trees, 

the sidewall of the coffee vendor, and in the middle of the grass area.  

Other relations 

The green features – grass and trees – of Fortune Street Park attract users to come into the park. Some of 

the respondents in the questionnaires mentioned the chance to be in a green space during their lunchtime as 

one of the reasons they come to the park.  

 

6.1.2. Watching-over and playing  

This research recognises watching-over and playing as different activities, with different actor-network 

relations. The reason why they are described together in this section is because they share relations and 

affect each other, although there are different ways of interactions using the space. However, and most 

important of all, the key reason is that the actants in the networks, the carers and children, continually 

affect each other.  

After eating activity at lunchtime, there is a second tide of activity regularly occurring in Fortune Street 

Park, children playing and carers watching-over. These two activities are combined together from 

occurrences to disappear. Children, mostly schoolchildren attending Prior Weston Primary School, and 

their carers are users of these activities. The regular occurrence of these activities is affected by the time 

schedule of Prior Weston Primary School which starts at around 9:00 and finishes at around 15:30 on 

weekdays. After school is over, many of the carer-child groups stay in the park for a certain period of time. 

In winter, this activity set diminishes at around 16:00, while it lasts until 18:00 in the summer.  

The stabilisation of this set of activities is achieved by the continual connection between the demands of 

the schoolchildren and their carers and the physical supply of the park. In addition to the playground 
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facilities, there are natural features such as an open field of grass, big trees, and bushes that children can 

play in various ways with. The benches close to the playground are effective for carers to watch on their 

children who are playing. The regular successful relation between the urban relations and the materiality 

create the stabilisation of the watching-over and playing activities.  

The other relations supporting this regular process of activities are, firstly, the opportunity for carers to 

converse and socialise with other carers, who are mostly residents in the near community. Secondly, 

Giddy-up, the coffee vendor, provides another reason for watching-over a child while they are conversing 

and drinking beverages. Thirdly, a physical aspect of the near flat complex also contributes to the 

occurrence of the watching-over and playing activity. Most of the flat complexes fail to provide good 

communal gardens, so Fortune Street Park acts as a place of community. This function can be seen from 

the private birthday parties held in the park, and a community event, Fun Fair, held annually by the 

community organisation. 

Actants related with user intentions 

Fortune Street Park has two urban relations for watching-over children and playing activities: residential 

areas near the park and Prior Weston Primary School. The residential area, firstly, affects the activities as a 

result of a combination between family types and physical type of houses (flats). Most of the carers and 

children, who respectively do the watching-over and playing activity, are residents living near the park.12 

The children who play in the park everyday are students of Prior Weston Primary School.  

The most of the residential areas near Fortune Street Park are the flat complexes. Some carers in short 

interviews mentioned the type of houses and its relationship with the use of the park.  

Interviewee 1 (mother of two children): Many flats around here are for the working class families, 

and the flats and flat complex around Fortune Street Park do not provide enough 

communal open space, so many families of the flats come to the park.  

Interviewee 2 (mother of one toddler): This area has high demand on the green space because 

most of the houses are flat complex. 

                                                        
12  From the short interviews with carers and the question “Do you work or live close to the park?” in the questionnaire. 
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The flat complexes do not provide personal gardens or communal playgrounds (Fig. 6.17), and the 

residents with children need open space for their children’s outdoor activities. The adults also need 

community spaces to meet neighbours and friends. Fortune Street Park has a playground, a coffee vendor, 

and grass ground. These are the material aspects for the residents with children that are in demand. This 

enables Fortune Street Park to play a role as a place for children playing and for socialising between carers.  

   

  

Figure 6.17  The flat complexes near Fortune Street Park do not provide enough outer space for children 

Another relation in the stabilisation of the watching-over and playing activities in Fortune Street Park is 

the schedule of Prior Weston Primary School. The school is directly connected to the park through the 

school gate. During weekdays in term time, there is a daily tide of carer-child groups coming out of the 

school into the park. At around 15:30, the park starts to be crowded by carers picking up their children, and 

the children play all around the park. The carers watch over them while conversing with each other. The 

school schedule is one of the key relations affecting playing activity in Fortune Street Park. During the 

summer break, half-term break, and weekend days, the playing and watching-over activities occur from the 

morning at any time throughout the whole day. Thus, the high demand from the near residential blocks on 

the material aspects of Fortune Street Park, the spatial connection between the park and school, and the 

school schedule causing a regular tide of users are all the relations to the continual productions of the 

watching-over and playing activities.   
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Recurrent user-object interactions  

The watching-over activity users can be split up into toddlers and older children due to their ages. This 

age difference makes different interaction ranges of carers with objects in the park. Carers with toddlers 

stay inside the playground and follow them (Fig. 6.18), while the carers with older children, including the 

students of the Prior Weston Primary School, stay not only in the playground but also on the benches 

outside. This is because older children play in all areas of the park, not only the playground.  

  

Figure 6.18  Inside the playground 

 
Figure 6.19  User-object combinations of watching-over and children playing 
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During the observations, carers can be recognised by their continual interactions with children or by 

some items with them, like school bags, scooters, or prams. Their postures are sitting and standing that are 

similar to the eating activity. They sit on the benches around and inside the playground, and the benches on 

the south side of the grass ground. Others stand by the playground fence or any close spots from the 

playground (Fig. 6.20 and 6.21). Many of areas and objects once used for eating activity at around 12:00-

14:30, are translated into the carer’s watching-over activity network later around 15:30-18:00.  

  
Figure 6.20  The south side benches and those close to the playground 

 
Figure 6.21  Sitting and standing postures; some carers have to keep following their younger children 

Carers not only watch over their children, but also converse with others or drink coffees during the time 

they stay (Fig. 6.22). Observations recognised that many carers, who are neighbours to each other, use this 

watching-over children activity as an opportunity to have a conversation and socialise. Carers form 

conversing groups while drinking coffees, say hello to others who are walking by, or having a short talk 

with senior persons sitting around the round tables. The benches and tables are located as clusters in the 

park, and this makes carers form a few clusters in the park.  

sitting standin following the 

toddler 
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Figure 6.22  Carers converse with each other or drink coffee, while watching-over their children 

 
  Figure 6.23  The round tables near the playground is one of the busy areas for carers and children 

Many users from the same neighbourhood (land use relation) use the park over a similar period of time 

(the school schedule). Thus, Giddy-up and various objects with sit-on-able and stand-by-able affordances 

are translated into the watching-over, playing, and conversation/socialising network. These network 

processes are stabilised by urban relations – school schedule, connection with the school, and flat type – 

and by various objects in the park supporting the activities.  

Selective relations in watching-over activity 

Even though carers converse or drink coffees, their main intention is to watch over their children. The 

degree to which they can track and interact with them is a critical relation when carers locate themselves in 

the park. Thus, the carers’ order of interactions is closely related to where their children are playing. The 

locations of carers are related to whether they are able to track their children from the place they are 

standing or seated. A few carers answered in the questionnaire that they locate in the park where they can 

easily see and find their children.  

Observations recognised that there are a few areas/objects that were not frequently used by the carers. 

They do not use some areas that are either blocked by trees or far from the area where many children play. 

Among the benches, for example, some of them were not selected for watching-over activity. The activity 

is selective in using the benches because the carers have to locate themselves in the best positions to look 
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and interact with their children. The benches located in the far sides of the park and those are behind the 

trees are not used for watching-over activity (Fig. 6.24).   

 

 

Figure 6.24  The benches that are not usually used for watching-over (16:30, 23 June 2015) 

The grassed area is not used for watching-over activity, instead, children use this part for playing football 

or for other playing generally. The green dots are carers who were watching-over their children in Figure 

6.25. It shows that their locations are leaning towards the east side, around the playground, where many 

children play. During the observations, this pattern was common every weekday.  

 

Figure 6.25  Locations of carers and children at 16:00 (7 July 2015), carer (green)/ child(red) 

1 2 

1 

2 
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This means the other carer’s conversing and drinking beverage activities are also affected by this carer-

child relation. The children’s locations affect their carers’ locations, and these affect the occurrences of the 

carers’ conversations and drinking beverage activities. The four activities, watching-over children, children 

playing, conversing, and drinking coffee and beverages are connected through the users. Children and 

carers are mutually affecting their activity networks, and the carers who are neighbourhood community 

members combine for conversing or drinking beverage activities while they are watching-over their 

children. 

User-object interactions in children playing 

Most of the toddlers who are accompanied by their carers during the visit generally stay and play in the 

playground. However, the older children play in almost all the areas in the park. The following is general 

match between object and playing type observed during the research, but there are more playing types that 

are difficult to separately describe. In addition, when children play one of these types, the object is not 

used exclusively but is shared with other objects. For example, Football playing and riding a 

bicycle/scooter were observed all the grass and paved pathway, and sometimes even inside the playground 

as well, and football playing occupies not only grass but also paved pathway (Fig. 6.26).  

- Grass: football, toy flying 

- Trees and fence: climbing 

- Paved pathway and grass: riding, playing game with drawing, sit and talk 

- Tap: water play  

- All the space: running 
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Figure 6.26  Children playing 

Through the continual visits to the park, it has been possible to learn the patterns – occurrence times, 

locations, and affecting relations – of almost all the user activities in Fortune Street Park are fluid and are 

not fixed into one pattern. However, among all the activities, children playing showed the most fluid aspect 

in interacting with the physical environment without any recognisable pattern. Children playing activity 

relies very much on the affordances (Gibson, 1979), as discussed in Chapter 3, which are only with 

physical relations detected regardless of social and cultural habits. Children who are generally free from 

the social norms can interact with their surrounding physical environment in more physical relations 

(affordances) rather than functional ones.  

The stabilisation of children playing is related to the urban relations which are same as the carers, but 

their ways of interacting with the objects are broad and frequently transform from one to another. Children 

playing occurs regularly because Fortune Street Park is able to provide various types of physical 

affordances to children. In many cases, the affordances themselves are the purposes of playing such as 

climbing, sitting, hanging, and so on. Children do some actions just for fun; hanging or climbing trees 
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without any other reasons. The various physical options contribute to the process of stabilisation in the 

playing activity network in Fortune Street Park. 

Weather: rain and daylight 

As discussed above, because watching-over carers are related to playing activity, when playing activity 

cannot be continued, then the carer’s watching-over will also disappear. Thus, rain can erase both 

children’s playing and watching-over activity networks. On observation days when it is raining, such as on 

Sunday July 12th 2015, when there were many children and carers coming to the park, a sudden rain 

stopped all the activities. Carers took their children out of the park and it became empty for a few minutes 

after the rain started. 

Daylight hours affect the duration of staying in the park of the watching-over and playing activities. 

Observations showed that these activities ended at around 16:30 in winter, and around 18:00 in summer. 

The time these activities finish is related to the time it gets dark which is different by the seasons. There 

are two relations on the starting and ending time of the watching-over and playing activities: school time 

schedule and seasonal daytime differences.  

Other users: other carers / children 

It has been already mentioned how children affect the carers in their locations. Children as an actant in 

playing activity are also an actant in the carer’s watching-over activity. The carer and child are mutually 

affecting actants for each other’s activity. The locations of carers are differentiated by the areas that their 

children are playing. If the child is playing inside the playground, the carer is usually located inside or 

around the playground. Children also showed continual interactions - for various different reasons - with 

their carers while they were playing. They come to the carers to get some water, to leave a toy/ball/scooter, 

or because his/her carer call them and so on. This means the two users, carers and children, are bound in a 

network relation affecting each other like other actants in their networks.  

Another actant influencing the network is other carers. Other carers affect the network in two ways: one 

is a disrupting relation to the activity by crowdedness, and the other is a connectable actant through 

conversing and other socialising relations. Basically, carers compete with each other for objects in the park 

for their activities, thus crowded space with other carers can act as a disrupting relation which makes 
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watching-over network detour to other options. However, other carers can also work as a connecting route 

with each other to produce conversing activity in a group. Most of the carers in Fortune Street Park are the 

residents in the same nearby neighbourhoods, thus they converse and drink coffees – making another 

activity – while they are watching over their children.   

Children playing is the most flexible activity with a broad range of interacting objects in Fortune Street 

Park. Of course we can assume that children affect each other while they are playing, but observations 

could not find out exactly how one playing type affects the others and makes them detour. Rather than 

detour, it seems that all the playing overlaps with each other by sharing of objects. Children play football, 

fly toys, and run around on the grass at the same time; the playground is not only used for its facilities, 

such as the swing and seesaw, but also for climbing fences or playing on the ground. The reason why they 

overlap easily and are not exclusive is because there is no specific type of ‘playing’ with specific postures 

and combining objects. Playing needs not always entail sitting or running, but can contain every posture. In 

addition, the intention caused by the user, the children, is also not specified. Children do not come to the 

park only for the swing in the playground or just for playing football. Their interactions with objects are 

unexpected, extempore, and fickle. The stabilisation of children playing lies in this broad range of 

affordances, which, in most of the cases, does not need specific setting (prescription) for activity. Thus, on 

top of the recurrent relations of the school schedule and the needs for open spaces from the nearby 

residential blocks, the stabilisation of children playing is processed mainly by various physical aspects 

provided in Fortune Street Park. 

 

6.1.3. Drinking beverages  

Drinking beverages/coffees is not included in the eating category because this activity showed different 

urban relations and different way of interactions with the objects in the stabilisation process. The previous 

three activities – eating, playing, watching-over – are related to the regular time schedule with a particular 

period of time they occur. However, drinking beverages does not have a specific time period. It occurs 

regularly with the constant customers from the offices and the neighbourhoods for all day.  
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There is a coffee vendor in the park, Giddy-up, that sells coffee, beverages, and some baked goods. 

Giddy-up plays a key role in generating drinking and conversing activities, not only in the morning but 

also throughout the whole day. There are Pret A Manger and Waitrose on Whitecross Street, which also 

sell beverages, thus the absence of Giddy-up would not collapse all the coffee drinking activity in the park. 

However, many of the users in Fortune Street Park use Giddy-up for drinking coffees. There are users who 

come only for coffee from the vendor. During observations, there were more users in the weekdays who 

work around the park coming for coffee (Fig. 6.27), and the residents living in the near neighbourhood 

generally come and drink coffees more on the weekend. After buying coffee, some users stay while they 

drink, others go out of the park. A short interview with a resident on Saturday, July 11th 2015, which was 

made with one conversing group sitting in front of the Giddy-up and drinking coffees, verified the 

observation that many people living around the park use the coffee vendor as a place for meeting other 

neighbours.  

  

Figure 6.27  Buying coffee in the morning: (left) 11:03, 23th June, (right) 11:05, 6 July 2015 

The users have different life cycles by groups – mainly office workers and residents – or by individuals, 

but the coffee vendor is an intersection of different activity relations. Users eat their food on the stall’s 

stools after buying coffee, buy some coffee after finishing lunch, carers drink coffees while they are 

watching on their children playing in the playground, and some users who were walking through the park 

frequently buy coffees and go out. There is no doubt that Giddy-up is an actant actively generating the 

drinking beverages activity.  
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Figure 6.28  User-object combinations of drinking beverage activity 

The important point of this activity is that the material setting for this activity. The coffee vendor, the 

seats and benches, and the outdoor natural features refreshing people, are the set of materials that Fortune 

Street Park provides. This is a well-established prescription for the activity, and Giddy-up especially acts 

as an actant attracting users to the park. After buying a coffee, or bringing in beverages from outside, users 

interact with the environment in similar ways as eating food activity (Fig. 6.28). They generally sit on the 

benches and seats, and on the grass ground if the weather permits. Others stand while they drink around 

the stall. Observations did not find any particular relational orders in using the objects except using the 

inside space of playground. Most of the drinking activities occur outside of the playground, but in a few 

cases it was observed some users were using table benches in the playground while other sit-on-able 

objects outside were empty. This mostly happens during the morning when there are not many children 

playing inside. This research recognised that there is a perception, as evidenced from the questionnaires, 

that the playground area is a space for children but not for adults. However, observations found many 

exceptions in actual use when there are other relations forming changes in user activities. 
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Rain is also critical to this activity because it can disconnect network relations like many other types of 

activity in the park. Drinking coffee in Fortune Street Park is not a ‘necessary activity’ (Gehl & Koch, 

2001) for people, so the circumstance of getting wet by rain can easily disrupt the activity. Lower 

temperatures do not affect as rain, because it was observed that there were users coming to Giddy-up for 

coffees on days with lower temperatures in December and February.  

   

6.1.4. Walking through  

This type of walking means an intention only to use the park as a passage (Fig. 6.29) that is discriminated 

from the type of strolling or ambling in the park. This is a necessary activity (Gehl & Koch, 2001) which 

interacts with objects in the space only for fulfilling the movement intention. Even though a user carried 

out a different activity in the park, and decided to leave, if the user starts to walk to one of the gates, then 

at the moment the user is making this action, it is called walking-through activity. As discussed in Chapter 

4, observations recorded the user actions conducted at the moment they were observed. This activity was 

easily recognised mainly on the paved pathway connecting the three gates of the park. There are fences, 

bushes, or grass, thus this pathway is the shortest route for the intention.  

  
Figure 6.29  People use the park as pathway 

 

6.1.5. Nursery activity  

After 9:00, there are no schoolchildren in the playground, because schools begin their schedules. There 

are toddlers and preschool children playing in the playground with their carers/parents. However, there is 

another activity in the morning that was observed regularly, always around at 11:00-11:30. This is a visit to 

the playground of 5-6 nursery children escorted by 2-3 teachers/carers (Fig. 6.30). They play in the 
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playground for around 30 minutes. A short conversation with one of the teachers informs that, 

- They are from Smithfield Nursery, which is a 20-minute walk from Fortune Street Park 

- The visit is a school activity, like ‘physical education’ 

- They visit once or twice a week between Monday to Friday 

This means the playground of Fortune Street Park regularly plays a role as part of a school program. The 

teacher said that they do not have enough space for physical activity, so they visit the park to use the 

facilities in the playground. 

  

Figure 6.30  Smithfield Nursery children with carers in the playground Monday to Friday around 11:00-11:30 

This activity is stabilised through network relations different from other children-carers playing 

activities: a specific institute of Smithfield Nursery and their shortage of space for children’s physical 

activities, a time schedule of the nursery, a short distance between the nursery and Fortune Street Park, and 

the objects (facilities of playground) afford the nursery children’s activity.  

 

 

6.2. Activity networks in Kingston Ancient Market 

 

The observations on Kingston Ancient Market Place have found that eating food, drinking beverages, 

shopping, watching-over children and playing, performance watching, and walking-through activities are 
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the roles, the stabilised user activities, the market square continually, and recurrently, plays (Fig. 6.31). 

These activities are continually managed and affected by a square’s actant. Shopping and walking-through 

activities are stabilised by the relational effects of urban and other relations, but other stabilised activities 

are managed by the actant with a specific intention.  

  

  

Figure 6.31  Stabilised activities, eating (above left), watching-children (above right),  
buying from stalls (below left), walking (below right), 11 August 2015 
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6.2.1. Eating and drinking  

Eating and drinking are the most distinct activities that continually occur in Kingston Ancient Market 

Place. As a type of user activity, eating food and drinking beverages are bound together as one type in this 

case, because the same network relations existed in the two activities. The network stabilisations of eating 

and drinking beverages showed the same urban relations and interacting ways with objects in the square. 

There is a regular flow of eating activity for the entire week. This is because the users who eat in the 

square are not only workers who are affected by the regular lunchtime and the five-day workweek, but also 

residents who visit Kingston town centre for shopping or others13. Diverse foods with many stalls, both 

permanent and pop-up, presents a good option for lunch to those who are shopping or who come to the 

town centre for refreshments.  

The stabilisation of eating activity network is achieved by a time-based schedule such as lunchtime, by 

the physical settings prepared by the stalls and building shops, and by the relations of managing actant, 

Kingstonfirst. In Kingston Ancient Market Place, shops’ opening hours, seats and tables, shop layouts, and 

a diverse range of foods were considered as the combined relations prescribed by a managing actant to be 

stabilised for eating activities.  

Actants related to user intentions 

One of the relations in the stable performance of the square for eating is the vision and intention of the 

local authority, the Kingston Council. The council and Kingstonfirst have a vision for the square as a 

traditional market dealing with various goods of local traders and quality foods.  

The enhanced market will build on its existing strengths by providing a high quality hot and cold 

food offer. The emphasis will be on local traders and local producers providing the essentials for a 

daily shopping basket, something tasty for lunch or a treat for the weekend (Response to e-Petition, 

www.kingston.gov.uk) 

                                                        
13 Found from the questions ‘Do you work or live close to the square?’ and ‘What types of things do you do here?’ in the questionnaires. 
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There was a refurbishment project during the 2013-2014, following a design competition for the physical 

instalments in the space. During this time, there was also a selection process for the businesses that would 

be in the permanent stalls. The refurbishment and the continual managements of Kingstonfirst, the 

Kingston Ancient Market Place is performing as a square for eating foods, along with other businesses 

such as vegetable, miscellaneous goods, and various events. The number of food stalls, permanent and 

pop-up, was 9-13 from Monday to Thursday (11th – 13th and 17th of August), and 20-22 from Friday to 

Sunday (14th – 16th of August). The short interview with a person from Kingstonfirst verified that 

Kingstonfirst decides the business types and locations of pop-up stalls. Thus, continual management as a 

place for eating is consciously prepared and provided by the organisation.  

Recurrent user-object interactions  

The regular occurrences and patterned network relations of eating activity are processed through the 

material objects in the square. Observations recognised that many of eating activities occur with sitting 

objects, while others with standing by building walls, show windows, and bollards. Kingston Ancient 

Market Place has many types of sitting objects translated into eating activity network. The permanent stalls 

provide tables and seats within their areas (Fig. 6.32 and Fig. 6.33). COSTA, The York Roast, and 

Patisserie Valerie, which are food shops in the surrounding buildings, have their seating areas enclosed by 

barriers (Fig. 6.34). The areas are in the middle of the square, but the barriers are imprinted the shops’ 

names and logos, thus people recognise that the areas are for the café and restaurant business only. Users 

drink and eat food in each area of COSTA, The York Roast, and Patisserie Valerie area.  

  
Figure 6.32  Tables and seats provided by permanent stalls, 18 June 2015 
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Figure 6.33  Permanent stalls can have areas for their seats while pop-up stalls generally do not,  

11 Aug 2015 

 
Figure 6.34  Tables and seats with barriers, 14 Aug 2015 

The barrier areas were decided by planning action and were rented from the Kingston council. The pre-

set areas are shown in the Figure 6.35, which indicates the areas that shops can use for their business. The 

Kingstonfirst member informed that the barrier areas had been rented from the Kingston Council for the 

contract period. This planning action was processed in addition to the new refurbishment of the square 

which was effected in 2013-2014.  

  

Figure 6.35  Renting areas decided by Kingston council 
(left: locations of barrier seating, right: the renting areas by planning action) 

COSTA 

The York Roast 

Patisserie 
Valerie 
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In addition to the seating of stalls, there are also other objects used for sitting and eating: benches, ledges, 

deck chairs, and artificial turf. They are repeatedly used for eating activity but they are not prepared by the 

food sellers. Benches are permanently mounted objects on the ground, and the deck chairs and artificial 

turf are prepared and located by Kingstonfirst. Deck chairs and turf are located differently from day to day 

by the square’s shop layout. They are provided for the flexible use for sitting, and they are generally 

translated into eating, conversing, and people watching activity networks (Fig. 6.36). Ledges are also used 

for sitting and eating activity. There are two ledges in the square: one is attached to the show window of 

NEXT, a clothing store (Fig. 6.37), and the other is under a statue. If a user prefers, or as a network detour 

made by the full of other sitting objects, there is a standing posture. Standing while eating were observed 

in front of shop windows, building walls, and bollards. These were observed more often when the square is 

crowded with other activities.    

 
Figure 6.36  Artificial turf is used for eating activity 

  
Figure 6.37  Sitting on a ledge (left) and standing (right) while eating 

Figure 6.31 (see page 155) shows overall locations and postures of eating activities during 11:00-14:30, 

the peak lunchtime, on 11 August 2015. Most of eating activities occurred around the permanent stall and 

barrier seats, while others are around the benches and artificial turf. This shows that most of eating 

activities are affected by the managing relations from Kingstonfirst. The stall shops and their business are 

also under the management of the organisation. Each stall has a limited area they are able to occupy for the 
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business and these limitations were managed by Kingstonfirst which works on behalf of Kingston Council. 

This planning action is materialised in the space through the studs on the ground. During observations, this 

research witnessed a few people punching the studs on the ground on 11 August 2015 (Fig. 6. 38). These 

bounded territories are used as seats and tables for the permanent food stalls; vegetable stalls use the area 

for their racks. In a short interview with the owner of the coffee vendor Freefrom Artisan Foods, it was 

noted that there is also an in person managing relation by the Kingstonfirst members who are patrolling 

around the square every day. 

Shop owner (Freefrom Artisan Foods): The territories were set by the stall eave lines, but some 

over crossing is possible in their actual uses. The territories were not strict but generally 

maintained by the shop owners and the Kingstonfirst members also care the territories  

 

Figure 6.38  Planning action is materialised in the form of studs on the ground (left) and managed in person (right) 

 Prescriptions for eating 

The vision of providing ‘hot and quality food’ is prescribed in the square. Firstly, the food shops were 

selected and located in the permanent stalls. Secondly, the stall shops provide the seats and tables for their 
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customers. This is a stall shops business behaviour, but they are possible on the condition that the 

managing actant, Kingstonfirst, allows the sitting territories for each stall. Thirdly, Kingstonfirst also 

provide other option for eating activity users. Deck chairs and artificial turf work as part of the prescription 

for eating activity. These moveable objects make flexible uses by changing their locations for the various 

demands from users. By providing many seating and tables with various foods, the square continually 

performs as a place for eating (Fig. 6.39). 

Figure 6.40 shows sit-and-watch relation between eating and drinking beverage activities and walking 

activity. The stall seating, deck chairs, and turf are located in front of Market House and people can watch 

the empty space where other people make scenes by walking, standing, conversing, and so on. Under this 

prescription, users can observe other people, which activity people like to do by nature (Gehl & Koch, 

2001), while they are eating or drinking coffees. Sometimes performers, such as a violin player (the circle 

in the Fig. 6.40), use this prescription by locating themselves in the middle of the relation. 

 
Figure 6.39  Various objects used for eating activity 

 
Figure 6.40  Sit-(eat)-and-watch prescriptions, 19 September 2014 
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In some cases, those prescriptions for eating are connected with other types of activities. In the centre 

area of the square, the food stalls, the sit-on-able objects (stall seats, deck chairs, artificial turf, and 

benches), the empty space around fountain, as well as the fountain itself serve as prescriptions for the 

eating connected with watching-over children or people watching activities. Many carers with children 

were observed sitting and eating on the artificial turf while letting their children playing on the empty 

space and fountain. Also, the seats were used, while eating, to view the events and performances in the 

middle empty space.  

When there is a high number of pop-up stalls, generally from Friday to Sunday, Kingstonfirst makes the 

layout which the pop-up stalls surround the centre area of the square. This layout preserves the above 

eating and watching prescription, but the surrounding stall lines divide the space in two, inside and outside. 

The front of the pop-up stalls is the outside, where the selling and buying of food takes place, and to the 

rear side, sitting, playing, eating, and watching activities occur. This spatial sense of inside-outside limits 

the opportunity for overlapping between the different activities and renders the space of more exclusive. 

The stalls, which are mostly food-selling shops, face to the outward, so the users who want to buy 

something to eat have to be outside of the line. Thus, the movement of people also occurs through the 

outside linear space (Fig. 6.41). This separation of physical space makes the separation of relations 

between the user activities too.  

 

 

Figure 6.41  The inside-outside separation of space due to stall layout, 15 August 2015 
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Disruptive actants in eating activity 

The network relations that disrupt the generation of eating activity are observed as rain, low temperature, 

and crowdedness. On the observation day, 13 August 2015, it began raining at around 11:30 when the 

lunchtime rush was about to start. The rain lasted until 15:30 and almost all types of activities disappeared 

except walking-through and eating under the tent. Benches, ledges, and artificial turf were all wet and lost 

their sit-on-able affordance which makes them unrelated to eating network. On 14 August 2015, it began 

raining at around 15:00. The barrier seats from COSTA were cleaned up because no one was using them. It 

was earlier than the general clean-up times on dry days. 

Most of the permanent stalls in the square have additional tents/gazeboes which can resist rain, the 

critical actant disrupting eating activities. With tents/gazeboes, they can keep running their businesses 

almost entire week in spite of frequent rainy weather. A food stall owner informed the researcher that even 

though rain limits the number of sales, they still need to prepare tents to hold the customers by preventing 

customers from getting wet14. They stabilise their food-selling business networks regardless of weather 

changes (Fig. 6.42).  

  

Figure 6.42  Tents can make stall shops continue their business in spite of rain 

                                                        
14 From a short interview with an owner of Japanese food stall, NAMU 
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Figure 6.43  User-object combinations of eating activity in Kingston Ancient Market Place 

 

6.2.2. Shopping  

Kingston Ancient Market Place is located in the Kingston town centre which is a regionally influential 

shopping area. There are 29 shops in the permanent stalls including the six vegetable shops, one fish shop, 

one butcher, as well as food, beverages, and baked goods stalls. The vegetable and fish shops have had 

their business even before the refurbishment conducted between 2013-2014. They are one of the key 

physical elements in the shopping activities in the square. The refurbishment introduced additional shop 

opportunity in empty area of the square which can hold 25 pop-up stalls at most15. Although most of them 

are food shops, there is also a small number of local products such as handcrafted jewellery, locally 

produced beer, honey, and others.  

It is not easy to distinguish shopping activities from other types of activity because shopping does not 

have clear physical expressions such as the eating, drinking, or reading activities. Thus, shopping activity 

had to be identified by both observations and questionnaires. In the observations, this type of activity was 

                                                        
15 https://www.kingston.gov.uk/info/200170/kingston_town_neighbourhood/855/kingston_ancient_market_place/6 
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recognised by interactions with shops; walking in or out of the retail shops, or standing around the racks of 

stalls and/or talking with sellers. The overall patterns were recorded on the note in observations. In 

addition, questionnaires are used to recognise shopping activity. Respondents answered the question about 

their primary purpose for being at the square, while another question asked to mark on the map for the 

“parts of the square you usually use”.  

  

Figure 6.44  Interactions with stalls while shopping 

During observations, there were continual buying/selling activities with vegetable stalls (Fig. 6.44). 

Shopping for other goods from the retail shops in the buildings were verified from questionnaires. Many 

respondents marked several retail shops they usually use. Overall findings from the observations and 

questionnaires indicated that the square is performing as a place for buying goods constantly. Shopping is a 

common activity over the whole Kingston town centre.   

There are 24 shops selling clothes, jewellery, stationery, shoes, and miscellaneous goods (excluding 

food-related goods), and one bank, one pub, three food-related shops in the buildings. The market square is 

actually an intersection of the consecutive shopping lanes in the Kingston town centre. In the 

questionnaires, many respondents checked ‘shopping’ as their primary purposes for coming to the square, 

and marked on the retail shops as those parts of the square they usually frequented 16. This means that 

many users conceive the square as a shopping area just like other parts of the Kingston town centre. 

Although food related activities dominate the square, it is also performing a role for shopping constantly 

with the recognisable patterns.   

                                                        
16 There is a question for marking the areas or parts on the map which the respondent use usually in the questionnaire.   
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Figure 6.45  User-object combinations of shopping activity 

One other aspect indicating that the shopping network is processed differently from other activities in the 

square is retail shops’ opening hours. Most of the permanent stalls open around 10:30 and close between 

16:00-16:30, while the retail shops open around 9:00 and close around 18:30-19:00. Many building shops 

in the square have different opening hours from the stalls (Table 6.1). While not exactly the same, the 

building shops have similar opening hours to other retail shops in other blocks of Kingston town centre, 

with the extended opening hour on Thursday. For example, the biggest shopping mall in Kingston town 

centre, Bentall Centre, has rather similar opening hours: 9:30-18:30 from Monday to Friday, an extended 

opening hour (9:30-21:00) on Thursday, 9:00-19:00 on Saturday, and 11:00-17:00 on Sunday.  

Shop Business type Opening time 

NEXT Clothing 
Monday – Saturday: 09:00 – 18:30 

Thursday: 09:00 – 20:00 
Sunday: 11:00 – 17:00 

Joules Clothing Monday – Saturday: 09:30 – 18:00 
Sunday: 11:00 – 17:00 

Jack Wills Clothing 
Monday – Saturday: 09:30 – 18:00 

Thursday: 09:30 – 19:00 
Sunday: 11:00 – 17:00 

Clas Ohlson Various 
Monday – Saturday: 08:30 – 19:00 

Thursday: 08:30 – 20:00 
Sunday: 10:30 – 17:00 

Costa Cafes, snack shop Monday – Saturday: 07:00 – 19:30 
Sunday: 08:00 – 18:30 

Patisserie 
Valerie Cafes 

Monday – Friday: 08:00 – 19:00 
Thursday / Saturday: 08:00 – 20:00 

Sunday: 09:00 – 18:30 
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Hotter shoes Shoes Monday – Saturday: 09:00 – 17:30 
Sunday: 11:00 – 16:00 

Fired Earth Tiles, paint and 
wallpaper 

Monday – Saturday: 09:30 – 17:30 
Sunday: 11:00 – 17:30 

Table 6.1  Opening hours of retail shops in Kingston Ancient Market Place 

The opening hours of shops, including the stalls, are related to the target customers’ behaviour. The stalls 

which offer mostly food, drinks, and baked goods target customers during lunchtime. An owner of a food 

stall, NAMU, mentioned in the interview that most of the stall’s daily sales are achieved during lunchtime, 

rather than evening or early morning. However, the retail shops which sell clothing, shoes, tiles, 

miscellaneous goods, as well as cafes have different target customers from those who want to eat 

something. It was frequently observed that people used the retail shops in the square at times when the 

stalls were closed. It is clear that there are different commercial relationships in the square between the 

food stalls and the retail shops.  

The stabilisation of shopping activity is processed as a part of the whole shopping blocks of Kingston 

town centre. In terms of a weekly time schedule, the retail shops in the square functioning more like the 

shops in the other blocks for the shopping activity. They are part of the overall retail offering in Kingston 

town centre, different from other activities in the square that perform as elements of traditional market.  

Christmas Market and Night Market 

Different patterns of shopping activity occur during the Christmas season each year. This is a regular 

event occurring from mid-November to the end of December, and there are different types of stall shops 

introduced which sell the goods related to the season, e.g., Christmas cards, chocolates, ornaments, dishes, 

woollen gloves and hats, and some foods and beverages. The stalls and facilities are set up as more durable 

structures than the pop-up Night Market stall’s tents (Fig. 6.46). During this seasonal market, the stalls are 

maintained at all times and the whole square functions as a market, along with the permanent stalls. Thus, 

its functions as a food court and a vegetable market are maintained with the permanent stalls. Users come 

to the square for food and drinks between 11:30-15:00 every day, while there are additional shopping 

options that include various seasonal gifts. This event is organised by Kingstonfirst, which recruits traders 
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every year (Fig. 6.47). However, the range of business s is pre-set as ‘seasonal gifts, foods and beverages’ 

17.  

 
Figure 6.46  Christmas market in Kingston Ancient Market (Source: author) 

 
Figure 6.47  The Kingstonfirst advertisement for traders to take part in the Christmas Market 

(www.kingstonfirst.co.uk) 

The other similar case was observed on 13 August in 2015. Kingston Ancient Market Place was used as a 

pop-up market dealing with different types of goods from what is normally sold. It was a pop-up night 

market that was opened only from 17:00 to 22:00. The leaflet (Fig. 6.48) shows that the event was called 

‘Make: Night Market’ and was supported by Kingstonfirst, and would open again on 24th September and 

29th October, 2015. This pop-up market moves to different squares and plazas around London.18 They sell 

various handicrafts, foods, and drinks. There were seats and tables set up to encourage users to stay longer 

in the market area. Though the market began almost at the same time the permanent stalls closed, around 

                                                        
17 www.kingstonfirst.co.uk 
18  From a short conversation with the organising person of the Night Market on the day. 
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17:00, they started setting up stalls and tables already in the morning, so the space was occupied for the 

event all day. This caused other pop-up stalls to be located at the northern side of the square. Kingstonfirst 

also managed this location arrangement.  

 
Figure 6.48  The leaflet for the Night Market 

 
Figure 6.49  Night Market on 13 August 2015 

As discussed in the previous section, the centre part of the square was occupied by many temporary stalls 

with seasonal decorations for more than one month. During this time, the square acted more as a shopping 

space than at other times. Users wandered through small lanes made by the layout of the stalls. This 

dominant setting for shopping excluded other types of activities such as people watching while drinking 

beverages, children playing, eating on the artificial turf, and performances. There was almost no 

overlapping between the different networks of activities. The physical instalment of stalls erased the 

possibility to produce other types of activities except shopping and walking.  

The shopping activity network is stabilised throughout for a certain period of time, and suddenly 

collapsed, presumably, by the end of the contract time between Kingstonfirst and each of the stall owners 
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of the temporary markets. The invitation, managing, and withdrawing processes of the market were 

controlled by Kingstonfirst. In these pop-up market networks, Christmas Market and Night Market, the 

Kingstonfirst almost acts as an ‘obligatory passage point (Callon, 1986)’, if accessibility of customers is 

not considered; customers are able to be in the market network without passing through the Kingstonfirst 

actant. However, the abrupt deconstruction of the market is possible by the disconnecting the 

administrative relationship between the Kingstonfirst and shop owners.    

 

6.2.3. Watching-over children / playing  

When the shopping activity network is processed with different time schedules and relations, there is an 

activity network that frequently connects with the eating food/drinking beverage activity networks. The 

watching-over children and playing activities, which are combined networks, showed the locational limit 

which is around the fountain area. Children activities were observed only around the centre area of the 

square if it is empty, and most of them were related to eating activity. Carers with children come to the 

square to eat, and they let their children playing while they do so at the table seats of the stalls or on the 

artificial turf (Fig. 6.50). The two combining activities are frequently observed in connection with the 

eating/drinking beverages, as well as with conversing activity around food stalls.  

 

Figure 6.50  Location of children (red) and watching-over activity (green), 11 August 2015. 
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There are also watching-over activities without connecting with eating or others. Water is a commonly 

high-valued actant in public spaces and the fountain in the square was frequently translated into the 

children playing. When the fountain works in summer, this research observed that some carers and 

children came to the square in their swimming suits and played with fountain water (Fig. 6.51). Carers 

dried children with a towel and changed them into dry clothes prepared beforehand. This means they knew 

there was water fountain and had the intention to engage in water-play with it when they visited the square. 

In this case, the network of playing and watching-over activity has a stable relationship with the fountain, 

but only when the two relations are connected, high temperature and the fountain is operated by 

Kingstonfirst.   

  
Figure 6.51  Playing with fountain water 

 

Figure 6.52  User-object combinations of playing and watching-over activities 
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6.2.4. Walking-through  

There are two types of walking in Kingston Ancient Market Place. One is walking-through as a necessary 

activity, and the other is ambling within the space for other purposes. However, they cannot be clearly 

discriminated in the observations, because they share the same walking posture and there are frequent 

transformations between the two. Users walking through the space sometimes become interested in an 

event in the square and begin ambling, then return to their previous walking-through status. However, 

when it is raining, the demands on the square for pathway are recognisable. Raining erases ambling 

activity because it is not a necessary activity in spite of getting wet. Thus, when raining there only remains 

walking-through activity (Fig. 6.53).  

 
Figure 6.53  Raining remains only necessary activity, 13 August 2015 

The walking-through activity occurs continually based on the land use relations around the square. A few 

short interviews with users revealed that their travel objectives were their home, retail shops in the next 

block, the Bentall Centre, and the Kingston railway station. There must, of course, be many more other 

destinations in the walking-through activity, which employs the square as a pathway. The observations 

made while it was raining verified that there are continual demands on the square as a pathway from 

morning through to evening. This was the only activity that remained until the evening, after the retail 

shops and stalls were closed.  

The movement trail of users was not singular but different route patterns were observed. This was 

affected by the physical layouts of the square. During the weekdays, if there were not many pop-up stalls 

in the middle of the square then the walking flow showed various directions. This means users with 

walking-through intentions take shorter routes if they can. However, when there are more pop-up stalls 

splitting the space, walking flow showed a directional pattern through the boundary buildings. The 

Walking through Walking through No interactions No interactions 
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physical layouts also affect ambling activity because users wander through the space from this shop or 

others. The managing relations of Kingstonfirst have an impact not only on the ambling activity but also 

on walking-through activity through its changing layouts of stalls.  

The network stabilisation of Kingston Ancient Market Place as a pathway is achieved through both the 

geometrical relations among the urban parts of Kingston and the network relations such as commute and 

shopping. However, in using the Kingston Ancient Market Place as a pathway, there are no relational or 

physical differences. The activity network showed the same actant relations in space, thus the process of 

stabilisation is through the ‘regional and network’ (Kärrholm, 2012; Mol & Law, 1994) aspect in 

networks.  

 

6.2.5. Performance watching 

Kingston Ancient Market Place is continually acting as a place for events such as music playing, 

performances, and advertisements for commercial purposes. Figure 6.54 shows an event for advertising a 

tennis club held in front of Market House. The person who was playing tennis with the volunteered 

children continually spoke through a microphone to advertise the event. The location, which is in between 

the two permanent stalls, was advantageous for having a visual attention of users sitting on the seats while 

they ate food or drank coffees.  

The other event was observed on 24 June 2015. There was no stage or equipment, only a small amplifier, 

microphone, and guitar in front of the Market House (Fig. 6.55). There was no physical setting for the 

stage-audience relationship, but the users sitting in the deck chairs, stall seats, benches, and those who 

walking-through were all the audiences of this event. One performer sang between 11:00-13:30 and during 

this time, many other activities occurred around him. There was no prescription for the performance 

controlling other activities in the square. People were walking, eating, watching, conversing, and playing, 

but each time the performer finished a song there was applause coming from somewhere. This was 

authorised busking but not specifically and physically located. 
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Figure 6.54  A tennis event and advertisement in front of Market House, 30 May 2015 

 
Figure 6.55  A musician is playing in front of Market House, 24 June 2015 

Figure 6.56 shows a more restrictive prescription of performance for the stage-audience relationship. The 

event was located around the fountain and there was a physical stage and acoustic system with 

microphones for the performances. The artificial turf and deck chairs were used for the people who wanted 

to watch the performances. Additionally, the fountain was not operating on the day. By locating the stage 

and the sitting objects (deck chairs and turf) closely, there was no possibility for other activities to take 

place between the two objects. This can be compared with the performance on 24th June, which included 

many other activities during the music and no clear stage-audience prescription.  
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Figure 6.56  The prescriptions for performance and audience, 5 July 2015 

For this event, Kingstonfirst located the stage (a truck with equipment for performance) and sitting 

objects (deck chairs and turf) to create the stage-audience prescription in the square and the physical 

setting interacted with users in the intended way. The time of the event was lunchtime, so there was partly 

overlapping between eating and performance watching activities. People were eating while they were 

watching the performance at the same time. However, the performance prescription was restrictive and 

exclusive to the other physical activities such as walking-through and playing.  

The common network relation in the above three incidents is the managing organisation, Kingstonfirst. 

All the events had to apply to Kingstonfirst for permission to take place and the physical settings and 

locations were also decided by the organisation. All the performances in Kingston town centre need to 

have authorisation from Kingstonfirst. In this relation, the networks for event and performance are the 

same as those of the Christmas Market and Night Market, which are temporal and only possible with the 

permission of Kingstonfirst.  

If an event or performance takes place without a permission from Kingstonfirst, then it cannot maintain 

performance in the square and in all parts of the town centre blocks. On 30 May 2015, a violin player 

began playing on the side of the square, and soon a Kingstonfirst member arrived and asked him to stop 
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playing (Fig. 6.57). By the disrupting actant, the Kingstonfirst member, the unauthorised performing 

network was collapsed. The physical relations of affordance and location of the violin player were the 

same with the singer on 24th June, but the former did not have an authorisation from Kingstonfirst. 

Kingstonfirst has entrusted authority to plan, implement, and manage on behalf of Kingston Council, so 

almost all types of events and performances have to be condoned by them.  

  
Figure 6.57  A Kingstonfirst member is asking an unauthorised violin player  

to stop playing and leave, 30 May 2015 

 

 

6.3. Different modes of order in user activities 

 

Mol (2002) describes multiplicity of the disease atherosclerosis by three criteria; different sites in 

hospital, different layers of the body, and different moments in time. Based on the Mol’s criteria, the 

analysis of this research was processed in order to reveal whether the activities with various intentions are 

different in terms of ANT, by investigating them with the three aspects that Mol uses: different locations or 

territories, different ways of using objects, and different time of occurrences. In this research, those three 

aspects were considered and recognised as patterns rather than being the same for each individual. The 

different activity types were categorised beforehand throughout the pilot study and used in the fieldwork 

for the practical reason. In the analysis process, the categorised activity types were examined again under 

the network-based view, in order to find out whether the types showed the different patterns in terms of 

locations, interacting ways, and times; and consequently whether this research can consider them as 
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different networks. By recognising the different patterns/tendencies of activity networks, this research 

addresses the finding that the cases hold multiple activity networks constantly as an extension of the 

stabilisation descriptions found in the previous sections of this chapter.  

 

6.3.1. Fortune Street Park 

This research found that the different activity intentions in Fortune Street Park have different network 

process of stabilisations in different ways of interactions with objects. There are three dominant activities 

in the park – eating, watching-over, and playing –, and there are clear differences between them in how 

they use objects and locate themselves in space. The eating activity occupies all the objects with sit-on-

able and stand-by-able affordances in the park. This activity has the attribute of ‘necessary activity’ (Gehl 

& Koch, 2001) which has a clear intention, to eat food, generally conducted by an adult from one of the 

offices nearby. Observations showed that the users with eating intention use even the benches inside the 

playground in spite of their awareness, from the questionnaires, that the playground is not the area 

intended for them. Eating activity is driven mainly by the possibility of whether there is something to sit on 

or stand by, thus this activity competes with other activities that interact with sit and stand such as 

watching-over and drinking beverages. 

Some respondents of questionnaires named that trees, grass, and pigeons as one of the reasons they come 

to the park. However, observations showed that if it is crowded around the areas under the trees, or on the 

grass ground, then users immediately detour to the other options such as benches in the playground, 

benches in the corner (without a view of the natural features). Alternatively, they just stand beside the 

fence while they eat. This means that the natural features (trees, grass, and pigeons) are related to, but not 

decisive in generating the eating activity.  

While eating activities are almost all located in the sit-on-able and stand-by-able areas, the watching-over 

activities are located in the limited areas when it is compared to eating. This research has learned that the 

carers of children do not use the benches in the northern part nor do they use the grass ground. 

Additionally, the three benches on the east side behind the trees are also seldom used for watching-over 
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activities. In comparison with the two activities (eating and watching-over), the children playing covers 

almost all the areas of the park. Not only using the park in the different time period, 11:30-14:30 for eating 

and 15:45-18:00 for watching-over and playing, the locations in which the activity types take place are also 

in different patterns of territory. Different activity intentions have different rules when using the space.  

This research has found that locating themselves in a convenient position from which to watch and track 

their children is a key rule for carers when they are interacting with objects, which causes the different 

locations from the users for eating activity. Thus, even though there are sit-on-able or stand-by-able 

affordances, if the location is visually blocked or located in a far corner of the park, then carers with 

children are not likely to use the area/object. Conversing and drinking coffee activities are shared in 

common with the watching-over, but basically these activities were observed in almost all the parts of the 

park around benches, coffee vendor seats, and the grass ground.  

The activity that seems to encompass the broadest area in Fortune Street Park in terms of location and 

range of interactions is that of children playing. There are also differences between the playing and other 

activities in how objects are used. Children have diverse postures when using the objects, and their 

locations show that they cover all the parts of the park, including the boundary hedges. Eating and 

conversing also cover almost all the parts of the park, but only with the objects of sitting, standing-by, or 

walking. Children’s postures, which is closely related to affordances, have much broad range. They play 

football, ride bicycle/scooter, climb/hang/sit on the trees/fences, play with playground facilities, run/walk 

through the space/hedges, and many others, which have different physical relations (affordances) with 

various objects.  

Children not only interact with objects in a broad range, when they play, but the affordances they pick 

from the environment are also different from those of adults. As discussed in Chapter 3, children have 

different body size compared to adults, so their physical interactions with surrounding objects are made in 

different ways. Additionally, children are relatively free from the social and cultural norms about the 

designed function of the objects in the space. Observations have verified that children play with the objects 

mainly in the physical affordance, a relationship between the body size and the physical aspects of the 

object (Chemero, 2003; Gibson, 1979; Stoffregen, 2003). Other activities are also based on physical 
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relations such as sitting, standing, and walking, but there need various other relations, as we viewed in the 

previous sections, to be generated. However, children take those postures without any other relations in 

most of the cases; doing the postures (hanging, running, climbing, and others) just because they are fun to 

do. There is no other additional purpose on top of climbing under the tree, running through the hedges, and 

hanging under the frame in the playground; children do it not because they intend to do something else, but 

just for its own purpose.   

There is an activity that is similar with playing but which is categorised as a different activity network. It 

is school activity. During the weekdays, observations found that 7-10 nursery-level children came to the 

park with two or three teachers. They were observed two times during the one-week observation period (6th 

-12th July). The time of occurrence, 11:00-11:30, was related with the time schedule of the school. This 

activity showed similar territorial areas with the playing of toddler/younger children, but because it has a 

relation with the school, it has to be categorised in a different activity network.  

Those users who pass through the park by walking showed very much narrow range of interaction way 

and the locations in the space. However, this activity showed the longest occurrence timespan, from early 

morning to the evening. With three entrances and a paved pathway, Fortune Street Park functions as a 

passage between Whitecross Street and Golden Lane. Walking through this passage is a necessary activity 

(Gehl & Koch, 2001), so there is only one way to fulfil the intention of passing through the space and out 

again. The postures are walking and, very rarely, running, and users take the paved pathway. This activity 

is different from other activities in terms of the location, time, and the way of using the space.   

 

6.3.2. Kingston Ancient Market Place 

The activities recurrently observed in Kingston Ancient Market Place also showed different rules when 

using the objects in the square. The most commonly occurred activities, from Monday to Sunday, are 

eating food and drinking beverages. They are considered as one activity type because the network relations 

and the performances of the networks are same. The users coming to the square to eat lunch or drink coffee 

are residents and office workers, and they use the seats of the stalls, the benches, artificial turf, or the 
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ledges. There are no differences in occurrence times and physical locations. Most of the eating and 

drinking activities interact with objects under the prescriptions set in advance by Kingstonfirst. The 

occurrence time is always between 12:00-15:00, and the users eat or drink in the stall seats, the benches, 

the artificial turf, or on the ledges.   

In many cases, the watching-over children and children playing activities occur in conjunction with 

eating food activity, around the stall shops. The physical layout of the sitting objects is set around the 

Market Building and the pop-up stalls which are mostly food sellers surround the fountain. Thus, the inside 

eating and children playing territory and the outside movement and buying food or other goods territory 

are built. The children playing does not occur all over the space, because the square does not provide any 

objects for playing, thus the activity is restricted only around the fountain, and the carers stand by the 

fountain or sit on the stall seats and watch over their children.  

The other stabilised activity is shopping. The square plays a role as a part of the whole commercial town 

centre in terms of shopping activity. This activity occurs in the retail shops in buildings, with the vegetable 

shops in the permanent stalls, and with some non-food sellers in the pop-up stalls. Short interviews with 

users and questionnaires indicated that people conceive and use the square as one of the shopping areas 

among the Kingston town centre. The opening hours of retail shops, which are different from those of 

stalls, is considered as evidence of different modes of relation from the stall shops. However, observations 

recognised that the shopping activity in the square takes place constantly not only with the retail shops in 

buildings but also with vegetable shops; in addition, the constant introductions of temporary non-food local 

traders are also give a diversity in shopping activity in Kingston Ancient Market Place.  

Walking-through activities occur in almost every direction when there are no instalments on the square 

and the space is empty. However, when there are aligned pop-up stalls surrounding the central part of the 

square, generally Friday to Sunday, the movement flows as linear patterns through the building walls.  

The analysis process of this research has found that Kingston Ancient Market Place has more than one 

stabilised user activity, and this means that the square is constantly playing multiple roles. It has been 

found that the activity stabilisation processes in Kingston Ancient Market Place are partly, but not all, 

related to the management organisation Kingstonfirst. Under the relations from Kingstonfirst, the space is 
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constantly used for a few selected activities, eating food, drinking beverages, buying vegetables, and other 

goods. These activities are stabilised under the management of Kingstonfirst which controls business types 

of the permanent and pop-up stalls, manages the seating areas for the food shops through the planning 

actions, sets the physical layouts by allocating pop-up stalls, and controls many objects such as fountain, 

power supply, deck chairs, and artificial turf.  

For Kingston Ancient Market Place, multiple use of the square is possible from the multiple use of the 

empty area. On top of the permanent facilities, the empty part of the square is continually replaced by 

diverse temporary materials, pop-up stalls or events. Even though many of the activities are managed by a 

narrow interest, the square becomes varied by the diverse input on the empty area continually. The 

multiply installed, and prescribed, activities are mixed with various food shops, seasonal goods, and events 

include dancing/ playing instruments/singing. These temporary instalments bring diversity to the square, 

under the name of traditional market. Thus, this research recognised that there are multiple user activities, 

and they are different networks because they have different relations and actants. The multiple roles, in 

other words the multiple user activities that are stabilised, of Kingston Ancient Market are held by 

managing relation of Kingstonfirst. 

 

 

6.4. Conclusion: stabilisations of public space 

 

6.4.1. Fluid stabilisation 

In the descriptions of stabilised activity networks in public space, this research found how these activity 

networks obtain stabilisation. It is significant because the process of becoming and staying in the stabilised 

state explains how a public space performs its role in the city. The previous section shows that the two 

cases have more than one activity with the constant patterns. However, the strategies to obtain stabilisation 

were different between the activities. When describing the differences, the concept of network topology 
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was applied. There are four topologies – region, network, fluid, and fire (Law, 2002; Law & Singleton, 

2005) – that were discussed in Chapter 2 (see the section 2.3.2). They are not mutually exclusive but 

coexist within intricate relations. This research has found that almost all the stabilised networks obtain 

their continuity through the physical shape and network relations, the region and network topologies. The 

previous sections showed that the two cases have activity network stabilisation firstly through the physical 

relations (affordances) such as sit-on-able, stand-by-able, or walk-on-able, and secondly through the 

networks of actants between the office areas, schools, food markets, weather, physical distance, 

locations/shapes/materials of objects, and others. These two region and network topologies (Law, 2002; 

Mol & Law, 1994) work together in the stabilisation process described in detail in the previous sections.  

However, it was also recognised that the physical objects and the network relations within the same type 

of activity networks are not always same. The user activities change their network relations frequently with 

different actants when they are generating same type of activities such as eating, playing, shopping, and 

watching-over. The different way of associations with different objects, but producing same type of 

activity, is an aspect of the fluid process of stabilisation. A fluid network obtains stabilisation through 

multiple network relations and geometric shapes; it takes different physical forms and different relations 

while still producing constant outputs. This is a fluid continuity (Law, 2002). Even though the individual 

activity networks take different objects, with different locations, at different times, and under the different 

urban relations, if there is a pattern within the same type of activity then this research sees it as shared 

continuity. 

For example, the eating activities in Fortune Street Park occurred regularly in terms of time and location, 

but the individual eating activities are generated from an office worker-Whitecross Market-grass, a 

resident of the near flat-Whitecross Market-bench, an office worker-Pret A Manger-fence, and so on. They 

are all different networks because they have different relations and actants, but they produce the same 

eating activity. Some users locate themselves on the benches, looking at the pigeons and seeing the grass 

under the trees, while some users sit or stand on the grass to enjoy the sunshine, and other users stand by 

the trees because the other parts of the park are occupied already. However, their intentions were all eating 

food and those different networks produce the same activity type. In addition, in these all differentiated 

network relations, there is no central power controlling relations between the actants. All of the eating 
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individuals have their own rules when interacting with objects in the park, and those rules are different 

rather than dominated by a single rule. 

This fluid aspect in generating a type of activity is shown in many types of user activity in both Fortune 

Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place. Even necessary activity like walking-through have 

different physical options and detours. The walking-through activity in Kingston Ancient Market Place has 

more options from one entrance to another, which is differentiated by the layout of the pop-up stalls; users 

take the paved pathway to pass through Fortune Street Park but some others stop by Giddy-up and walk 

slowly through the grass ground to exit the park. Even though the stall seats are used for most of the eating 

food and drinking activity in Kingston Ancient Market Place, the ledges, benches, turf, and deck chairs are 

the object detours to do eating activity. In addition, many users were observed eating while standing in 

front of building walls or in the middle of the square. The constant occurrences of eating activity do not 

have a single network connection, but multiple detour options with various affordances in the space.  

The fluid stabilisations of user activity are also verified by the flowing boundaries between the different 

types of activities. The walking activity could flow into the ambling around or the eating activity if the user 

found interesting goods or some delicious food from the stalls; or a user who was shopping in the square 

may start to eat on the bench, drink coffee, and then go back to shopping afterwards. The activities in 

Fortune Street Park also flow into each other or overlap within one user such as eating-conversing, 

drinking-watching-over, or sleeping on the grass after eating. It was commonly observed that a user eat 

food on the grass ground with others and stay on the area with conversation for a while; or others lay down 

and sleep after finishing lunch; or a carer say hello to a senior person on a bench when she gets in the park 

with her child, and then drinks coffee while she watches over her child playing in the playground.  

Also, there are different activities intermingled by different users. They flow into each other by sharing, 

collaborating, or competing in the space. Eating food activity are commonly overlapped with carers’ 

watching-over activity around benches in Fortune Street Park; sleeping and reading activities occurred in 

one bench or grass ground. Also in Kingston Ancient Market Place, the empty area of the square is used 

for watching-over children, passing-through, and eating food at the same time; and there are users sitting 

on deck chairs and observing people while a music performer sings a song beside them, there are also 
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some carers in front of the performer who are watching over their children playing in the fountain. 

However, the users in the different activities start applause when the performer finishes his song.  

All the examples above show that there are not strict boundaries between the stabilised activity networks. 

Different activities have their own network relations and this research recognises them as different, but 

they are also flowing with each other in various ways because they have flexible boundaries. In this fluid 

productions of user activities, this research has found that the physical relations between human and object, 

the affordances, are critical. The multiple affordances of objects enable a public space to provide various 

physical options for the one activity intention. With multiple physical options, users can choose their ways 

to carry out activities. Public spaces can hold a single type of activity in multiple network ways constantly 

and regularly. The fluid stabilisation of user activity is achieved in public space based on the multiple 

affordances.  

 

6.4.2. Managed stabilisation 

Even though there are fluid aspect in almost all types of activities in the two cases, some of the activities 

in Kingston Ancient Market Place have controlling relations, in addition, in their stabilisation processes, by 

setting up prescriptions for the intended way of interactions with users. This causes a narrow range of 

object interactions with users. It is about the legal/administrative relations affecting physical layouts in 

space. The continual occurrences and the patterns – such as locations, postures, objects, times –  were 

processed through various directions of relations in Fortune Street Park. However, in Kingston Ancient 

Market Place, many of the activity stabilisations proceeded within a selected range controlled by an actant, 

Kingstonfirst.  

Controlling relations in Kingston Ancient Market Place 

Eating food/drinking beverages, performances/events, and watching-over children activities are related to 

the physical layouts in their stabilisation processes, authority for which is solely with the Kingstonfirst. 

Without preserving of empty space and installation of artificial turf, both of which are under 

Kingstonfirst’s authority, watching-over children while eating would not be possible. Additionally, eating 
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food is a managed activity that is encouraged by the vision of Kingstonfirst and Kingston Council. Of 

course, Kingstonfirst and Kingston Council cannot control all the activities in the square, but they are 

involved in the main functions of the traditional market, with various foods and events. The following 

section provides more detail about the controlling relations in the Kingston Ancient Market Place.  

The first way of control is an administrative relation which affects the business types through the formal 

planning process. Under the function of ancient market, providing hot and quality foods to the shopping 

customers, the business types that can be in permanent stalls were selected by Kingstonfirst. For example, 

during the refurbishment of the square, three traders who had been running their retail stalls for a long time 

were noticed of an eviction from Kingston Council because their sales items did not fit to the council’s – 

also Kingstonfirst – vision of the newly renovated market square.  

Three Kingston market traders have been told to pack up and leave Market Place – as they don’t 

“fit in” with a new vision for the town centre. Work to regenerate Kingston’s ancient market place 

begins in September, which will see it revamped into a “high quality hot and cold food offer”. But 

the £5m scheme, developed by Kingston Council and Kingstonfirst, has left no room for three stalls 

that have served shoppers for a combined 78 years.19 

This shows that Kingstonfirst affects to the business types of the stalls, and resultantly narrows the range 

of activity down to its vision for the square. The controlling actants’ vision of the space is materialised in 

the stalls through control of the business type.   

The other administrative action concerns the stall territories. This action does not exclusively affect 

users, but it is applied to the shops. Through the planning application process, the areas for each stall shop 

are limited (see Fig. 6.38), after which it is continually monitored by the member of Kingstonfirst. Even 

though there are no physical barriers, the Kingston Ancient Market Square is controlled by a specific and 

detailed plan of how the space should be used. All the installation of objects such as tables, seats, pop-up 

stalls are within the application and permission processes in advance. However, the business territories of 

the permanent stalls are also controlled by the studs on the ground, which is materialised planning action. 

                                                        
19 An article of 4th May 2013 in the local newspaper, Your Local Guardian. 
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There is a lines of studs surrounding the permanent stalls and they are visual limits of the seats, tables, or 

other stuffs of the shop. Even though the actual use of business territories is slightly over the stud lines but 

they still define the overall area, as a delegation of the planning action that is formally established by law.  

When it is compared with the fences of the playground, the difference is shown clearly. Even though the 

fence is also a materialised intention to separate space, the purpose of this instalment is to keep the 

children in the playground safe. Moreover, the separation purpose is not strictly applied. This research has 

found that there are many users without children who go inside only for eating, drinking coffee, or 

conversing activities. The studs in Kingston Ancient Market Place provide no physical barriers to trespass, 

but the areas affecting the stall shop’s business behaviour.  

Secondly, other material objects also control the use of space. The moveable bollards, the ground-

mounted electric sockets are operated and controlled by the Kingstonfirst for flexible use of the square. 

There are six electricity supply sockets mounted on the surface of the square, and the 13 bollards installed 

around the centre that can be pull out if more space is needed. The physical settings temporarily installed 

in the square, such as Christmas Market, music performances, and pop-up stalls in the central area, can be 

replaced because there are electricity supplies and moveable bollards mounted on the ground (Fig. 6.58 

and 6.59). These are the actants giving more possibility of connecting to more activity networks. These 

actants are available only through the Kingstonfirst which allow a connection to other networks.  

    

Figure 6.58  Electricity supply and management space under the square enable various types of events 
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Figure 6.59  Moveable bollards enable flexible use of the space 

The third way of control is the patrolling members of Kingstonfirst (Fig. 6.60). Observations have shown 

that they walk around the square every day, helping traders set up stall tents or display a shop’s goods on 

the rack. Also, every morning around 10:00-10:30, they take out the artificial turf and deck chairs and 

locate them in front of Market House. The locations of the sitting objects are different by the layout of the 

pop-up stalls.  

  
Figure 6.60  Kingstonfirst members patrolling 

Market square contributed to stabilised activities  

The stabilised activities of eating, drinking beverages, shopping, watching-over and playing, 

performance, and even walking-through are all or partly translated into the network of Kingston Ancient 

Market. Here, Kingston Ancient Market is the brand name of the historic core of the area that Kingstonfirst 

is attempting to create and manage. Through its own and other websites, Kingston Council and 

Kingstonfirst promote the traditional market image as an attraction in Kingston town centre (Fig. 6.61). 

The activities needed to the traditional market function were selected by the Kingstonfirst. This research’s 
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analysis has found that Kingstonfirst makes physical setting for the selected activities (prescriptions) 

through the control of business type and by providing the spaces for seats and tables, providing other 

sitting objects (turf, benches, deck chairs), inviting events and street performers, and installing temporary 

pop-up stalls continually. Above all, Kingstonfirst physically arranges those items under the sit-and-watch 

relation or inside-outside relation to maximise the effectiveness of the prescriptions. In short, the intended 

user activities are stabilised through the prescriptions, and the stabilised activities serve to the name of 

Kingston Ancient Market.  

Kingstonfirst continually produce the activities that serve to Kingston Ancient Market. In other words, 

those activities are stabilised through prescriptions which are inscribed by intention of the organisation. 

Kingstonfirst controls the activity network stabilisations, and manages them stay within the network 

relations of Kingston Ancient Market. This materialised intention is projected in the physical layouts 

interacts within the selected ways with users.  

 

Figure 6.61  Kingston Ancient Market as a brand name  
(source: www.kingstononline.co.uk/kingston-town-centre-ancient-market-place) 

Of course, not all the user activities serve the traditional market, nor do they showed exclusive uses. 

Observations during the weekdays could show shopping (especially the retail shops in buildings), 

watching-over, children playing, and walking-through activities which are stabilised through their own 

relational effect. However, an important point is the decision on whether the space is used exclusively or 
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not lies with Kingstonfirst. In this relation, it can be noted that Kingstonfirst, an actant, has a managing 

relation to all the stabilisation processes of user activity networks occurring in the square. 

 

6.4.3. Differences in stabilisations 

Analysis of the network stabilisations of user activities has found that the social relations – such as a 

managing local government and the demands from the nearby institution or offices – affects how a public 

space is used and experienced. All types of social, physical, and other relations are materialised in the 

physical settings of the space, and they may narrow, or broaden, the range of user interactions. In the case 

of Kingston Ancient Market Place, the pre-determined interest makes the narrow range of interaction 

between users and objects. The intended activities in the space and the prescriptions for them show the 

exclusive process of stabilisation. The exclusive use of eating food on the stall seats is authorised by a 

contract between the shop owners and Kingstonfirst, and the seats and tables with unique shape and 

colours indicate the exclusive use of them. Also, the strict stage-audience prescription is another example 

of influence of the controlling relation in the network stabilisation. The restrictive prescription for the 

performances with stage, acoustic system, and closely located sitting objects (see Fig. 6.56) produce the 

performance network in stable by excluding other possible affordances and activities. The temporary pop-

up stalls are stabilised as market traders by the authorised relation from Kingstonfirst and by the 

supporting objects such as the moveable bollards and the mounted power supply in the ground.  

However, the activity stabilisations in Fortune Street Park are the results of the relational effects without 

controlling relations. User activities in the park are created by the complex associations among the 

different urban relations, the time schedules of offices, residential areas, and schools, and the diverse 

physical affordances. Eating food activity is stabilised by the interrelations of the offices’ regular 

lunchtime, the Whitecross Market located close to the park, preferred green features in the park, and other 

various objects with the sit-on-able and stand-by-able affordances. The children playing and their 

watching-over activities are also stabilised through the regular time schedule of Prior Weston Primary 

School, the directly connected gate between the school and park, various physical opportunities for 

children playing, and the social demands for the communal space from the nearby neighbourhood. The 
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coffee vendor, Giddy-up, is a key actant in the stabilisation of Fortune Street Park as a place for drinking 

coffee. The users from the near offices and residential blocks, various sit-on-able objects, and the green 

features are additional actants in the network of the drinking beverages activity. These processes of 

stabilisation are not managed by the narrow interest, but only through the arbitrary and fickle translations 

of physical affordances.  

Most, but not all, of the stabilisations of Kingston Ancient Market Place are processed through the 

intended action possibilities, all of which are consciously provided while restricting other activity 

networks. The stabilisations of Fortune Street Park are achieved through the relational effects, which are 

mainly facilitated by the multiple affordances without any controlling relations in their networks. The 

managed processes of activity network stabilisations and those of the uncontrolled relational effects 

between the actants are key differences between Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place.  
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7. Multiple public space  

 

 

 

 

 

In the previous chapter, the stabilisation processes of user activity networks in the cases were examined, 

which is a phase to identify the roles public space are currently playing. It was investigated the activities’ 

locations, territories, occurrence time, shared objects, and postures of users to describe network relations 

which generate multiple user activities. It has been recognised that there is more than one stable role in 

both of the public spaces. Following this, this chapter examines how the multiple activity networks are 

related each other, that is based on the discourses what the difference in user activity is; what does it mean 

that this activity is different from others. This chapter describes three ways of relating: competing-

interfering, collaborating-exclusive, and combining-generating relations, between the different activity 

networks, and compares the relations between the cases. The way of relations between the multiple activity 

networks is the way of public space holding its multiple roles, and, in the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 

point of view, it indicates how a public space translates itself, or the parts of it, multiply into the various 

demands in the urban context.   

This argument is about how the two public spaces accommodate their multiple demands. A question how 

we can conceptualise the enactments of the public spaces is discussed through the multiple stabilisations 

and the different relations between the different networks in the two public spaces. This is an empirical 

process about the publicness concept from the relational perspective which argues publicness as ‘a 

relational and (inter)subjective quality rather than a fixed characteristic determined by the main function of 
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a space’ (Tornaghi, 2014). Under the perspective, public space is a phenomena that can only be explained 

by its social, political and cultural context and by the relations between people and objects, both at a given 

moment in time and in the course of history (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014). 

 

 

Figure 7.1  Structure of the chapter 7 

The diagram in Figure 7.1 shows the structure of this chapter: recognising multiplicity with the stabilised 

activity networks, and investigating how those multiple activity networks are related to each other. 

Recognising multiplicity of functioning starts with recognising the ‘different modes of ordering (Mol & 

Law, 2002, p. 11)’ which was described in Chapter 6. The next step is to examine how those multiply 

enacted activity networks are related each other which is the main purpose of this chapter. The relations 

between the activity networks are material relations, functional relations, and individual relations, and they 

can be also described as overlapping, interfering, and collaborating relations. The relations between 

multiple networks are another aspect, along with the stabilisation process, of being public spaces. The 

description of relations shows how the given public spaces are performing - multiply - in practice in our 
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everyday life. Also, the differences of performance between the two cases are compared and the meaning 

of the differences are argued.  

 

 

7.1. The meaning of multiple activity networks 

 

Multiple activities, multiple spaces 

This research recognised that there are more than one stabilised activity networks in both of the cases. 

The different activities were recognised from the different modes of orders in their network relations. 

Those activity types are denoted as different not only because they have different purposes, but also 

because they have different actor-network relations, or different modes of ordering (Mol & Law, 2002). 

ANT states that two networks are different when they have different network relations and argues that the 

epistemological difference between networks implies they are different entities (Mol, 2002). The eating, 

watching-over, playing, conversing, and walking-through activities in Fortune Street Park showed a 

different range of interacting objects, different locations of activities, and different postures. This means 

they are different actor-networks, and so different roles are performed by Fortune Street Park. Of course, it 

has been verified there are multiple activity types of eating and drinking, shopping, watching-over and 

playing, and walking-through, with different network relations in Kingston Ancient Market Place.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, this research addresses that more than one stabilised activity network means 

multiple enactments of the public space in reality (Callon, 1998; Law, 2009; Law & Singleton, 2014). The 

two public spaces are continually reconfiguring their relations and as a result of the diverse network 

relations, they enacted more than one in practice. Like each hospital department such as surgery, 

radiography, and ultrasound generates its own material reality of atherosclerosis (Mol, 2002), we see the 

different material realities of Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place generating eating, 

playing, walking and so on.  
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Subsequently, the finding that Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place have more than 

one stabilised activity networks verifies that the two public spaces are plural in practice. There are many 

Fortune Street Parks and many Kingston Ancient Market Places (cf. Law, 2009, p.152). We experience the 

public spaces not only through the relation of eating, but also that of watching-over children, playing, 

conversing, and walking-through. MacKenzie et al. (2007) argue that the theory of economics is not real 

until it is enacted into being as a market that will take different forms in different places; the public spaces 

are not real until they are enacted into being as different actor-networks of user activities, and they have 

multiple realities.  

Therefore, the significant point in here is their stabilisation. Similar with the British Government (Law, 

1992) as a stabilised network, we talk about Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place with 

their names because they are stabilised as public space in their locations. However, they are stabilised, not 

like television or computer which have strictly predictable outcomes, but through the various outcomes, 

the multiple user activities. The different types of activity network are the different realities, or outcomes; 

the two public spaces are stabilised as public spaces in the city with the multiple and continually changing 

realities. This research sees this stabilisation process with the fluid aspect (De Laet & Mol, 2000; Law, 

2002). There are different activity networks in the same space but they are all overlapped in the Fortune 

Street Park or Kingston Ancient Market Place. Then, the next issue of this fluid stabilisation is how the 

different activity networks are accommodated in each of public space, and whether the ways of being held 

are different or same. 

Assemblage concept of public space 

In terms of ANT, we can see every individual user activity as an enacted reality of public space. 

However, to explain the differences between every individual activity, the personal and psychological level 

investigations are needed, is impractical. Instead, patterns of categorised activities with same intention can 

show the tendencies and patterns of interactions with the materials of space which activity types have, and 

the patterns of intermingling between the different activity types. This research categorised user activities 

in groups by intentions, and examined whether the same intentions show common patterns with constant 

occurrences. Also, the perspectives with social and cultural level on user activities are out of this 

research’s interest because it is too broad to describe the unique characteristics of individual public space 
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made by its own urban relations and object setting. Thus, this research sees the user activities by the group 

with the same intention such as eating, playing, conversing etc.  

Each of the differently enacted activity types is bound to a specific object(s) and situation in the space. 

The eating activity in Fortune Street Park is bound to all the benches, grassed area, and fences, while the 

carers of children used the specific benches that are located in the convenient position to watch over 

children. In addition, the eating activity in Kingston Ancient Market Place is mostly bound to the prepared 

seats with tables in the stalls or in the barriers. Activities are related with situational relations: eating in 

Fortune Street Park is also bound to the day - from Monday to Friday - in the specific period when the 

weather permits, and, in Kingston Ancient Market Place, the activity occurs during a similar time for all 

the days in the week, from Monday to Sunday. This means that each differently enacted activity is local 

(cf. Mol, 2002, p.54). A user using the space for an activity is actually using a partial aspect of Fortune 

Street Park (or Kingston Ancient Market Place) while, at the same time, another user is using a ‘different’ 

Fortune Street Park (or Kingston Ancient Market Place) with its own activity networks. In this relation, we 

can conceive that public space is the sum of the user activity networks, which are spatially and 

situationally local (cf. Kärrholm, 2007). The concept of public space is multiply recognised and 

collectively agglomerated through the different user activities. 

Then, why is this multiple user activities, or multiply enacted realities, important in public space? This 

research answers this question by connecting the concept of publicness with the multiple roles of public 

space. This network-based conceptualisation of a multiple public space is significant because it is 

connected with the concept of publicness. Multiple user activities mean the public space is used and 

recognised as different places to the different users; the multiple stabilised activities mean that the public 

space responds to the multiple demands from the users in a stable form. However, more than that, it is 

important in studying a public space to recognise the multiple network relations because different activity 

networks are related with different management, policy, and design decisions of the public space.  
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7.2. Relations between the different activities 

 

This section investigates how multiply enacted user activities are related together. The questions how one 

type of activity influences the other type of activity, which aspect of space becomes key role in one activity 

network and effaced in the other activity network, and how an actant of a network is connected with other 

network are asked and examined. These questions are about the various ways of intermingling between the 

multiple user activity networks. Actor-network theory concerns the way of relation between the multiple 

realities and argues that the common area shared by the different realities can indicate the critical aspects 

of the practical performances of theory, concept, or name (Mol & Law, 2002). This research considers, 

under the ANT and the relational perspective, that the way of holding multiple user activity networks 

shows the public space’s own way to be public, and publicness.  

When describing the interrelations of user activities, the three types of relations found from the cases will 

be used. They are relations through material, functional, and social relations. The descriptions of those 

relations between the different activities are the specific aspects of public space holding more than one 

activity in its physical environment. Thus this is a whole or partial moment in which the characteristic of 

public space is revealed. This research considers that there is not only one type of relation in a public 

space. A public space has more than one type of multiple activity network relations at the same time or by 

flowing from one type to another. The two cases showed differentiated relations, but Fortune Street Park 

has flowing, the gradual changes in activity relations, while Kingston Ancient Market Place showed rather 

abrupt changes and relations. This difference has been viewed through the user activities and their actor-

networks. After describing these categorised relations, the whole picture of the characteristics of relations 

in each of the public spaces will be addressed in terms of publicness.  

 

7.2.1. Relations through object (competing/ sharing/ flowing) 

Observations have found that the different types of activities influence each other through physical 

objects in space. In many cases, the different activity intentions use the same object. This happens when 
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the different activities detect same or different affordances (sit, stand, lean-on) from the same object. If 

those intentions occur at the same time, the activities share the object or interfere with the other activity by 

occupying the object (Fig. 7.2). The interference causes a change, the actants and relations, in the 

interfered activity network by making them pursue another object for the intention. The change means, 

with the framework of ANT, that the interfered activity makes a detour in its activity generation process. If 

the activities, which use the same object, occur in different times, then the competing relation does not 

happen, but the activities share the objects or areas. Both of the competing (coexisting) and sharing 

(different occurrence times) relations are based on the physical object in the space. In other words, 

affordances such as sitting, standing-by, lying-down, and so on are the key in this type of relation.  

In other words, the competing and sharing relations between the activity networks are possible through 

the multiple affordances in the physical setting of space. As we discussed in Chapter 5, this 

ecological/psychological level of physical relations are key connector that the object is possible to be 

translated into a user activity network. The multiple affordances between users and objects are the base on 

which to make public space a field of multiple action possibility. Users pick one from the wide range of 

possible affordances in the physical setting to fulfil their intention. In many cases, there is more than one 

affordance connectable to various types of user activity occurred at the same or over time, and this means 

there can be multiple physical options for an activity intention. Users search for an object or area for their 

activity and, if it is disrupted by other users or other actants, then detour to the other possible objects which 

have possible affordances for the activity.   

 
Figure 7.2  Competing and interfering relation  
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In Fortune Street Park, the competing and interfering relations occur continually around benches or 

grassed area between eating food, drinking beverages, or watching-over activities. The playground at 

lunchtime has more competitive relations between eating food and watching-over children. There is also 

playing activity but it does not in the compete relation with other two activities. There are carers and 

preschool children in the playground, and some of the users come into the playground to use the benches 

for eating food. Thus, there are competing/interfering relations between the user intentions for the sit-on-

able and stand-by-able affordances which occur during lunchtime, around 12:00-14:30.  

  

Figure 7.3  Sharing same object with same/different posture(s) by different intentions 

The more competitive situations for objects occur when the school schedule is changed. When the 

schools, especially Prior Weston Primary School, are on the half-term or summer/winter break, the three 

activities of eating food, watching-over children, and children playing, occur and intermingle at lunchtime. 

Around 12:30 on the observation day, 26th and 27th October, in the half term week, children play football 

on the grass ground. A short interview with one of the carers informed that it was a sport activity held by a 

local community centre for children during the half term. They occupy the grass ground from around 12:00 

until 13:00, thus the users for eating cannot sit and eat on the grass but just using the benches. After the 

children of sport activity stopped around 13:00, the users made a few groups to sit and eat on the grass 

(Fig. 7.4). This is the competing and interfering relation between the children playing and eating activity 

for one material (grassed area) with different postures, such as sitting and running.  
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Figure 7.4  Competing for grassed area: children playing (12:00-13:00) and eating (after 13:00), 26 Oct 2015 

On the same day (26th and 27th Oct), there are competing and interfering relations occurring not only in 

the playground, but also on all the other benches in the park. There are playing and watching-over 

activities which are competing with eating activities over the benches, fences, trees, playground facilities 

as well as grass ground. As a result of this complex intermingling, there are overlapping activities co-

occurred in the playground and other parts of the park (Fig. 7.5). There are playing and watching-over 

activities, which are competing with eating activities over the benches, fences, trees, playground facilities, 

and grass ground. As a result of this complex intermingling, there are overlapping activities co-occurring 

in the playground and other parts of the park.  

 

  

Figure 7.5  Diverse activities are overlapped in the playground in lunchtime 

The same relation was also found in Kingston Ancient Market Place. The eating, conversing, and 

watching-over activities were competing for the benches, deck chairs, artificial turf, and ledges in the 
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square and were interfering with other types of activity networks. The artificial turf and deck chairs, which 

are placed by the members of Kingstonfirst everyday morning, are used not only for eating, conversing, 

and watching-over activities, but also for the performing event. If there is an event such as music playing, 

the turf and deck chairs are located in front of the stage. By the Kingstonfirst, they are translated into the 

event network as audience seats (Fig. 7.6). This use for event is not by the physical affordances individual 

user level interaction but by the managing relation of Kingstonfirst. This different use is not like the 

sharing benches between eating and watching-over activities, because the use in the event is exclusive 

rather than allowing other activities at the same time. Thus, other activities are affected by this exclusive 

use of event. The users of walking-through make detours for their intentions, the movement routes other 

than getting through the event territory. An overlapping relation was observed by the eating food activities 

which occurred on the artificial turf and deck chairs while watching the event.  

 
Figure 7.6  Eating and watching event are overlapped on the turf and deck chairs 

The empty space in centre of the square holds diverse activities and events both at the same time and 

over different times. It was observed that the empty space is used for many activities such as performance, 

pathway, playing, eating/drinking, and watching-over children (Fig. 7.7). Even though there are controlling 

relations in Kingston Ancient Market Place with the physical layouts, the network boundaries between the 

activities are not clearly demarcated. A walking user stops in the middle of the space to make a phone call, 

two people start to converse in the space and move to a food stall to eat, or carers stand or sit on the ground 

while they are eating and watching over their children playing in the fountain. There are intended and 

unintended activities having the mutual relations and interferences with each other, and they are also based 

on the affordances. 

eating performing event 

watching 
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Figure 7.7  Multiple uses of empty space, children playing (above left), performance (above right) 

Pop-up stalls (below left), and Christmas Market (below right) 

Even though not occurring at the same time, many user activities of the two cases use the same object, or 

a set of objects, in different times. In Fortune Street Park, the multiple uses of a single object occurred 

based on the same or different physical affordances. The eating food and watching-over activities in 

Fortune Street Park are not overlapped during the week days of the school term time. By the different 

schedules of office lunchtime (12:00-14:00) and the school time (9:00-15:00), the two activities do not 

occur at the same time20. On the grass ground, multiple activities are produced in different times (Fig. 7.8). 

The grass area is used for eating, conversing, sleeping, and drinking coffees, and it is also used for playing 

football or other playing activity by children after 15:30 in weekdays. Also the grass ground holds many 

stalls during the Fun Fair. The key difference in this relation from the above two is that it is made by the 

different postures. The eating activities on the grass area are made with sitting, and sometimes standing, 

but children use the same area for running, walking, and standing for their various playing activities.  

                                                        
20 However, as stated above, eating food and watching-over preschool children (toddlers) activities still occur and compete at lunchtime 

in the playground. 
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Figure 7.8  Eating food (12:00-14:00), watching-over (16:00-18:00), Children playing (16:00-18:00), 7 July 2015 

Figure 7.9 and 7.10 show the objects and areas used by the different activities in the different times. The 

activities have regular periods of occurrences and those activity networks are in stable by sharing the 

spaces. The occurrence time differences are caused by the different schedules of nearby land uses, such as 

offices’ lunchtime and the school’s time schedule. By their schedules, the grassed areas, the benches, and 

the playground are occupied by different activities. The activities are also interacting with the objects in 

various ways through the various affordances. 

This object-based relation between the activity networks shows a fluid aspect. The continual detours 

mean the continual losing and translating actants, and the activity network flows from one form to another. 

The examples above, the network detours, show connections to the new actants for their activity intentions 

because the former progress was disrupted by something. The changes of network relations do not happen 

abruptly, but occur gradually, by partial changes (actants) in the network. This fluid changes are based on 

the multiple affordances of materials in the space by reconfiguring and translating other objects into their 

networks. The grassed area in Fortune Street Park can be used for sit-and-eat activity; it also can be used 

by lying-down and sleeping, by a user taking a walk with his/her dog, and by children playing football. On 

the grassed area, various activities are coming in and out, or sometimes overlapped. Because of the non-

restrictive interaction range, this object-based relation allows continual flows between the activities. In 
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addition, the object relation of artificial turf and deck chairs with eating activity is reconfigured by 

Kingstonfirst, in the performing event network, as the audience seats, in Kingston Ancient Market Place. 

These are examples of activity networks flowing through the affordances of objects in the space.  

 

 
Figure 7.9  Multiple uses of the grass ground (left) and the playground (right) 
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Figure 7.10  Multiple uses of the round table area (left) and the benches (right) 

 

 

7.2.2. Relations for function (collaborating/ managed/ exclusive) 

There is another relation between the different type of activities: collaborations of different activities to 

produce another activity. As discussed in Chapter 2, this research considers one type of user activity as one 

function, or one role, of a public space. Thus, this relation means that the multiple functions are enacted 

but they contribute to another convergent function (Fig. 7.11).  
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Figure 7.11  Collaborating and managed relation 

The relation types between the user activities are not mutually exclusive, but are overlapped and mixed in 

many cases. The part or a whole of the relation between the different activities can be described both as the 

collaborating relation and as the competing/interfering relation. Some of the competing and interfering 

relations in the Fortune Street Park, which is discussed in the previous section, also can be described as a 

collaborating relation that the drinking, conversing, watching-over, and children playing activities produce 

a community socialising function. This section focuses on the managing aspect in the collaborating 

relation. The collaborating activities for the community space, in Fortune Street Park, is considered more 

with the multiple affordances because there are not the restrictive prescriptions set for some selected 

activities. 

This research found that the ancient market of Kingston Ancient Market Place and the Fun Fair event of 

Fortune Street Park are the produced functions by agglomerations of multiple activities. In Kingston 

Ancient Market Place, different types of activities are related to make a convergent function, namely, the 

ancient market with quality foods and goods from the local traders. This is the main role that Kingstonfirst 

and Kingston Council want for the square. The competing type relate to each other by interfering and 

flowing, but the activities have no further function. The activities do not have any hierarchy, but just flow 

into each other with no managing relations to control them. However, the analysis process found that these 

spatial uses for a specific function showed exclusiveness between the activities. To contribute to a 

purposed function, each activity is planned and allocated in the space. Also, for each activity, the physical 
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settings are arranged by the managing actant. The material settings, which are prepared for a certain 

intended activity have a narrow way of user interactions which suppresses the other action possibilities. 

To make diverse activities collaborate to form a convergent function, there is a controlling actant in 

Kingston Ancient Market Place. This relation, which is controlled, showed exclusiveness in using the 

space. From Friday to Sunday, Kingston Ancient Market Place is visited by more people than on 

weekdays, and there are higher demands from traders who want to sell their foods or goods. The types of 

activities are the same as those on other weekdays, Monday to Thursday, but there are more pop-up and 

permanent stalls open on the weekend days. The number of stalls was higher (30-37 stalls in general) from 

Friday to Sunday than on weekdays (19-27 stalls in general) during the observations.  

This congestion of users and traders results in a more restrictive way of using and occupying the space. 

When locating pop-up stalls, Kingstonfirst makes them line up around the fountain, and the lines of pop-up 

and permanent stalls enclose the centre area (Fig. 7.12). This shop layout makes the user activities are 

allocated to the specific territories in the space, and the territories show exclusiveness to the other types of 

activity. When this type of physical layout was made, the user-movement and food-buying activities 

occurred outside this stall line, and the stationary activities – eating, people watching, playing – were in the 

encircled space with turf, deck chairs, and the fountain. The stalls divided the space into two areas, 

namely, inside and outside.  

    
Figure 7.12  Stall layouts on weekend days, 14th (Fri) / 15th (Sat) /16th (Sun) of Aug 2015 

During the events of Christmas market and Night market, it was observed that the whole square was 

divided into two separate territories: the market area and the area for other activities. When the square is 

used for such events, the market area is controlled by the strict interest of selling and buying. The 
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prescriptions for the events, in both of the events, starts with internalising the event area physically by 

lining up the stalls like a wall. The market shops generally face inside the wall, and the tables and seats for 

food customers are located in the space. The lining up of the stall wall, along with the existing permanent 

stalls and buildings, makes narrow linear alleys formed both sides of the square, which consequently 

restricts the user movement to only in this area.   

  

Figure 7.13  The physical layouts of Night Market and Christmas Market 

The division of space in this way created the sense of an inside and outside, or front and rear, of the 

square. In the Night Market, all the stalls and food cars were facing inside space, so there were no 

interactions with users from the outside. There were many people strolling, eating, drinking, buying, and 

conversing inside, and the area outside of the market was used mostly for movement or walking-through, 

even though there were also some users using the shops in the buildings (Fig. 7.14). This way of using the 

square is different from when the centre area is physically open to the users for walking through, and there 

are more intermingling activities throughout the whole square. This way of using space, inside/outside or 

front/rear, makes the square more exclusive for holding activities.  
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Figure 7.14  Outside (above) and inside (below) of the Night Market (18:30, 13th Aug, 2015) 

  
Figure 7.15  The sense of inside/outside in the Christmas Market 

While the collaborating relation was observed every day in Kingston Ancient Market Place, it was 

observed once in Fortune Street Park when there was the Fun Fair, an annual one-day local community 

event held on 27 June, 2015. The various activities and events were organised under the actant Friends of 

Fortune Park. In a short interview, the main organiser, who is both a resident and a shop owner on 

Whitecross Street, revealed that the event was held by Friends of Fortune Street Park, which is a residents’ 

and shopkeepers’ organisation, for the benefit of the community. The event invites many small events and 

booths for people to enjoy with their children. 

 
Figure 7.16  A banner for advertising Fun Fair in 2015 
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In 2015, it was held in 27th of July. From the morning around 10:00, people started to assemble 

temporary fences and gazebos to make territories for the planned events in the park. The observer could 

recognise many of residents who were working because they had been seen a few times in the park with 

their children after school time. In the Fun Fair, there were booths for selling small plants, a health gym, a 

conservation group, and a local development company, along with booths selling raffle tickets, bakery 

products, and juices. For children’s activities, there were also booths for a bouncy castle, pony rides, a 

mini farm with small animals, storytelling, fun making, and face painting. Especially there was a section 

for police officers educating the public about security, and the police horses were there for about one hour. 

There also was a fire truck parked in front of the park for about an hour, which also was for children.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.17  Setting up the allocated activities in the space, 

(from top to down) 10:30, 11:30, 14:00, 15:00, 27th June, 2015 

During the event day, the use of space was different from on other days. The various activities in the park 

were pre-set, and the events and entertainment activities were prepared as parts of one function, the Fun 

Fair. The space was divided into many activity and event territories which were physically bounded by 
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tents, stalls, or fences. Friends of Fortune Park divided the space and allocated events and activities under 

the convergent function. The Friends of Fortune Park was not recognised during the other observations as 

one of the related actant in the various eating, conversing, watching-over, and other activities that occurred 

on the other observation days. However, on the Fun Fair day, this organisation was a managing actant, 

allocating pop-up booths and activities, and had invited a jazz band to play inside the playground (see Fig. 

7.9).  

 

7.2.3. Relations by user (communicating/ socialising)  

The third relation is a connection between the users who are in the different activity networks. This 

relation is based on the individual level connections which affect both the activities. This relation makes an 

additional activity or affects another activity as an actant. A representative example is the relation between 

carers and children with watching-over and playing activity networks respectively. They are 

interconnected with each other because one activity cannot be maintained without others, and the carers’ 

interactions with objects in the space are affected by the children’s locations and ages. A toddler has to be 

followed by the carer during the time they are playing, while older children can play at a distance from 

their carers but within a limited location to enable the carers to track their children visually. They mutually 

affect each other while they maintain their activity network. 

 

Figure 7.18  Communicating and social relation 

In Fortune Street Park, there were many user relations producing another activity: conversing with other 

users while drinking beverages. Two users who know each other will start to converse in the space while 
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they are doing different activities. Of course, this relation happens also in Kingston Ancient Market Place, 

but it could not be recognised during the observations. For example, a carer of children (watching-over) 

was observed conversing with a senior lady (people watching) while they were sitting on the round-table 

bench. Also, it was frequently observed that the groups with 2-4 carers conversing spread around the park 

while their children were playing in the park. This relation between the different activities is made by the 

social aspect. Also, this research observed many carers/senior people buying coffee/beverages from the 

vendor, Giddy-up, while they were conversing.  

This type of relation causes complex intermingling between the individual activities. By accident, or on 

purpose, many users meet other users and start a conversation while drinking coffee or eating food 

together. This relation is based on the social relationship, knowing each other, so there is more possibility 

of it happening in the neighbourhood-level public spaces. From the almost year-long period of fieldwork 

on the Fortune Street Park, this research recognises that most of the users live near the park and know 

some of the other users because they are family or neighbours. The continual intersecting between the 

different user activities makes Fortune Street Park a socialising space for the community: a place for 

spending some time and meeting someone you know, while letting your children play with their friends, 

and a place for drinking coffee while conversing with acquaintances.  

This form of interrelations between the different activity networks is related with how the public space is 

‘impersonal’ (Madanipour, 2003), because the element of personal acquaintance is key in this 

communicating relation. A public space which has a relation with the local community or neighbourhood 

has more interrelations based on personal relationships. This is about a relationship with people who meet 

up personally. If a public space has a more impersonal aspect, then this type of relation will occur at a 

lower rate.   

 

7.2.4. Holding multiple activities  

This research found that there were three types of relations between different activity networks: 

competing, collaborating, and communicating. These relations intermingled in the space leading to 
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changes to and the development of multiple aspects of public space. Difference is which aspect of relations 

are revealed more in space. They affected how the exclusive physical setting interacted with other actants 

and how the different activity networks flowed into each other. Kingston Ancient Market Place showed 

more exclusiveness in the relations for function, while Fortune Street Park showed a fluid aspect (cf. Law 

& Mol, 2001, p.5) in the relations for object and user. The market square has eating, conversing, drinking, 

buying vegetables, watching-over, playing, and walking-through managed by Kingstonfirst, and to make 

them convergent to the function of Kingston Ancient Market, the physical settings were used to prescribe a 

narrow range of interest. As was pointed out in Chapter 6, the stabilisation processes of the user activities 

in Kingston Ancient Market Place are related with the interests of the actants, Kingston council, and 

Kingstonfirst. The appropriate activities, which contribute to the function of the market, are pre-

determined and encouraged through the networks of actants, which are managed continually.  

The user activities in Fortune Street Park are generated and stabilised for their own purpose rather than 

serving another function, in contrast to Kingston Ancient Market Place. The user activities in Fortune 

Street Park are just enacted and flow into each other for their own purpose. The publicness of Fortune 

Street Park is just a constellation of all the activities that occurred in the space (cf. Tornaghi & Knierbein, 

2014). Kingston Ancient Market Place has various activities that are prescribed to serve to the traditional 

market, while those of Fortune Street Park just intermingle through the object relations fundamentally by 

multiple affordances. Kingston Ancient Market Place also has multiple affordances, but they are controlled 

with additional managing relations for the intended user activities. 

Network relations and the action possibility 

The significant point made is that the way of performing a constant role (stabilisation) and the way of 

holding different roles (multiplicity) affect the user behaviour/activity in everyday use of the space. The 

managed and pre-determined actants of physical settings in Kingston Ancient Market Place tend to 

communicate with users only in the intended ways. The intentions of Kingstonfirst are inscribed in the 

materials of the space: placing turf and deck chairs for their daily use, introducing events and 

performances, controlling stall shop business types and their territories in the space, and authorising the 

seats and tables only for some selected shops. These managed objects communicate with users to make 

them use the space for the selected activities. The interaction range in Kingston Ancient Market Place is 
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restrictive (cf. Latour, 1992), with a narrow range of activity acceptance. The physical settings are 

arranged to interact with the preferred activities, such as selling vegetables, retail shopping, eating and 

drinking beverages in the stalls, and watching performances, and the users detect the cues from the 

physical environment and follow the prescriptions. When people act contrary to the prescriptions, they are 

asked to change their actions to those prescribed by the people managing the space. 

The broad/narrow range of interests in public space, mentioned by Madanipour (2010), can be discussed 

in terms of ANT with regard to how strictly the actants in the activity network are prevented from being 

translated into other networks. How, then, does the restrictive prescription prevent actants from being used 

by other, unintended activity networks? In Kingston Ancient Market Place, the seats and tables have 

different shapes and sizes, and people use them exclusively beside the stalls. The stalls prepare their own 

seats and tables with distinctive design, and locate them close to their stalls. The users can recognise the 

physical aspects – shape, colour, and location – different stall by stall. The distinctive physical cues 

indicate that users can use the seats only when they obtain the right to do so by buying food. Thus, in the 

activity networks of eating on the stall seats contain social relations in addition to the sit-on-able 

affordance, and this social aspect is the relation preventing the seats from being translated into other 

activities with sitting. This relation also was seen in Fortune Street Park with the seats of Giddy-up where 

eating activities are not occurred even in the peak lunchtime. Their unique shapes and colour imply people 

of exclusive use, while the other type of seats of Giddy-up fail to be recognised as exclusive use because 

their bench-like shape and distant location from the vendor.  

The weekend (Friday – Sunday) physical layouts showed narrow setting for the food and vegetable 

market with the full setting of pop-up stalls. Also, the temporary Night Market and Christmas Market 

showed also strictly narrow range of activities intended by the managing actant Kingstonfirst. In these 

cases, on top of the above social relation – to obtain the right to use –, the physical setting with narrow 

alleys, seats and tables in the compact space are also the actants preventing other networks from attracting 

the physical objects. 

If we expand our view on the eating activities in the Kingston Ancient Market Place, the activity has 

more relations making the prescription restrictively interacting in the intended way. The business types in 
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the stalls, both permanent and pop-up, are filtered, and the stall areas for seats and tables are pre-set and 

managed by the planning action. The activities are also controlled by the member of Kingstonfirst; the 

example case that an unauthorised music playing performer was asked to leave the square. The space 

around fountain is, in most of the cases, remained empty to hold stationary activities such as eating, 

drinking, and playing. As a result of the various relations, the square is used like a food court in the 

shopping mall providing various foods and seats; it is a good space to watch other people in the square 

while eat or drink; also, it is convenient to let child play in the empty space while carers watch on and eat.    

The other activity with the restrictive prescription seen in Kingston Ancient Market Place is performance. 

The prescription set by the Kingstonfirst was the stage-audience relationship (see Fig. 6.56 in Chapter 6). 

By installing a car acting as a stage with acoustic and lighting system, and locating the artificial turf and 

deck chairs in front of the stage, the prescription for the performance allowed very narrow ranged 

activities. The relation prevents the objects such as turf, deck chairs, and stage from being translated into 

other activity networks is the compact physical setting. People easily recognised that the two objects – 

stage and sitting objects – are related for the performance by closely locating them. This physical setting, 

prescription, can be compared to the music performance on 24th June (see Fig. 6.55 in Chapter 6) without 

any audience setting.  

In contrast, the activities in Fortune Street Park are produced through the interactions with the multiple 

affordances. However, most of the activities in Fortune Street Park showed a different restrictiveness of 

prescription from those of Kingston Ancient Market Place. There is no relation that strictly prevents the 

actants of networks being translated into other activities. The produced activities are overlapped or flow 

into each other around the same object/area. There is no clear and specific interest inscribed in the physical 

setting of the park which would form restrictive prescriptions. The interactions between user and objects 

are based only on the physical affordances level, like sitting, standing, hanging, riding, and so on, and 

during the observations, they showed multiple connectivity with various activities. The relations through 

affordances can hold different activities at the same time, and the activities push against or overlap with 

each other. There are no additional social/cultural relations as there are in Kingston Ancient Market Place. 

This is the physical setting with more possibility of action. There are no pre-determined functions with the 

narrow range of interest; thus, the users do not have any particular cues from the space and just interact 
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with objects in the park more freely with their needs. Users in Fortune Street Park do not read the clear 

prescriptions indicating a certain type of activity which is exclusive to the other activities.  

The park provides various physical potions for various user activities. The activities such as eating, 

watching-over, playing, and conversing can all be occurred at the same time in the park during the 

lunchtime. Especially the playground is the common complex area by various activities by sharing objects. 

The grass ground is another example translated differently as both the sitting material and the green feature 

the users like to watching. Many users use the grass with the sit-on-able affordance, but they also are 

attracted by the grass and trees which refresh them. For those activities, the objects provided in the park do 

not indicate any further relations constraint the action possibilities. The prescriptions, the settings for 

certain types of activities, are not narrowly ordered in Fortune Street Park.  

 

 

7.3. Conclusion: their publicness 

 

One of the key questions this research continually asks is what user activities indicate about public space. 

This research argues that the ways of intermingling and relating activities stem from the complex urban, 

social, cultural, and physical relations the public space has. The different way of associations creates 

different activity networks, and this means different ways to perform the roles of public space. The 

geographical locations and different physical facilities vary the user activities, and these context-based 

network relations vary the performance of public space. Thus, there are different publicness as same 

number as there are public spaces in our cities. Publicness is, this research argues, multiple and local that 

every public space produces differently, and indicates informing what public space is in practice. 

In this section, the different publicness of the two cases are depicted through the activity network 

relations. Based on this research’s perspective that publicness is a unique way of associations various 

elements of public space has, the analysis verified that both of Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient 
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Market Place hold multiple activity networks which are competing, collaborating, or communicating each 

other in the space. The two cases showed different ways of producing activities and of relationships 

between them. To answer the questions of which actors and relations are associated and what/how a given 

public space perform are the way to reveal the publicness of the given public space.  

Public spaces take different forms in different relations, so their publicness are also different, and we 

need to have a proper tool to see and to discriminate the differences between them. Barnett (2014) lists the 

different concepts of the term ‘public’ because it is not possible to nail down a clear and concise definition 

of it. He suggested ‘a grammar of public space’ to grasp various aspects of publicness. This is also similar 

to the multiplicity example of Mol and Law (2002); a word ‘Animals’ in a certain Chinese encyclopaedia 

which contains more than 14 meanings. Publicness is not the term limited in a few words but a continually 

produced and ever-changed value different space by space (Madanipour, 2010). The publicness is local to 

the individual public space rather than the universal attribute commonly shared by all the public spaces.  

To reveal this local, unique, and changing publicness, there are two aspects to consider: the stabilisation 

of user activity networks (how the public space performs a role constantly) and the relations between the 

different activity networks (how public space holds multiple roles indicate the network relations). These 

two aspects are, respectively, the description about the network relations in an activity type and the 

description about the network relations between the activities.  

This research verifies, from the findings of analysis, that Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient 

Market Place have their own ways of being stabilised and being multiple. Additionally, they are not static, 

but continually changing their performances. It was supported by the user activities that are produced 

through different processes, and are differently enacted flowing each other through the interactions in 

public space. Even though there are managing relations restricting the networks within a narrow interest, 

the fluid aspects were also identified between the multiple user activities. Therefore, the concept of public 

space, Kingston Ancient Market Place and Fortune Street Park, are differently enacted in everyday life by 

the complex intermingling of their context. The two public spaces are functioning as public spaces in 

London, but they have different strategies to be stable as they are. Fortune Street Park has more fluid 

aspects in its stabilisation and being multiple, while Kingston Ancient Market Place shows stabilisation by 
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the managing with a relatively narrow range of interest. The relationships between the different activities 

are also different; while Fortune Street Park has object-oriented and individual user interrelationships, 

Kingston Ancient Market Place has function-oriented relations.   
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8.  Conclusion  

 

 

 

 

 

This research addressed, at the beginning, the problem of conceptualising and studying public spaces 

which perform multiple roles and continually change the performances by their urban contexts. As a 

solution to this problematic issue, the conceptualisation and analysis under the affordance and the Actor-

Network Theory (ANT) was suggested, which can open up the public space and investigate the complex 

intermingling of human and nonhuman relations. Based on this, the main research question is:  

How do public spaces perform their multiple roles in the urban context? 

There are the following four detailed questions divided from the main question. 

- How are user activities generated recurrently in Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market 

Place? 

- How do physical aspects of pubic space affect user activities? 

- Are the multiple roles related to each other? 

- What do the user activities indicate about public space? 

This concluding chapter reviews the findings from the analysis process, which correspond to each of the 

four research sub-questions. After the reviews, this chapter argues that the approach with ANT enables us 

to understand the complicated performances of public spaces, recognising the whole that is agglomerated 

by the complex relations of the parts, which were not captured by previous researches. A theoretical scope 
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which covers both individual enactments and the collective whole can supplement the public space 

discourses as a new practical way of finding hidden aspects of them. 

 

 

8.1. Empirical findings and implications 

 

8.1.1. Stabilisation of user activity 

The first task in the analysis process was to recognise the type of user activities, such as eating, 

conversing, watching-over etc., that occur recurrently under similar network relations. Whether the same 

user intention showed similar patterns both in the network relations and in the interactions with the objects 

of the public spaces were examined and discussed. This phase needed to recognise what type of roles the 

case public spaces perform regularly, and whether there is more than one role performed by the public 

space. The recurrent and regular occurrences of a certain type of activity were conceptualised as a 

stabilised network in terms of ANT. The detail of relations between the actants in the networks, and the 

process of how the networks obtained stability in producing the user activity were described.     

The analysis process verified that there are eating food, watching-over children, playing, drinking 

beverages, and walking-through activities stabilised regularly and produced in Fortune Street Park. As 

addressed above, these stabilised activities are recognised not only by their regular occurrence but also by 

the similarity of actants translated in the networks. The eating food, watching-over children, and playing 

activities are generated regularly in time, but also they showed different ways of using the space. Other 

activities were observed without any specific occurrence of time periods, but also showed their own ways 

of interacting with the objects in the park. In the processes obtaining stability, there are various actants 

translated in the activities. Land use such as office blocks, residential flats, school, street market, and other 

shops relate with user intentions under the regular schedules. The type of residences, the small flat 

complex around the park, is also an actant in that it creates the demands of residents to use the park as a 
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place for socialising. The walkable distance and weather affect users in their decisions whether to come 

into the park or not. The crowdedness, the relation by other users, is also an actant causing changes in the 

user activity network. Various objects with multiple affordances are critical in accommodating and 

stabilising various user activities. 

Kingston Ancient Market Place also has multiple user activities: eating/drinking beverages, shopping, 

watching-over children, playing, walking-through, and performance watching. While the shopping activity 

occurred as a part of the whole Kingston town centre, the eating/drinking beverages, watching-over 

children, playing, and performance activities obtain the network stability in different ways. The managing 

actant Kingstonfirst, working on behalf of Kingston Council, projects its vision of ancient market function 

onto the square and it actively relates with the various materials in the square to constantly maintain the 

activities. Providing hot and quality food, vegetable shops, stable supplies of seats for eating food, and 

promoting various performances and events are the works of Kingstonfirst, and the objects, stalls, and 

other materials are allocated and managed under this intention. The walking activity was observed to be 

affected by the physical layouts of the square, which are set by Kingstonfirst, but also affects the stalls’ 

business behaviour such as stall opening hours, the shop facing directions, and the locations of seats.  

The stabilisation processes in Kingston Ancient Market Place showed differences from those of Fortune 

Street Park. The managing relations from the actant Kingstonfirst has many relations to many materials in 

the square, and tries to set up a prescription (Akrich, 1992) to make a set, or sets, of physical objects 

interact in the intended ways with users. Even though it does not control all the relations, Kingstonfirst 

affects many aspects of materials in the square to make the activity networks under the ancient market role. 

In contrast, the activity network relations in Fortune Street Park do not have any specific relations, or 

actants, connected to many other actants to manage them into a certain way of a pattern. There are also 

some materialised relations from the Islington Council, or the residents’ organisation Friends of Fortune 

Park, but they are very simple prescriptions which do not drive some user interactions into the intended 

directions. Rather than that, there is no preferred and intended activity, and the user activity networks in 

Fortune Street Park showed a broad range of relational effects resulting from the intermingling of the 

various actants. 
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8.1.2. Materiality and multiple activities 

The analysis recognised, firstly, the multiple processes of stabilisation in the user activities from the two 

cases. The multiple activities occurred at the same, or different times with overlapping, interfering with 

each other or collaborating together. It was recognised in the first step that there is more than one user 

activity performed in the case public spaces.  

Discussion about the multiple user activities started with the discourses of the ‘problem of difference’ 

(Law & Singleton, 2005). This is a process to recognise differences between the actor-networks, and in this 

research it was about to recognise the different types of user activity. For practical reasons, the types were 

set from the pilot studies, and the categories were verified through the main fieldworks. This research 

found that the objects in space, users and their activity patterns, organisations, weather, and other actants 

are all interrelated in producing diverse activities; and their network relations showed different modes of 

orders between the activities in the same public space. The differences of translated actants, and their 

different relation orders resulting in occurrence time, the physical locations, the interacting objects, related 

land use, and others were examined to discriminate the different user activity types. To verify different 

user activity types means that the case public spaces are performing more than one role; the public spaces 

are enacted multiply to the various users with various intentions.   

The next step was to investigate what are the relations allowing multiple enactments of user activities 

with the same unchanged physical setting. The research held the interest on the materiality of space as 

catalytic actants allowing the multiple productions of user activities, and examined the material relations in 

terms of ‘affordances’ (Gibson, 1979). The arbitrary and multiple translations of a single object to the 

various user activities were seen through the concept of affordances. Affordance is a relation which makes 

a connection between a user (intention) and a certain aspect of an object. Other actants, such as rain, 

temperature, time, crowdedness, etc., permit a user intention, and a given object has a proper shape or 

material to the intention, then an affordance is set up and the activity is generated. If the same shape or 

material, or maybe other physical aspect of the object set up another affordance with another user 
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intention, then a different activity is generated from the same object. The multiple affordance possibilities 

enables multiple user action possibility.  

 

8.1.3. Relations between user activity networks 

As a next step, this research examined the way how the differently enacted user activities are related. 

This was also an empirical attempt to bridge the individual user level to the collective whole; the user 

activity productions and the performances of space. This process provided a view of the whole 

performances of public space through the complex intermingling of the individuals. In addition, this 

attempt enabled the research to see how the given cases are performing within the urban context where 

they are seated. In examining the relations between the multiple roles of public space, this research found 

three types of relation.  

The three relations found in the analysis process were: competing and interfering, collaborating, and 

generating and communicating relations. The competing and interfering influences were commonly 

observed in the cases. The users who have different activity intentions can detect possible affordances 

from the same object, or a set of objects, in the space. Then they compete for the object and a user who is 

interfered by another user has to detour to another object to accomplish the action goal, or fail and go out 

of the space. This relationship occurred if there are multiple activities generated at the same time. Diverse 

activities which can be connected with sit-on-able affordance compete for benches and ledges, and the 

research observed this type of relation on many occasions in both of the cases. 

Rather than competing and acting as a disrupting actant to the other network, there was a second relation 

between the different types of activities: collaborating under a certain functional purpose. This was 

observed in Kingston Ancient Market Place during all the period of fieldwork, and also there was one case 

in Fortune Street Park. The activities, such as eating food, drinking beverages, shopping, and so on, serve 

to one function, the traditional market in Kingston Ancient Market Place and the Fun Fair in Fortune Street 

Park. In both of the cases, there were managing actants, the Kingstonfirst and the Friends of Fortune Park. 

The relations between the different types of activities are made through the managing actant. Those actants 
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select the activities, allocate the roles, and control the locations for activities to collaborate without any 

interfering conflict. This research found that there were in-advance visions for the space, how they were to 

be used for the target function, and the managing actants inscribe the visions in the physical setting of the 

space. It was also found that, under this relationship, the user activities have a relatively narrow range of 

interactions with objects in the space, because the managing actants inscribed many signs and affordances 

only for their purposes. The physical settings of the space came to have the restrictive prescriptions (cf. 

Latour, 1992).  

The third, generating/communicating, relation is based on the direct relationship of the individuals. In 

many cases, the relations were observed as the communication of the acquaintances such as between the 

residents in the same community, between the carer and teacher of the junior school, between colleagues, 

and so on. This can be, therefore, both interfering and overlapping relations between the different 

activities. They start conversation and drinking coffees while they maintain the activities which they were 

doing, or they stop their previous activity and change to the new activity with the encountered users. The 

carers start conversing with other carers while they were continuing the watching-over children activity, or 

a user who is walking through the space meets someone and starts a conversation while standing. Thus this 

relation happens more in the community based public spaces rather than with impersonal spaces (cf. 

Madanipour, 2010). In the cases, this relation was observed more often in Fortune Street Park than 

Kingston Ancient Market Place which is the part of the local commercial centre. 

The critical aspect of the relations between the user activity is that they are not mutually exclusive. These 

types represent the partial aspects of relations which are revealed in practice. They are complicatedly 

mixed, so the relations sometimes are not easily recognised. The reason to address these types is to clarify 

the way how public spaces are holding their multiple enactments; how they hold their multiples in one 

physical setting stably and constantly. This research found that the way of holding them can be different by 

public spaces, and showed which actants involved in the space caused the differences. In the end, from the 

small individual actant to the whole set of space, they are all connected in the relations of networks, and 

this research argues that the actor-network approach is an effective way to understand the complex inside 

of public space. 
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8.1.4. Enactment of public space 

It was discussed in Chapter 2 that, in terms of ANT, existence means continual network performances 

and reconfiguring the parts of the network, and the performances of the network are enacted differently in 

practice. Public space is viewed in this relation, which can exist only when it performs the roles but with 

different ways of performing in different places and times. This research argues the enactment of public 

space is user activity. This is a reciprocal description between public space and user activity; The 

enactment of public space is user activity and at the same time the user activity is the evidence of the 

public space existence. This relationship is theoretically supported by the ‘reality concept’ (Law & 

Singleton, 2014; Mol, 2002) that explains the user activities are the realities performed in practice of 

Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place. Therefore, the public space we experience in 

practice is the aggregate of the multiply enacted realities. The name of Fortune Street Park and Kingston 

Ancient Market Place are produced through the user activities which are the network results of the 

physical, social, economic, and political relations.  

The ANT account provides the conceptual connection between the individual level user activities and the 

collective level of public space. With this way of understanding, this research found that there are some 

similarities and differences between the two cases. First of all, this research verified, empirically, that the 

two public spaces were performing more than one role within their urban context. This means that there 

are multiple Fortune Street Parks and Kingston Ancient Market Places experienced by the users with 

diverse intentions. In addition, the affordances, which are the physical relations between human and 

objects, perform the key roles in producing the multiple spaces.  

The main difference between the two cases, in terms of the user activity networks, is whether there is a 

managing actant and relations. It was firstly recognised from the process of activity network stabilisations. 

While Fortune Street Park holds user activity stabilisations through the regular schedules of around land 

use and the multiple affordances of materials in the park, the activities in Kingston Ancient Market Place 

are stabilised under the intention of a managing actant, Kingstonfirst. By setting up the narrow 

prescriptions for a few intended activities, users in the square interact with objects, mostly, in intended 
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ways. This projected intention also affects the relations between the different activities. This research 

found that most of the relationship between the activities observed in Kingston Ancient Market Place was 

the ‘collaborating’ with the market function which did not occur in Fortune Street Park except for the one-

day event of Fun Fair. The multiple activities in Fortune Street Park tended to be related by the ‘competing 

/ interfering’ relations, and this is because there is no further function the activities have to produce. 

This research conceptualises that the performance of public space, the socio-spatial entity which is 

different from the public sphere or public realm, is the sum of user activities. It can be also said to be the 

sum of territories (Kärrholm, 2007) or the sum of places, but fundamentally they, territory and place, are 

also produced by user activities. Public space is simply the sum of user activities it holds, thus examining 

public space means examining its user behaviour/activity and how the different activities are related. Every 

user activity is the intersection between user and object, and the user and object are the actants containing 

the physical, social, economic, political, and cultural relations.   

The most significant finding this research has revealed is that the relations producing the user activity are 

the key to understanding performances of public space. The difference in the actants and their relations 

explains the differences and characteristics of user activities and, consequently, explains how the public 

space plays its roles. The user activities, and the networks that underlie them, are the key to explaining 

public spaces, and this research suggests a new way of looking inside the activity network empirically. 

Based on this insight, this research argues that public spaces are changing because the user activity 

networks vary their network relations both within the same and different types; this research argues the 

public spaces have multiple roles because the different activity types showed different network relations; 

this research argues the two case public spaces have different ways of holding multiple roles and thus they 

have different publicness because the ways of relations between the different activity networks are 

different in the two cases.  

Another finding this research addressed is that the stabilisations of the user activities showed fluidity. 

Within the same type of activity, the related actants, physical locations, and the interactions with objects 

are not always the same. There are multiple network options to satisfy a user intention, and this is 

commonly analysed in both of the cases. The two public spaces are able to provide more than one option to 
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the users. In addition, there are continual flows between the different activities through the affordances. 

The multiple affordances allow sharing an object by the different types of user intentions, and the different 

activity types frequently connected and produce the third activity.  

 

8.1.5. Implications of the findings 

The findings and the process this research has conducted in the ANT account demonstrated the 

importance of network analysis in the urban design area. To design and manage physical objects in space 

is the key method of urban design, and the ANT perspective including non-physical relations around the 

physical settings can open the view how they diversely change themselves to hold the multiple activities, 

and also how they can be trapped in a monotonous relation. This implies the importance of the physical 

objects which are not just the facilities but the mediators producing various meaning and the richness of 

our urban spaces. Urban design has to be a process not only for the visual aspect but also for the hidden 

dynamics underneath our cities. This research suggests the methodological tool to investigate the non-

physical relations but directly affecting the physical aspect. 

The key tool to be used in the urban design or other urban space studies is presented as the user-object 

diagram in Chapter 6. It shows how various relations influence one another in making one type of user 

activities. For the constant occurrence of an activity type, eating or watching-over, Fortune Street Park and 

Kingston Ancient Market Place showed different network relations. The network view in this type of 

diagram can show the hidden dynamics and reveal the key relations for an activity in a public space. Each 

public space has its own different ways of relations, and the methodology this research suggests can detect 

and be used in urban design and public space studies.  

This network approach on the activity production is also significant in various issues of public space 

studies. The activity network diagrams of this research also showed that there is a difference in private-

public tension between Fortune Street Park and Kingston Ancient Market Place. By the controlling actant 

the market square showed the narrower range of activity possibility while the park is stabilised as public 

space with a broader range of activities only with the affordances. As such, the substituted networks for the 
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performances of public space have an advantage to examine the problematic public space issues such as 

privatisation, gentrification, and others.  

Another significant implication is the use of affordance concept in investigating the multiple productions 

of activities. The complex connections between objects and user intentions are shown in the research and it 

is argued that the material aspects of space actively influence on the user’s behaviour/activity. The user-

object diagrams draw the multiple physical options for a user to fulfil his/her activity intention. The 

multiple options presented in the space are the multiple meanings translated by the user under the network 

relations. The same object can be translated differently in the different activity network. This research 

holds the view that the relation, which makes the objects be mediators with various meaning, is affordance. 

The view of affordance can detect different intention-posture-object combinations of activity productions 

under the social and natural circumstances. This scope on the individual interactions between objects and 

human revealed the importance of small material objects in public space; the importance that explains how 

multiple activities are possible and how public spaces are stabilised as public spaces in the complex urban 

contexts. User activities are the key to understand public space and the affordances between user and 

object are the key to understand user activities.  

 

 

8.2. Conclusion 

 

8.2.1. Limitations and further areas of the research 

In this research, public space was bounded in materiality and all other nonphysical relations were seen as 

materialised in public space. As revealed throughout the thesis, in the concept of public space, this research 

maintained a distance from the abstract concepts such as public sphere (Habermas, 1991) or public realm 

(Arendt, 1998). Thus, it has not been examined, and therefore can be studied further with the actor-

network approach, whether this research’s method can answer the question about the abstract area of 
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public spaces; whether a given space plays a role in sharing social/community issues or in forming a 

political opinion; how certain public spaces acquire a community’s symbolic image; how abrupt physical 

changes or designs lose (or acquire) a certain meaning of a public space; how the materiality of a public 

space is used for a political or economic purpose. This research was focused on suggesting a new method 

of examining public space, with the materials and actor-networks. However, more studies will be needed 

attempting to connect the materiality of space with other various social aspects. 

The other limitation is originated from the actor-network theory itself. One of the criticisms of ANT is 

that the theory is irresponsible. The actor-network theory explains our world in terms of complex relations 

but denies extracting general rules or standards. The critics argue that the theory does not provide any 

lesson for future moves. A limit or issue with the ANT in public space is whether this approach can be 

practically used in the urban design process which is a conscious action dealing with the future relations 

and uses of public space. Even though this research verified that the actor-network approach to public 

space is effective and has a meaning in examining and managing it, there needs to be more examination of 

the practical ways to apply this method in urban design. 

Even though this research argues that the user activity networks and their relations indicate how the cases 

perform as public spaces, it does not mean that the method of this research found the universal meaning or 

concept of publicness. As discussed above, publicness is different by every public space’s setting and 

urban context, so there are as many kinds of publicness as there are public spaces. Thus it is possible that 

there are many other public spaces with unique relational patterns in stabilisations and the other types of 

relations between the different types of user activity networks. With the lens of ANT, we need to 

continually attempt to see the hidden relations performing public spaces in our cities. 

 

8.2.2. Effectiveness of the research 

This research has found a new way of understanding the public spaces that have multiple dimensions and 

changes their performances. The process of understanding was made through a framework of examining 

stabilisation and multiplicity under the actor-network theory. It has developed a new practical method to 
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approach and investigate the complex aspects of public space through the hidden physical, social, and 

other relations entangled in the materials in space. The research has found that there is more than one way 

of producing multiple roles and holding the roles constantly in stable. This indicates there are multiple 

ways of being public space under their own urban context, and this verifies the view of the relational 

perspective which this research also shares. The empirical findings confirm that investigation into the user 

activities in terms of actor-networks can reveal the relations which were not seen by the other approaches.  

The additional significant finding in this research is the role of physical relations between humans and 

objects. This role was conceptualised by the affordances, which means the direct perception detected 

without social, cultural, and other relations. This research has found that the multiple affordances are the 

basis of the production of multiple user activities from the stationary physical environment. The empirical 

processes of this research have found that the materials in space are not just passive ‘things’ waiting to be 

used, but they are the actants which actively affect humans and other actants and consequently produce 

diverse activities in the space. However, we need to be careful in designing the material features in public 

spaces because it has to be seen in detail how they are going to be connected with various types of 

relations. 

The descriptions both of the stabilisation process of user activities, including the physical relations 

between users and objects and in the way of relations and influences between the different activity 

networks, on which this research was mainly processed, are the works on the production process of the 

given public spaces. The materiality of public space is the window to see the hidden relations enacting the 

roles under the name of the space. Through the window, this research compared the similar and different 

network behaviours of the two case public spaces. By transforming the physically and contextually 

different public spaces, park and square, into the actor-network forms, it was possible to compare them. 

This is a new way examining, managing, and designing public space which is manifold and continually 

changing its faces. 
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Appendix B: observation notes (samples) 

1. Fortune Street Park 
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2. Kingston Ancient Market Place 
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Appendix C: observation user activity maps 

1. Fortune Street Park 

User activity (sample): 7 July 2015 
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2. Kingston Ancient Market Place 

Physical layout changes: 11 Aug – 17 Aug 2015 

  
11 Aug (Tue)                                                                 12 Aug (Wed) 

  
13 Aug (Thu)                                                                 13 Aug (Night Market): 17:00 – 22:00 
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16 Aug (Sun)                                                                 17 Aug (Mon) 
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User activity (sample): 11 Aug 2015 
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Appendix D: questionnaire sheet 

1. Fortune Street Park 
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2. Kingston Ancient Market Place 
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